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Chapter 1

General introduction

Abstract

In order to further reduce the minimum feature sizes for the semiconductor industry, it is expected that extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography becomes the successor of immersion lithography using deep UV radiation. Most likely Sn-based plasma based light sources will be used to produce the desired radiation of 13.5 nm. However, next to the desired radiation, these light sources produce debris that can damage the optics inside the lithographic tool. In this thesis, the nature and characteristics of debris produced by Sn-based EUV emitting discharge produced plasma sources are investigated.
Chapter 1: General introduction

1.1 Introduction

The work presented here is aimed at the study of debris emitted by an Sn-based extreme ultraviolet (EUV) producing discharge plasma. These plasmas are potential candidates for the light source of next-generation optical lithography systems.

Plasmas are gases which for a considerable fraction consist of charged particles (electrons and ions). These particles play a dominant role in determining the plasma properties. The plasma state is called the fourth state of matter, besides solids, liquids and gases. About 99% of all the visible matter in the universe is in the plasma state, predominantly in the form of stars and nebulae. On earth, plasmas are encountered in natural phenomena such as lightning. Nowadays, plasma applications are commonly used in the laboratory and in high-tech industry but plasmas also have domestic applications such as the creation of light. For example, reactive plasmas are used in the semiconductor industry for the deposition and etching of materials. Plasma torches are employed for cutting and welding. Plasmas are also used for lighting in the form of discharge lamps and plasma display panels. A relatively new type of application is the use of plasmas as a source of EUV radiation.

Lithography tools that make use of EUV generating plasma sources are currently under development at ASML in Veldhoven, the Netherlands. For this reason, an EUV research laboratory was initiated in 2001. Simultaneously, a joint research project was initiated by ASML and the group of Elementary Processes in Gas discharges of the Eindhoven University of Technology. In the framework of this project, both experimental and theoretical investigations of EUV producing discharge plasmas and EUV induced plasmas are performed.

This thesis describes part of the work performed within this joint research project and focuses on the characterization of the (undesired) particles emitted by Sn-based discharge produced EUV emitting plasma sources. This chapter provides a general introduction into the field of optical lithography. At the end of this chapter the scope of this work is described in more detail and the outline of the remaining chapters of the thesis will be given.

1.2 Optical lithography

According to Moore’s Law, an empirical observation made in 1965, the number of transistors on an integrated circuit doubles roughly every two years. For over forty years this law has proven to be valid as shown in figure 1.1. The demand for ever smaller and faster electronic devices drives the semiconductor industry to make smaller and more complex features. Lithography is a crucial step in the production of these electronic components.

Currently, the properties of the optical lithography process determine for a large part the achievable minimal feature sizes of components of silicon-based circuits. This process is depicted in figure 1.2. A reticle, or so-called mask, containing the desired
pattern is illuminated with UV radiation. The image is then demagnified by an optical system and projected onto the silicon wafer, which is covered with a photo-sensitive resist layer. Hence, the exposed parts of the photoresist layer are chemically altered. After the illumination, a different apparatus is employed to etch away the exposed (unexposed) parts of the positive (negative) photoresist layer and the pattern is etched into the top layer of the wafer. These patterns are further processed to form electronic pathways. A simplified way of this procedure is depicted in figure 1.3.

Figure 1.1. According to Moore’s law the number of transistors on an integrated circuit doubles roughly every two years. (source: Intel)

Figure 1.2. Principle of optical lithography
Figure 1.3. Simplified sketch of the illumination and processing of a wafer. (a) The wafer that is covered with a photoresist layer is illuminated in a lithography tool. (b) During exposure the photoresist becomes chemically altered. (c) In a different tool the (positive) photoresist and the wafer underneath can be selectively etched. (d) Electronic pathways or other structures can be created by deposition of various materials into the etched patterns.

The achievable minimum feature size of the imaging process is for a large part determined by the following properties of the optical lithography system: the resolution or linewidth \( L_w \) of a line projected onto a wafer and the depth of focus (DOF). A schematic representation of these quantities is depicted in figure 1.4. The resolution or the minimum linewidth \( L_w \) is determined by the numerical aperture \( NA \) and the light wavelength \( \lambda \) as

\[
L_w = k_1 \frac{\lambda}{NA}
\]  

with \( k_1 \) a proportionality factor that has a limiting value of 0.25 for single exposure. The numerical aperture \( NA \) is defined as \( NA = \sin(\theta) \), with \( \theta \) the maximum allowed opening angle of the projection lens system.

The depth of focus (DOF) is an indication of the vertical distance around the focal plane for which the image will remain sharply in focus. The DOF is given by

\[
DOF = k_2 \frac{\lambda}{NA^2}
\]

where \( k_2 \) is another proportionality constant. Figure 1.4 shows that minimum DOF is restricted by the thickness of the photoresist layer.

To improve the attainable resolution, three different methods can be used: reducing the imaging wavelength \( \lambda \), increasing the numerical aperture and finally decreasing \( k_1 \). All these methods have been employed in the past. To start with, we will discuss the reduction of the imaging wavelength.

Early lithography tools first made use of mercury arc lamps, emitting at 436 nm and later at 365 nm. With the development of excimer lasers operating in the deep ultraviolet (DUV) range, the wavelength was further reduced starting with the 248 nm krypton fluoride (KrF) wavelength. Currently, the argon fluoride (ArF) operating at 193
nm is state-of-the-art in commercially available systems. Reducing the wavelength even further is not trivial; the quartz lenses of the optical system need to be replaced as they absorb radiation below 193 nm. Furthermore, the tools need to operate in vacuum because ambient air starts to absorb the radiation significantly.

Figure 1.4. Sketch of the quantities determining the minimum feature-size obtained with optical lithography. (a) If $\theta$ is increased, and hence the numerical aperture $NA$, the linewidth $L_w$ reduces but DOF shrinks faster. (c) a shorter wavelength reduces $L_w$ even further.

Alternatively, the resolution can be improved by increasing the numerical aperture $NA$ of the optical system. However, equation (1.2) shows that this reduces the DOF which makes vertical positioning of the wafer more critical. In addition, the thickness of the photoresist layer gives a lower limit to the DOF. Besides these practical limits, a fundamental limit is imposed by the fact that $\sin(\theta)$ cannot be larger than unity. However, in recent years a new technology was developed that reduces the feature size of the 193 nm systems significantly. With the so-called immersion lithography the usual air gap between the projection lens and the wafer is replaced with a liquid with a refractive index $n_{liq} > 1$. The numerical aperture is then often redefined as $NA = n_{liq} \times \sin(\theta_{liq})$. This modified definition leads to a numerical aperture $> 1$, also called hyper-NA. Note that this newly defined $NA$ cannot be substituted into equation (1.2). The depth of focus in this case then becomes $DOF = k_1^2 \lambda / (n_{liq} \cdot \sin^2 \theta)$.

Water based immersion lithography with hyper-NA = 1.35 and $k_1 = 0.27$ can extend the 193 nm technology down to 40 nm\textsuperscript{5}. Using high-index immersion fluids and optimization of the optical materials could decrease the resolution even further. Nevertheless, a limit for the achievable numerical aperture also exists with immersion lithography. In addition, developing new glass materials that meet the optical requirements and employing high refractive-index liquids poses significant technical and economic challenges.

Besides reducing the wavelength and increasing the numerical aperture, the value of $k_1$ can be decreased. Although $k_1$ cannot be reduced below a fundamental limit of 0.25, double-patterning can be used to lower the effective $k_1$ value\textsuperscript{5}. With double-patterning the patterns of one mask are split into two less-dense mask patterns with $k_1 > 0.25$. As a result, the wafer processing steps, as shown in figure 1.3, have to be performed for each different mask until the whole pattern is etched. In this way, optical lithography with an
effective $k_1 < 0.25$ can be achieved. However, there are several challenges to this technique such as splitting the original pattern into two (or more) different layers and pattern-to-pattern overlay. In addition, because the lithography process has to be performed repeatedly to etch one single pattern, the processing cost and the cycle time increase.

With the 193 nm optical lithography technology reaching its boundaries, new technologies are being developed to further reduce the minimal achievable feature size. These include maskless lithography, nano-imprint lithography and EUV lithography.

In *maskless lithography*, such as electron beam lithography, a focused beam of particles is employed to directly write the desired pattern onto a resist layer on the wafer such that there is no need for expensive masks. However, the throughput of these systems is currently limited to 1 wafer per 24 hours\(^7\). The goal is to reach a throughput of 10 wafers per hour\(^8\), whereas with optical lithography a throughput of more than 100 wafers per hour can be attained. Therefore, it is expected that maskless lithography will not be suited for high-volume manufacturing.

With *nano-imprint lithography* a low viscosity monomer (imprint resist) is deposited on the wafer. Subsequently, a template with predefined topological patterns is lowered into the fluid which then flows into the patterns. The monomer is then heated or exposed to UV light such that it is converted into a solid form, whereafter the template is removed. Hence, a wafer remains with a solid pattern printed on the surface. This technology allows obtaining feature sizes below 10 nm and is less expensive than optical lithography. However, defects and overlay are still critical issues to be resolved. Additionally, nano-imprint requires a mask-pattern ratio of 1:1 and mask availability becomes an increasing issue when going down in feature size.

It is expected that *EUV lithography* will be introduced to produce features smaller than 32 nm. This technology will make use of plasma light sources, which produce EUV radiation with a wavelength of 13.5 nm to project small-scale patterns onto wafers.

### 1.3 EUV lithography

Extreme ultraviolet lithography using radiation of 13.5 nm is the next step in the downscaling of optical lithography tools. When reducing the wavelength of optical lithography below 193 nm, the problem is encountered that the low wavelength radiation is absorbed by air\(^6\) and that traditional lenses are not sufficiently transparent to EUV radiation. In addition, the light production mechanism changes from conventional lamps and lasers to pulsed light emitting plasmas of relatively high-temperature\(^9\).

As a result, vacuum operation of the lithographic tool is required and reflective optical elements have to be employed. To achieve good imaging resolution and small aberrations, the use of near-normal incidence mirrors has been proposed. These mirrors consist of alternating layers of silicon and molybdenum and are designed to work as Bragg reflectors. That is, the layers have different refractive indices and each is given a thickness of roughly half the wavelength. Constructive interference of the reflected light off each interface in the material leads to an acceptable reflectivity value. For a Mo/Si multilayer stack this reflectivity is about 70% for a wavelength near 13.5 nm\(^[4]\). It is clear
that a minimum amount of reflections is desired to reduce the loss of the available radiation power.

A design example of an EUV lithography exposure tool is presented in figure 1.5. The EUV radiation emitted by a pulsed Sn-plasma with a relatively high temperature ($T_e = 30$ eV) is partly collected by the collector mirror and focused into the so-called intermediate focus (IF) point. The required radiative power emitted by the source is usually defined as the power required in a 2% bandwidth around 13.5 nm at the IF. Currently, the required power is stated at 115 W at IF$^{[10]}$, although this requirement is susceptible to the development of the sensitivity of the photoresist. A more detailed description of EUV sources is given in chapter 2.

![Figure 1.5. Design example of the optical system from an EUV lithography tool. The radiation emitted by the plasma is collected by the ‘Collector mirror’ and focused to the so-called intermediate focus, possibly after passing a ‘Spectral purity filter’. The condenser optics illuminate the reticle, which also serves as a mirror, and the image is projected onto the wafer with the projection optics.](image)

**1.4 Scope of the thesis**

Besides the desired EUV radiation these pulsed light emitting plasma sources also generate debris. The interaction of debris with the collector mirror results in reflection losses. The requirements of the industry specify a collector lifetime of about 1 year of source operation$^{[10]}$, that is a maximum of 10 % reflection loss after roughly $10^{12}$ pulses. Therefore, the development of an efficient debris mitigation system, which is positioned between the plasma source and the collector optics to intercept the debris, has become one of the critical issues for EUV lithography. In addition, better understanding of the
mechanisms responsible for the debris production may result in reducing the debris emission while maintaining a maximum of EUV emission.

The scope of this work is to investigate the origin and nature of the debris produced by an EUV emitting Sn-based discharge produced plasma (DPP) source. Part of the work was focused on the mitigation of debris and various mitigation structures were tested. These experiments were documented and are not treated any further in this thesis. The mitigation structures also proved to be useful as debris characterization tools and to distinguish between different kinds of debris. The debris can be divided into three different types: micro-particles or droplets, slow atomic/ionic debris and fast ionic debris. As the production mechanisms of the first two types of debris are inherently connected with the working principle of the DPP source, the focus of the work presented here is on the study of the fast ionic debris.

Lifetime measurements of the collector mirror are difficult to perform due to the long exposure times. In addition, to investigate the impact of the fast ionic debris on the collector a fully operational debris mitigation system needs to be installed to minimize the effect of the other kinds of debris. Therefore, various methods and tools are developed to measure the characteristics of the fast ionic debris without the need for long exposure times. Based on the EUV producing discharge dynamics, the production mechanisms of these high-energy ions are studied in more detail and some methods are proposed and experimentally validated to effectively suppress the production of the fast ionic debris.

1.5 Outline

The following chapter describes the two different types of EUV producing plasma sources that are currently under consideration for EUV lithography: the laser produced plasma (LPP) source and the discharge produced plasma (DPP) source. In addition, the choice of the source fuel is discussed.

In chapter 3 the different kinds of debris are studied and the impact on the collector optics is investigated. The different phases during the discharge process when the debris is produced are discussed and the relative amount of each type of debris to the total debris emission is estimated based on deposition experiments.

In chapter 4, the impact of the micro-particles emitted by the DPP source on the surfaces found inside a source-collector module is studied. During impact of these droplets, so-called secondary droplets may be produced. A literature study is performed to study the impact dynamics of liquid Sn droplets on liquid and solid surfaces and experiments are conducted to investigate the possible production of these secondary droplets for representative conditions.

In chapters 5 and 6 the characteristics of the ionic debris are investigated. First, two characterization tools are presented that are employed to measure the ion charge distribution and the ion energy distribution. These are determined using time-of-flight measurement with respectively an electrostatic ion energy analyzer and a Faraday cup configuration. In chapter 6 the region of production of the high-energy ions emitted by the DPP source is investigated using gated pinhole camera imaging. In addition, the nature of these ions is determined using mass-to-charge analysis.
The z-pinch dynamics of an Sn-based EUV emitting DPP source are studied in chapter 7. External parameters are identified which influence efficient pinch formation and the optimal settings of these parameters are experimentally determined. In chapter 8 the production mechanisms of the high-energy Sn ions are discussed. Based on the previously mentioned external parameters, some methods are proposed to prevent the formation the fast ionic debris.

Finally, in chapter 9 two methods to suppress or prevent the production of the fast ionic debris are experimentally validated: increasing the initial Sn vapor distribution and adding hydrogen gas to the source chamber. During these experiments the EUV emission is monitored and a suppression factor for the high-energy Sn ions is determined. It is shown that with these methods, the production of high-energy Sn ions can be prevented.
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Chapter 2

EUV emitting plasma sources for lithography

Abstract

The major lithography companies have established joint requirements for extreme ultraviolet (EUV) light sources. Two types of Sn-based plasma sources are under consideration for lithography purposes: laser produced plasma (LPP) sources and discharge produced plasma (DPP) sources. The work described in this thesis is devoted to the debris produced by the Sn-based DPP sources.
2.1 Introduction

Extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography is a possible candidate for the next-generation lithography tools that produce features smaller than 32 nm. This technology makes use of radiation in a small bandwidth around 13.5 nm. An overview of possible sources for this radiation is published in a special issue of the IEEE in 2004\cite{1} and is partly summarized by Kieft\cite{2}. These sources include among others synchrotron radiation\cite{3,4} and free electron lasers (FEL)\cite{5,6}. Synchrotron radiation is frequently applied in EUV research and development, for example for the calibration of EUV sensors and the reflectivity measurements of multilayer (ML) mirrors. However, these types of sources are not regarded as potential light sources for lithography because they require huge capital investments and amounts of floor space.

The easiest and most cost-effective way to produce the desired EUV radiation is to use atomic line radiation. In principle, transitions between excited levels of an atom or ion can only create photons with energies below the ionization potential of that atom or ion. Therefore, only multiply ionized atoms can produce line radiation with photon energies as high as 92 eV. Examples of atoms that have considerable emission spectra around 13.5 nm are lithium (Li), xenon (Xe) and tin (Sn). For example Li\textsuperscript{2+}, Xe\textsuperscript{10+} and Sn\textsuperscript{8-12+} show emission peaks near the 13.5 nm wavelength. A sufficient amount of these ions can only be generated inside a hot plasma with temperatures between 20 eV and 50 eV. To excite the ions to the proper radiation levels, high electron densities on the order of $10^{25}$ m\textsuperscript{-3} are required.

In general, two different methods can be employed to supply the required energy to a collection of atoms in order to generate a hot and dense EUV-emitting plasma. The first method is to focus an intense laser pulse onto a target. This type of plasma is called a laser produced plasma (LPP). The other method is to expose the target to a strong electric current such that the energy is supplied to the plasma through Ohmic heating. This kind of plasma is called a discharge produced plasma (DPP).

For both type of EUV sources, the sufficiently hot plasma is sustained only for a very short time due to the required input energy and the resulting heat load. Furthermore, it is not trivial to confine the plasma to the location where it has been created. The thermal energy of the particles is quickly converted into an expansion velocity. In addition to this energy loss, the particles themselves are lost because of the subsequent expansion of the plasma. Therefore, a pulsed operation of these plasma sources is required for efficient EUV production.

In this chapter the EUV emitting plasma sources are discussed that are currently under consideration for use of lithography. The requirements of the industry are presented first followed by a discussion of the choice of Sn as the plasma fuel. Thereafter, the LPP and DPP source collector assembly are discussed separately.
2.2 Requirements from the industry

The major players in the field of semiconductor lithography tools have defined a guide for the joint specifications for EUV sources for high volume manufacturing (HVM). These requirements are regularly updated to meet the current status of technology. The requirements are summarized in table 2.1.

The in-band radiation is defined as the radiation in a 2% wavelength range around 13.5 nm. The 2% bandwidth is determined by the ML mirror transmission bandwidth. The required EUV power is generally specified at the intermediate focus (IF) position, as explained in chapter 1. Hence, this required power is independent of the precise source and collector optics designs.

The collection efficiency of the emitted EUV radiation is mainly determined by the collector optics. The solid angle of the emitted radiation of a light emitting plasma is always $4\pi$ sr. Dependent on the source characteristics this solid angle can only be partly covered with collector optics.

In addition to the collection efficiency of the collector optics, another constraint to the collection of the emitted radiation by the plasma is the so-called etendue. The etendue is an optical constant determined by the optical system. The source etendue is the integral of the collectable solid angle over the (effective) surface of the source (unit: mm$^2 \times$sr). The importance can be described as follows: when light emitted from an optical system with etendue $A$ (the light source) enters an optical system with etendue $B < A$, part of the light is not transmitted. This light is transferred into thermal energy inside the optical system.

Thus, the best approach is to make the collected solid angle as large as possible and at the same time reduce the plasma size to match the etendue.

Table 2.1. The requirements of the EUV source as determined in 2006. Of crucial importance is the in-band EUV power at IF. The required value, being still under dispute, will mainly depend on the sensitivity of the photoresist.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source characteristics</th>
<th>Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength (2 % bandwidth)</td>
<td>13.5 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-band EUV power at IF</td>
<td>115 W (180 W$^8$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etendue of source output</td>
<td>$\leq 1 - 3.3$ mm$^2 \times$sr$^8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral purity</td>
<td>$130 - 400$ nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$&gt; 400$ nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetition frequency</td>
<td>$&gt; 10$ kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated energy stability</td>
<td>$\pm 0.3$ %, 3$\sigma$ over 50 pulses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source cleanliness at IF</td>
<td>$\geq 30.000$ hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Apart from the in-band radiation, also out-of-band radiation is produced by the plasma sources. This type of radiation may be partly transmitted through the optical system and it can influence the performance of the lithographic tool in different ways. First, the out-of-band radiation that is absorbed by the optical elements contributes to heating. The acceptable thermal load of these mirrors is determined by the cooling systems of the optical elements and the further development of the ML optics. In addition, the photoresist layers are not only sensitive for EUV radiation but also to light with longer wavelengths. Because of this, the image of the mask on the wafer will have a much worse resolution. To suppress the transmission of the out-of-band radiation, spectral purity filters are under development.

A high repetition frequency is another important requirement for the pulsed EUV emitting plasmas. This is not only necessary to achieve the required output power. As the EUV lithography tools are scanning systems, the high repetition frequency together with the integrated energy stability are necessary to ensure dose uniformity within an exposure field. The integrated energy stability is measured over 50 pulses and often some kind of pulse-to-pulse feedback mechanisms compensates for individual pulses that are stronger or weaker than average.

Finally, the source cleanliness is highly important. The plasma sources emit, besides the in-band and out-of-band radiation, particles that can damage the collector optics. These particles consist of thermal and non-thermal atoms and ions. For the case of a discharge plasma also droplets or clusters of the working material or from the electrode are emitted. This so-called “debris” needs to be intercepted or avoided being produced to prevent degradation of the collector optics or transmission into the optical system. The source cleanliness is generally expressed in hours of source operation before the collector optics reflectivity has decreased 10%.

2.3 Fuel

There are several elements that can generate emission spectra in the desired 13.5 nm radiation bandwidth, examples are xenon (Xe), lithium (Li) and tin (Sn). The choice of the element is mainly determined by the conversion efficiency (CE), that is the ratio between the useful radiation output versus the energy supplied to the plasma.

For the development of various types of EUV sources, Xe has been commonly applied as the working element. It has the advantage of being a noble gas. At ambient conditions it is in the gaseous state and additionally it is chemically inert. However, Xe$^{10+}$ is the only emitter in the 13.5 nm bandwidth range and for a Xe plasma an CE of only 1 % is measured.

Because Li is a line emitter at 13.5 nm (Li$^{2+}$), a Li EUV source produces less unwanted radiation and less heating than other sources. In addition, a conversion efficiency up to 3 % is observed. However, Li is rather aggressive with a high diffusivity through the ML optics. As a result, deposition of Li irreversibly damages the collector mirror$^{10}$. Several diffusion barrier materials have been investigated; however they currently lack thermal stability and good reflectivity$^9$. 
During the last years, the use of Sn as the working element has attracted increasing attention. Although it is solid at ambient temperatures and more effort needs to be put into protecting the collector mirror from being polluted, the EUV spectrum of Sn is more favorable than that of Xe. Multiple ionic stages, Sn$^{8+}$ to Sn$^{12+}$, contribute to the emission around 13.5 nm. An overview of the spectral lines of Xe and Sn can be found in literature\textsuperscript{11-12-13}.

Since 2005, it is generally agreed that without multiplexing Xe-based DPP sources they cannot deliver the required radiation power for lithography purposes\textsuperscript{14}. Additionally, Xe-based LPP is not feasible due to the required laser power and the resulting costs to produce sufficient EUV radiation. Nowadays, the attention is focused on the development of high power Sn-based DPP and LPP sources.

### 2.4 Laser produced plasma source

The rather simple working principle of LPP sources is presented in figure 2.1. A multikilowatt CO$_2$ laser of 10.6 μm is focused onto a Sn droplet of roughly 150 – 20 μm size. Due to absorption of the laser energy the droplet evaporates, ionizes and finally a hot expanding plasma is created that emits the desired EUV radiation. The working principle and models of the evolution of an LPP can be found in literature\textsuperscript{2,15-16}. A ML coated normal-incidence collector mirror reflects roughly 5 sr of the emitted radiation to the IF point.

High power CO$_2$ laser produced Sn plasma sources for lithography purposes are currently under development at Cymer\textsuperscript{17} and Gigaphoton Inc.\textsuperscript{18}. The critical issues of these kind of sources are Sn deposition on the collector and collector sputtering by Sn ions with energies of several keV. Additionally, the spectral purity is of high concern because of the reflection and scattering of the 10.6 μm laser light into the optical system\textsuperscript{19}.

![Figure 2.1. Sketch of a laser produced plasma (LPP) source. A powerful CO$_2$ laser is focused onto a liquid Sn droplet to create the EUV emitting plasma. A multilayer coated collector mirror collects $> 5$ sr of the radiation initially emitted in a solid angle of $4\pi$ and the light is focused onto the so-called intermediate focus (IF) point.](image-url)
2.5 Discharge produced plasma source

A different method to create the hot and dense EUV emitting plasma is to make an electrical discharge inside a gaseous material. The plasma is heated by Ohmic dissipation of the current and through the current induced Lorentz force. This force also contracts the plasma and an increase in density is achieved by the so-called pinch effect. In chapter 7 the z-pincheck dynamics of a Sn-based DPP source is discussed in more detail.

The DPP source also makes use of a laser but in contrast to the LPP this laser is only used to trigger the DPP and to dose the amount of Sn fuel. Typically, a Nd:YAG laser operating at a wavelength of 1064 nm is used to evaporate liquid Sn in between two rotating, Sn coated, electrodes. The electrodes are connected to a capacitor bank through a low-inductance circuit such that a large amount of electrical energy can be dissipated inside the plasma in a short time duration. The capacitor bank is connected to an external power supply in order to recharge after the current pulse. A schematic picture of the source-collector module is presented in figure 2.2.

For the case of DPP, part of the emitted radiation may be blocked by the electrodes or other parts of the source. In between the plasma and the collector optics a set of blades, the so-called foil trap, is positioned to prevent the Sn debris from reaching the collector. The collector optics consist of a number of quasi cylindrical grazing-incidence mirrors which are positioned concentrically. Hence, about 3 sr of the emitted radiation in 4π sr can be collected.

The laser triggered discharge plasma in Sn vapor is under consideration for use as light source in EUV lithography. These kind of sources are under development by Philips Extreme UV in cooperation with XTREME technologies. The critical issues are the Sn deposition on the collector and collector sputtering by the Sn ions with energies of several tens of keV.

Figure 2.2. Sketch of the source-collector module of a discharge produced plasma source. Sn coated rotating electrodes are connected to a capacitor bank C. The EUV emitting plasma is created by means of a strong electric current through Sn vapor. A set of blades, the so-called foil trap, protects the collector optics from the debris. The collector mirror collects ~3 sr of the emitted radiation.
2.6 DPP versus LPP

An overview of the EUV source technology, requirements and limits is given by Bakshi\textsuperscript{21-22}. Table 2.2 shows the required input power to obtain 150 W in-band EUV power at IF. The required plasma input power is the minimum power that needs to be supplied to the plasma to achieve sufficient in-band EUV at IF. Note that the wall plug power is determined by the efficiency of the plasma excitation apparatus, that is for LPP mainly determined by the efficiency of the CO\textsubscript{2} laser and for DPP the efficiency of the high-voltage generator and the capacitor bank. For CO\textsubscript{2} lasers the wall plug efficiency is about 8 %\textsuperscript{21} while for DPP sources we estimate an efficiency of 50 %. Although less plasma input power needs to be supplied to the plasma of LPP sources, roughly three times more electrical energy is required to deliver 150 W in-band EUV power.

The lower required plasma input power for LPP systems is mainly due to the larger collection ability and the absence of debris mitigation structures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LPP</th>
<th>DPP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wall plug power (W)</td>
<td>190000</td>
<td>60000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall plug efficiency (%)</td>
<td>( \sim 8 )</td>
<td>( \sim 50 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma input power (W)</td>
<td>15000</td>
<td>30000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversion efficiency (% into ( 2\pi ))</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUV power at the source (W)</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collection in sr (out of ( 2\pi ) sr)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collection ability (% of ( 2\pi ))</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collector transmission (%)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debris mitigation transmission (%)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas transmission (%)</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPF transmission (%)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etendue match (%)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective collection capability (%)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power at IF (W)</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main concern of DPP sources is related to power scaling. A large amount of heat must be dissipated close to the electrodes surfaces and in the source system. However, the DPP source manufacturers have shown the feasibility of 40 kHz source operation\textsuperscript{20}. Additionally, the electrodes are cooled using an external circuit that continuously pumps the liquid Sn though a cooler module.
Other important issues for choosing a suitable EUV source for lithography are the shape and size of the EUV emitting region. The smaller and not so elongated size of the LPP enables better collection efficiency and flexibility in illumination settings. Furthermore, the LPP source technology makes use of mass-limited targets. This limits the consumption of Sn during long-term source operation. However, in chapter 3 we will show that a DPP source emits about $8 \times 10^{15}$ Sn atoms in each single pulse, that is without optimization of debris production mechanisms. This corresponds to the amount of Sn atoms inside a droplet of roughly 75 µm in size. Thus, as long as LPP sources make use of Sn droplets > 75 µm, more Sn is consumed per LPP pulse than per DPP pulse.

Although both types of plasma sources show an increase in their performance, many challenges still exist. The collector lifetime is one of the crucial issues for both LPP as DPP sources. Besides increasing the power output of the plasma sources, investigating the debris production processes are of crucial importance. In the next chapter an overview is presented of the different types of debris produced by Sn-based DPP sources.
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Chapter 3

Debris produced by Sn-based DPP sources

Abstract

Generally the debris generated by discharge produced plasma sources can be divided into three different types: the micro-particles or liquid Sn droplets, the slow atomic and ionic debris and finally the fast ionic debris*. The origin of these kinds of debris is investigated and the impact on the collector optics is discussed. The relative amount of their contribution to the total debris emission is estimated on the basis of deposition experiments. In addition, the surface morphology of a deposited Sn layer on top of a Ru surface is visualized. Finally, the debris-producing phases during the discharge process are discussed.

* The fast ionic debris is also referred to as the high-energy Sn ions or suprathermal Sn ions throughout this thesis.
3.1 Introduction

Besides the desired EUV radiation, the Sn-based Discharge Produced Plasma (DPP) source generates debris that can damage the collector optics. This results in a decrease of the EUV reflection and thus a reduction of the available EUV power.

In general one can distinguish three types of debris: micro-particles or droplets, slow atomic-ionic debris and fast ionic debris. For each debris type the detailed effect on the optics is different, but they all result in reflection losses. The micro-particles, also called particulates or droplets, will result in a non-uniform surface coverage. The slow atomic-ionic debris will deposit on the collector mirror, which results in a quasi-uniform surface coverage, while the fast ionic debris results in both sputtering of and implantation into the surface.

1. Micro-particles ⇒ Non-uniform collector surface coverage
2. Slow atomic-ionic ⇒ Quasi-uniform collector surface coverage
3. Fast ionic ⇒ Collector surface sputtering and implantation

Each type of Sn debris has specific production mechanisms and regions in which they are produced. The next section discusses the origin of all the different types of debris. After this, the characteristics of the different Sn debris types and their effect on the collector surface are discussed in subsequent sections. Finally, an overview is presented of the different kinds of Sn debris and their corresponding production mechanisms. For clarity and completeness, some of the results from experiments discussed in the following chapters are incorporated into this overview.

3.2 Origin of the debris

The various kinds of debris originate from different places and at different times during the discharge process. The main causes for the creation of Sn debris are the laser pulse interaction with the liquid Sn on the cathode surface, the interaction of the discharge plasma with the electrodes surfaces, plasma instabilities during or just after the pinch phase and finally the expansion of the quenching plasma.

In addition to Sn, other elements may be present among the debris, these include electrode material and Sn contamination. These elements are introduced by means of electrode erosion or contamination of the liquid Sn. After this subsection, the study of debris is mainly devoted to the Sn based debris.
3.2.1 Sn-based debris

The micro-particles or droplets are produced by the laser evaporation of the liquid Sn\textsuperscript{1-2,3} and by plasma-created cathode spots\textsuperscript{4-5,6-7,8}. Droplets from cathode spots are believed to be produced due to the high plasma pressure on the liquid electrode surface\textsuperscript{9-10}. Based on the latter mechanisms it is conceivable that droplets are also produced during the pinch phase of the plasma. Because of the compression of the plasma during the pinch phase, a lot of the plasma material is pushed away in the axial direction. The resulting ion bombardment on the electrodes can lead to the creation and ejection of micro-particles from the liquid electrode surface.

The slow atomic-ionic debris originates from the discharge plasma. After the pinch phase the plasma expands and decays into vacuum. Another source of slow atomic-ionic debris is a second, much cooler plasma. This plasma is observed after the pinch phase and is believed to be produced due to the heating of the liquid Sn on the cathode surface\textsuperscript{11}.

The fast ionic debris is expected to be formed within the discharge gap during the pinch phase of the plasma. Generally Sn ions with kinetic energy $E_{\text{kin}} > 10$ keV emitted by the DPP source are denoted as fast ionic debris. Some production mechanisms of these high-energy ions are known and discussed in literature\textsuperscript{12}. These mechanisms include compressional heating and the resulting ejection of suprathermal particles from the ends of the micropinch and acceleration of Sn ions due to the formation of high-inductive fields near the cathode or near the anode. An investigation of the production regions of these high-energy ions will be presented in chapter 6. It will be shown that they originate from a region close to the cathode surface as well as near the anode surface. Thus, a single production mechanism concerning extreme plasma conditions near the pinch region is not sufficient. These results support the reasoning that multiple production mechanisms act simultaneously. An analysis of the production mechanisms will be presented in chapter 8. Two methods to prevent these production mechanisms will be proposed: increasing the initial Sn distribution inside the discharge gap and add hydrogen gas to the source chamber. The resulting suppression factor of these methods was experimentally determined and will be presented in chapter 9.

3.2.1 Electrode erosion

For the experiments presented in this thesis, two configurations of Sn-based DPP sources were employed: a source consisting of two rotating disk electrodes and one consisting of fixed electrodes. The operation principle for both types of sources is similar but for the debris production there is a significant difference.

This difference is mainly determined by the erosion of the fixed electrodes; a bath filled with liquid Sn acts as the cathode surface from which Sn is evaporated after which it expands to the anode. The solid metal anode will erode because of the large heat load from the discharge plasma\textsuperscript{13-14}. Therefore, the evaporated anode material will also be detected along with the Sn-debris. Furthermore, it is not expected that droplets are
emitted from the anode surface. The evaporation of Sn from the cathode surface and the erosion of the anode imply that electrode material is consumed, which results in a steadily increasing electrode gap. This limits the number of consecutive discharges at which the source can operate while having a stable discharge.

Figure 3.1 gives a sketch of the fixed electrodes before and after an experiment of $2 \times 10^5$ discharge pulses. The Sn layer on the cathode surface is consumed during operation, increasing the discharge gap. Moreover, a large crater can be observed at the anode surface.

Although the use of the DPP source with fixed electrodes leads to specific problems concerning source operation and debris contamination with anode material; the source is very suitable for debris analysis experiments. The three different types of Sn debris are produced by the same mechanisms, the discharge plasma is more easily accessed and the setup is very flexible. Thus, this type of source will be used during some experiments, especially when there is a necessity to place a setup close to the discharge plasma.

Figure 3.1. Sketch of the fixed electrode configuration before and after $2 \times 10^5$ discharges. The liquid Sn on the cathode surface has decreased significantly and a crater can be observed on the anode surface.

The source with rotating disk electrodes overcomes the issues of the fixed electrodes. During operation the disks rotate through a bath filled with liquid Sn. Hence, the surface of the electrodes is continuously covered with a layer of liquid Sn. As a result the heat load is divided across a larger surface area and electrode erosion is prevented. Moreover, the evaporated Sn from the cathode surface is replenished by means of rotation through the Sn bath. Thus, the repetition frequency and the number of consecutive pulses during one experiment can be increased. This principle of operation is also used for high power Sn-based DPP sources\textsuperscript{15}. Therefore this study on debris is mainly devoted to the debris produced by the rotating disk source.
3.2.3 Contamination of Sn

It is conceivable that small amounts of oxygen are temporarily present in the debris. Because the Sn baths are regularly exposed to air when venting the vacuum chamber in between experiments, a layer of SnO and SnO2 grows on the liquid Sn surface. The oxygen is then introduced into the discharge plasma by means of evaporation of oxidized liquid Sn from the cathode surface by the laser. The oxidation rate increases with temperature, and even more rapidly for temperatures above the melting temperature of Sn. Thus, oxidation can be reduced by venting the source chamber only when the temperature of the Sn baths has decreased down to room temperature.

3.3 Micro-particles

The micro-particles or droplets generated by the Sn-based DPP source form the first type of debris that will be discussed. This kind of debris is often referred to as droplets or particulate debris. The droplets are expected to originate from the electrode surfaces. The mechanisms responsible for the droplet generation are expected to be the laser interaction with the liquid Sn and the cathode or anode spots. The droplets are ballistic in nature and their direction of motion generally overlaps with EUV photons. The droplets may deposit onto the EUV collector optics and this results in a locally non-uniform surface coverage.

3.3.1 Introduction

The Sn droplets have sizes from several tens of µm down to 0.1 µm. Generally, the largest droplets have the lowest velocity; ranging from below 20 m/s for the large droplets, up to 700 m/s for the smallest ones. Mass deposition experiments showed that the droplets are responsible for about 50% of the total emitted debris.

Because the collector mirror reflects light at grazing incidence the presence of one droplet results in an effective coverage that is larger than the actual size of the droplet. Figure 3.2 gives a sketch of the situation at 10º grazing incidence. The shadow of the droplet increases the effective coverage ratio 5.7 times. Thus, the EUV photons will experience a coverage that is about 5 × higher than the droplet size itself.

Figure 3.2. Sketch of the increased effective coverage ratio of a deposited droplet due to the grazing incidence angle of 10º.
The mitigation of droplets can be obtained by means of various configurations of Foil Trap (FT) structures. Although some of these FT structures proved to be very effective, analysis of the production regions of the Sn droplets remains of the utmost importance to effectively develop droplet mitigation structures. In this section the regions where these Sn droplets are produced are investigated.

3.3.2 Experiments

The experiments were conducted with the DPP source with the rotating electrode configuration. The source consists of two closely spaced electrodes that rotate through a bath of liquid Sn. Using a capacitor bank, a large voltage is applied across the discharge gap. Next, a laser pulse evaporates liquid Sn from the cathode surface, and as a result a vapor of partially ionized Sn expands towards the anode. When the density near the anode is sufficiently high, a discharge is initiated and the high temperature EUV emitting plasma is created. The working principle of the plasma source and the EUV producing z-pinch dynamics are described in chapter 7.

A foil trap structure was positioned such that only droplets emitted from a region of choice are able to exit. Droplets originating from different regions are captured by the foils. Figure 3.3 gives a sketch of the working principle of this position-selective FT. Only one slit of the FT is shown, but it actually consists of a series of closely spaced foils. In order to collect the transmitted droplets, a substrate is positioned behind the substrate. After the experiments, the substrates are analyzed using optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

![Figure 3.3. Sketch of the position-selective foil trap (FT). For configuration 1 only droplets produced inside the electrode gap are collected, while configuration 2 (3) selects and collects the droplets produced at the anode (cathode) surface.](image-url)
The experiments were conducted for three different FT configurations. For configuration 1, the FT is positioned such that only droplets originating from inside the electrode gap are transmitted. Droplets emitted from the electrode surfaces are captured by the foils. For this configuration, no droplets are expected to be found on the substrate. For configuration 2, only droplets produced at the anode surface are collected, and finally for configuration 3 only droplets emitted from the cathode surface are transmitted by the FT.

### 3.3.2 Results

First, the optical microscope images are analyzed. Figure 3.4 presents the corresponding pictures of the four different experiments. The top left picture is from the substrate of configuration 1, which is exposed to $4 \times 10^5$ discharge pulses. As expected, no droplets are observed on the substrate. Moreover, the droplets produced at the electrode surfaces are effectively stopped by this FT configuration. So we may expect that with configuration 2 and 3 only droplets from the corresponding regions are transmitted by the FT.

The top right picture shows substrate from configuration 2. It is exposed to $10^5$ discharge pulses, and only droplets emitted from the anode are collected. The maximum droplet size equals 10 µm. The bottom left picture shows the droplets collected with configuration 3, i.e. droplets emitted from the cathode surface during $10^5$ discharges. The maximum size of these droplets is roughly 70 µm which is significantly larger than the droplets produced at the anode surface. The bottom right picture shows the droplets produced by the laser interaction with the cathode surface solely, that is in the absence of a plasma. These droplets have sizes up to roughly 50 µm.

Images of the substrates are also made using a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). These SEM images are analyzed using software that counts the droplets according to their size\textsuperscript{25}. Contrary to the optical images that show the larger part of the exposed substrate, the SEM images visualize only a small fraction of this area. Because the droplet distribution varied substantially between the different SEM images, the results of the different setup configurations proved difficult to compare.

Nonetheless, a representative droplet size-distribution is shown in figure 3.5. The droplet size-distribution of droplets emitted from the anode surface for $10^6$ discharges is presented. The surface coverage of the substrate equals to about 50 %. The number of droplets decreases quasi exponentially to sizes of 4 µm. The low density of droplets $> 4 \mu m$ is mainly due to the small area that is imaged with the SEM.
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Figure 3.4. These pictures show the different substrates exposed for the 3 FT configurations. (top left) Configuration 1, it is shown that no droplets originate from the region inside the discharge gap. (top right) Configuration 2, droplets emitted from the anode surface during the discharge. (bottom left) Configuration 3, droplets emitted from the cathode surface by the laser and during the discharge. (bottom right) Configuration 3, droplets emitted from the cathode surface solely by the laser; no discharge is initiated.

Figure 3.5. Typical droplet size-distribution of the droplets emitted from the anode surface of the Sn-based DPP. The graph shows the droplets for $10^6$ discharges.
3.3.3 Discussion

The images from figure 3.4 show that a significant amount of droplets is emitted from the cathode surface due to the Sn evaporating laser pulse solely. To isolate and investigate the influence of the laser on the droplet emission, the laser settings can be altered. However, the laser pulse should primarily be optimized for stable discharge dynamics and the maximum amount of EUV output.

The droplets emitted from the cathode surface increase in number and size when the laser pulse is accompanied by the subsequent discharge plasma. Furthermore, it is shown that the emission of droplets is not limited to the cathode surface. A large number of droplets are also emitted from the anode surface, although these are generally smaller in size. As expected, no droplets originate from the region in between the electrodes.

The droplets emitted from the cathode have diameters up to 70 µm, while the droplets from the anode have sizes up to 10 µm. A quantitative comparison of the droplet size distribution proved to be impossible because of small misalignments of the FT. Nonetheless, for both electrodes it is found that for the range 0.1 µm < droplet diameter < 4 µm, the number of droplets decreases quasi exponentially with their size.

Because the droplets emitted from the cathode surface are generally larger in size, it is expected that the mass distribution of the particulate debris is anisotropic. This has to be accounted for when designing mitigation structures to prevent the droplet deposition on the collector surface. It should be noted, that the size of the droplets that is measured during these experiments, is actually the diameter of the resulting splat on the surface. The size of the splat is mainly determined by the wetting conditions and the solidification time of the liquid Sn droplets on the substrate surface. From the optical microscope images shown in figure 3.4, as well as from the SEM images, the height of the splat is difficult to estimate. Thus, a calculation of the contribution of Sn droplets to the deposited mass, based on the size of the splats, is subject to large uncertainties. However, for the discharge source with fixed electrodes the mass contribution of the droplets was measured\(^2\) and equals about 50 %.

When the liquid Sn droplets impact upon the surfaces inside the vacuum chamber, so-called secondary droplets may be produced. These secondary droplets originate from various places inside the vacuum chamber, and are therefore very hard to mitigate. In chapter 4, the impact dynamics of the liquid Sn droplets are investigated.

3.4 Slow atomic/ionic debris

3.4.1 Introduction

Slow atomic-ionic debris consists of neutral atoms and low energy ions. Contrary to the droplets that are created at the electrode surfaces, these particles mainly originate from the discharge plasma. Besides that, a second much cooler plasma is observed after the pinch phase\(^\text{11}\), and this plasma may also contribute to the slow atomic/ionic debris emission. The expansion dynamics closely resemble the dynamics of an expanding laser ablation plume. The latter are extensively described in literature\(^\text{26-27-28}\).
It is expected that this kind of debris is thermalized. Thus, the particles have randomized directions and velocities forming a Maxwell velocity distribution. The deposition on the collector of this kind of debris, gives a quasi-uniform surface coverage. The reflection loss due to 1 nm of Sn on a Ru mirror equals to 14% for a 10° angle of incidence\textsuperscript{29}.

A series of experiments was conducted to investigate the deposition characteristics of the atomic/ionic debris. Substrates were exposed to the DPP source at vacuum conditions. SEM analysis was performed to show the surface morphology, and with X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) the amount of deposited Sn is determined. In addition, with Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) the surface morphology of the exposed substrate was investigated. From these experiments, the amount of Sn particles emitted by the DPP source and contributing to deposition can be calculated.

3.4.2 Experiments

Two Si substrates are placed inside the vacuum chamber for exposure. Figure 3.6 gives a sketch of the setup. The substrate S1 is placed at a distance of 115 mm from the plasma. This substrate is subjected to all kinds of debris: droplets, slow atomic/ionic debris and fast ions. A second Si substrate S2 is placed next to the electrodes, so that it does not coincide with the direct line-of-sight of the plasma. It is expected that only thermalized atoms or ions can deposit on substrate S2. However, it is also possible that some energetic particles reflect from the vacuum chamber wall behind substrate S1 and subsequently deposit on substrate S2. The arrows in figure 3.6 indicate the possible directions of the atomic and ionic debris.

The substrates are exposed simultaneously to $1.6 \times 10^5$ discharge pulses at vacuum conditions (p ~ $10^{-3}$ Pa). The source settings during exposure are $E_d = 4$ J and $E_{laser} = 40$ mJ. Finally, both substrates are analyzed using SEM images and XRF measurements.

![Figure 3.6. Top-view sketch of the deposition experiment. The Si substrate S1 is directly exposed to the source and is subject to deposition and sputtering. The Si substrate S2 is placed outside the ‘line of sight’ of the plasma. The arrows indicate the possible directions of the atomic and ionic debris.](image-url)
3.4.3 Results

A typical SEM image of substrate S1 is presented in figure 3.7. This substrate is directly exposed to the discharge plasma. As a result, splashes of Sn droplets as large as 10 µm are visible. Besides the splashes, the surface of the substrate is covered with a quasi uniform layer of Sn. This layer is not smooth however; a chaotic pattern of ‘grains’ of several micrometers in size are visible. Some droplets, which may have been deposited at the beginning of the exposure, are being overgrown by these ‘grains’.

Figure 3.7. SEM image of the substrate S1 directly exposed to the plasma. Large splashes of Sn droplets are clearly visible upon a background of deposited atomic/ionic debris. An average Sn layer with a thickness of 220 nm Sn is measured with XRF.

Figure 3.8. SEM image of the Si substrate S2 placed out of the line-of-sight of the plasma (see fig. 3.6). An average Sn layer with a thickness of 55 nm is measured with XRF.
By means of XRF analysis it is found that a Sn layer with an average thickness of about 220 nm is deposited upon the substrate S1. We recall that about 50% of the emitted debris consists of liquid Sn droplets. Thus, the Sn layer created by atomic/ionic debris is estimated to equal 110 nm effectively.

Figure 3.8 presents a SEM image of substrate S2, which was placed out of the line of sight of the plasma source. As expected, no Sn droplets are found on the surface. However, 'crystal' shaped structures with sizes up to 5 µm can be observed. In contrast to the ‘grains’ seen in figure 3.7, these ‘crystals’ have sharp edges and in general do not touch each other. Furthermore, with XRF analysis an average Sn layer with a thickness of 55 nm is found upon the surface. Because droplets are not found on substrate S2, a correction for the deposition thickness is not necessary.

The deposition of Sn on the surface of substrate S2 may originate from two different mechanisms. First, as the slow atomic/ionic debris is thermalized, the particles have randomized directions. As a result, deposition may occur on surfaces not directly exposed to the plasma. Second, the substrate S1 was positioned directly in front of the vacuum chamber wall, i.e. a stainless steel surface of roughly 30 cm in diameter. It is possible that the more energetic atomic/ionic particles have reflected upon this surface towards substrate S2. A sketch of the particle directions is shown in figure 3.6.

There is a significant difference in the surface morphology of substrates S1 and S2 shown in figures 3.7 and 3.8 respectively. Although substrate S2 is placed out of the direct line-of-sight of the plasma, the difference in morphology may be explained by a difference in Sn coverage solely. Substrate S1 has a Sn layer thickness of 220 nm, while S2 only has an average layer thickness of 55 nm.

In the following subsection, the surface morphology is investigated for substrates which have a different thickness of Sn, that is deposited during exposure in the direct line-of-sight of the plasma.

3.4.4 Surface morphology

The formation of the ‘crystals’ by means of Sn deposition, as shown in figure 3.8, is confirmed during other experiments. This effect is observed for both Silicon and Ruthenium substrates exposed to the Sn-based DPP source at vacuum conditions. In order to further investigate the surface morphology, two Ru substrates with different average layer thickness have been analyzed using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).

Figure 3.9 shows the AFM scans of a Ru substrate with an average Sn layer deposition of 9 nm. Some large crystals of a couple of micrometers in size are visible on the surface. The growth of these crystals can be attributed to the reduction of surface energy as a driving force. This combined with a high mobility of Sn on the substrate may give rise to the crystal formation. In between of the crystals hemispherical particles of about 100 nm in size are found. These are confirmed to be Sn by Auger analysis.

Figure 3.10 shows the AFM scans of a Ru substrate with on average 53 nm of Sn on top. Here, the density of the large Sn crystals is substantially larger and the smaller particles are so densely spaced that they almost cover the whole surface. It is expected
that when the Sn deposition increases even further, identical structures as seen on figure 3.7 will be visible.

Thus, the chaotic pattern of ‘grains’ found in figure 3.7 is a combination of superposition of the increasing density of the crystals and the growing hemispherical particles.

Figure 3.9. AFM scans of a Ru substrate with an average Sn deposition of 9 nm. The deposition is obtained by direct exposure to the Sn-based DPP source.

Figure 3.10. AFM scans of a Ru substrate with an average Sn deposition of 53 nm. The deposition is obtained by direct exposure to the Sn-based DPP source. AFM analysis is performed at Philips Research.

3.4.5 Discussion

The average Sn layer thickness deposited during $1.6 \times 10^5$ discharge pulses equals to about 220 nm. The fraction attributed to the slow/atomic ionic debris equals 50 %, which corresponds to an average layer of 110 nm. The deposition is measured perpendicular to the discharge axis. Assuming that the slow atomic/ionic debris emission is isotropic, this corresponds to an emission of $4 \times 10^{15}$ Sn particles per pulse in a solid angle of $4\pi$.

In chapter 5 the number of emitted slow ionic debris particles, more specifically Sn ions with $E_{\text{kin}} < 10$ keV, will be calculated based on Faraday cup measurements of the expanding Sn plasma. About $10^{14}$ Sn ions are emitted in a solid angle of $2\pi$. From this it can be concluded that 95 % of the slow atomic/ionic debris deposition is atomic in nature, and that only 5 % is due to ions.

However, initially only $2 - 5 \times 10^{14}$ Sn particles are evaporated inside the discharge gap by the laser pulse$^{34}$. This is one order of magnitude lower than the total number of slow atomic and ionic Sn particles as measured during the deposition experiments. This difference may be attributed to additional Sn evaporation because of the heating of the electrodes and a larger contribution of the Sn droplets to the total amount of deposited mass. The debris emission is also expected to be anisotropic due to the electrode configuration and the magnetic field generated by the z-pinch current.

Concluding, the quasi-uniform deposited Sn layer on substrate S1 is one order of magnitude higher than the total amount of Sn initially evaporated by the laser pulse. The latter however, corresponds well with the number of emitted low energy ions. Assuming that about 50 % of the deposited material is attributed to Sn droplets, an average of $4 \times 10^{15}$ Sn particles are emitted per pulse by the DPP in a solid angle of $4\pi$. Furthermore, Sn deposition is observed on surfaces not directly exposed to the plasma. This deposition may be due the randomized directions of the low energetic debris, or more likely as a result of the reflection of high energetic particles from the vacuum chamber wall. Even so, it shows the importance of an additional debris shield for crucial structures inside the vacuum chamber.

Furthermore, it is found that when the average Sn layer thickness is smaller than 50 nm, the deposited Sn is concentrated in micrometer sized crystals and smaller hemispherical particles. As a result, the coverage is quasi-uniform.
3.5 Fast ionic debris

The fast ionic debris mainly consists of high-energy Sn ions emitted by the discharge plasma. They originate from the discharge plasma. In chapter 5 it will be shown that these high-energy ions are suprathermal†, and in chapter 6 the region of generation of these ions will be investigated. It is found that these ions not only originate from the pinch region, i.e. close to the cathode surface with locally extreme plasma conditions, but also from a region close to the anode surface. The high-energy Sn ions may be produced by different production mechanisms that act simultaneously. These mechanisms include, among others, compressional plasma heating and ion acceleration due to the formation of high-inductive electric fields. An analysis of some production mechanisms is presented in chapter 8. The present section discusses the result of the impact of fast ionic debris on the collector surface.

3.5.1 Introduction

The characteristics of the fast ionic debris will be investigated and presented in chapters 5 to 6. In addition, in chapters 8 and 9 the production mechanisms will be discussed, and several measures to prevent the high-energy Sn ion production will be validated experimentally. In this thesis, we define the fast ionic debris as high-energy Sn ions with an energy \( E_{\text{kin}} > 10 \text{ keV} \) emitted by the plasma.

In general however, the distinction between slow ionic and fast ionic debris is based on the resulting effect of the impact on the collector surface. Contrary to the slow atoms and ions that deposit upon the collector surface, the impact of the fast ionic debris results in sputtering of and implantation into the surface.

3.5.2 Sputtering and implantation

The sputter yield of Sn ions that collide with a Ruthenium surface is calculated using SRIM-2008 software for normal incidence (NI) and 10° grazing incidence (GI). Figure 3.11 shows the sputter yield, expressed in the number of sputtered atoms per incident ion, as a function of the impacting Sn ion energy. It is shown that contrary to NI impact, for GI the sputter yield increases significantly as a function of ion energy. Ion impacting at GI with \( E_{\text{kin}} = 5 \text{ keV} \) have a sputter yield of 10, while ions with \( E_{\text{kin}} = 100 \text{ keV} \) have a sputter yield of about 50.

In addition to sputtering, the Sn ions may penetrate the surface and may be implanted inside the substrate. The trajectories of Sn ions that are penetrating a Ru surface with thickness 300 Å, after impacting at 10° GI, are calculated using the SRIM-2008 software. Figure 3.12 shows the resulting ion trajectories inside a substrate, represented by the grey lines, for Sn ions with energies \( E_{\text{kin}} = 10, 20, 50 \) and 100 keV. The images show the resulting trajectories, and hence the implantation depth after the

† The fast ionic debris is also referred to as the high-energy Sn ions or suprathermal Sn ions throughout this thesis.
impact of 500 Sn ions. The position of impact is situated at the middle left of each image, denoted by 00. The images show that for $E_{\text{kin}} = 10$ keV a penetration depth of about 50 Å is obtained, while for high-energy Sn ions with $E_{\text{kin}} = 100$ keV a penetration depth up to 200 Å is achieved.

![Graph showing sputter yield vs. $E_{\text{kin}}$ for Sn ions (10° GI and NI)](image)

**Figure 3.11.** The sputter yield of Sn ions impacting on a Ruthenium surface for 10° grazing incidence (GI) and normal incidence (NI) calculated with SRIM-2008\(^{[31]}\).

![Ion Trajectories for different $E_{\text{kin}}$ values (Sn)](image)

**Figure 3.12.** Sn ion trajectory inside a Ru substrate of 300 Å thickness after impact at normal incidence\(^{[31]}\). The trajectories are calculated for an Sn ion energy of $E_{\text{kin}} = 10$ keV, 20 keV, 50 keV and 100 keV.
3.5.3 Discussion

The sputter yield of Sn ions impacting at NI on a Ru surface is found to be nearly independent of the impact energy for ions with $E_{\text{kin}} > 10$ keV. The sputter yield does not exceed 10 atoms/ion. However, at 10° GI impact the sputtering of the Ru surface increases substantially as a function of impact energy. Sn ions with an energy of $E_{\text{kin}} = 5$ keV have a sputter yield of 10 atoms/ion, while for $E_{\text{kin}} = 100$ keV the sputter yield is equal to about 50 atoms/ion.

In addition to sputtering, Sn ion implantation into the surface can also be expected. For 10 keV, the calculated ion trajectories show penetration up to 50 Å into the substrate, while for 100 keV the penetration depth is equal to 200 Å.

Thus, for Sn ions with $E_{\text{kin}} > 10$ keV the sputtering yield increases rapidly. Besides this, Sn ions penetrate into the surface. As the low energetic Sn ions and atoms deposit quasi-uniformly, it is possible that during the first stages of Sn deposition the substrate is being sputtered simultaneously. Moreover, high-energy Sn ions are implanted into the substrate. The Sn deposition may be removed by means of chemical cleaning methods\textsuperscript{15,32}. The damage because of sputtering and implantation is however irreversible.

3.6 Conclusion

Three different types of debris emitted by a Sn-based DPP source were identified:

(a) Micro-particles or Sn droplets
(b) Slow atomic/ionic debris
(c) Fast ionic debris

The debris is produced during the different phases of the EUV emitting plasma development. A subdivision of these plasma phases was originally presented by Kieft\textsuperscript{33} and is given here in a slightly modified version. In figure 3.13 these phases are presented together with the laser pulse and discharge current as functions of time. A sketch of the debris production during the different stages is shown in figure 3.14. Here, the same subdivision is followed and simultaneously the production of debris is discussed.

1) Ignition phase
   → Evaporation of liquid Sn from the cathode surface by the laser

   Depending on the laser power density about $2 - 5 \times 10^{14}$ Sn particles are evaporated\textsuperscript{34}. Droplets are emitted from the cathode surface varying in size from 0.1 µm up to ~50 µm.

2) Prepinch phase and pinch phase
   → Strong electric current heats and ionizes the plasma, subsequently a high density EUV emitting micropinch develops.
Droplets are emitted from the cathode surface (0.1 µm up to ~70 µm) and from the anode surface (0.1 µm up to ~10 µm). Fast ionic debris is produced near the cathode region and near the anode region.

3) Expansion phase

→ The plasma expands into vacuum and the discharge current oscillates for about 1 µs.

The plasma expands into vacuum. The oscillating discharge current may post-heat the remaining plasma material before vacuum is restored between the electrodes. In addition, a second Sn plasma is formed by means of evaporation of the heated electrodes directly after the pinch phase. It is also possible that this secondary plasma is the result of the evaporation of Sn droplets that were produced by the laser pulse. Assuming a velocity of 100 m/s, these droplets have only travelled a distance of 20 µm at the time of the pinch, and have been subjected to a large heat load of the plasma.

![Figure 3.13.](image)

Figure 3.13. The different phases during which debris is produced are shown together with the laser pulse and the derivative of the discharge current dI/dt as a function of time. The moment of the laser pulse is taken as zero on the time scale: (1) is the ignition phase, (2) the pre-pinch and pinch phase, (3) the expansion phase.
Figure 3.14. Sketch of the debris production during the different discharge phases.

(a) The Sn droplets are ballistic in nature. They deposit non-uniformly on the collector surface. This can be prevented by means of different mitigation structures\textsuperscript{21,23-24}. The droplets have sizes ranging from 0.1 µm up to 70 µm, and are emitted from the electrode surfaces.

(b) The slow atomic/ionic debris deposit quasi-uniformly on the collector surface. When the deposited layer is smaller than 50 nm, the Sn is concentrated in micrometer sized crystals and smaller hemispherical particles. Suppression of this kind of debris can be obtained by a gas controlled foil trap\textsuperscript{21}. If this type of debris deposits on the collector, cleaning strategies can be applied\textsuperscript{15,32}.

It was found that a total of $8 \times 10^{15}$ Sn atoms and ions are emitted by the DPP source. Based on previous experiments\textsuperscript{21}, it was assumed that about 50 % is related to Sn droplet deposition and another 50 % to slow atomic/ionic debris deposition. As a result, $4 \times 10^{15}$ atoms and low energy ions are expected to be emitted by the source in a solid angle of $4\pi$.

In chapter 5 we will calculate the number of emitted slow ionic debris particles, and more specifically Sn ions with $E_{\text{kin}} < 10$ keV. This calculation is based on Faraday cup measurements of the expanding Sn plasma. About $10^{14}$ Sn ions are emitted in a solid
angle of $2\pi$. From this it can be concluded that only 5% of the slow atomic/ionic debris deposition is due to ions and 95% is atomic in nature.

(c) The fast ionic debris results in sputtering of the collector and implantation into its surface. This kind of damage is irreversible, and should be avoided. To effectively suppress these high-energy Sn ions with a gas controlled foil trap, higher gas pressures are needed$^{21}$. The study in chapter 9 reveals that for optimum source settings – that is when maximum conversion efficiency is obtained – the number of high-energy Sn ions with $E_{\text{kin}} > 10$ keV is equal to $10^{11}$ Sn ions. Thus, if we then assume that the total amount of ions from the initial Sn plasma equals $2 \times 10^{14}$, only a fraction of 0.05% is accelerated to suprathermal energies.

The data presented here, is obtained from measurements performed with the experimental Sn-based DPP source with rotating electrode configuration. The amount of Sn that is consumed per pulse, calculated from the deposition experiments, equals to about 1.6 µg per discharge. For commercial high-power DPP sources the consumed Sn is on the order of 1 µg per discharge$^{35}$. In addition, the debris mitigation systems of commercial high-power DPP sources reduce the Sn deposition to negligible values$^{36}$. So, the lifetime of the collector is mainly determined by the fast ion sputtering$^{36,37}$.

The amount of the Sn droplets and slow atomic/ionic debris might be reduced by optimizing the working principle of the DPP source. However, their production is inherently connected to the different phases of the plasma development, and therefore cannot be avoided. Nonetheless, investigating the influence of various source parameters on the emission of these kinds of debris may reduce the amount of consumed Sn per discharge. Contrary to the Sn droplets and the slow atomic/ionic debris, the production mechanisms of the fast ionic debris are not fully understood yet.

The following chapters, with exclusion of chapter 4, are mainly devoted to the study of fast ionic debris. The characteristics are investigated, and the possible production mechanisms are discussed. Finally, two methods are proposed to prevent or reduce the emission of the high-energy Sn ions.
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Chapter 4

Investigation of secondary droplet production

Abstract

For the next generation of lithography tools, extreme ultraviolet (EUV) producing plasma sources are likely to be used. These sources produce, apart from the desired radiation, also debris that damages the collector optics. An efficient debris mitigation system is one of the major challenges of EUV source technology. In this chapter the impact dynamics of one of the debris types, namely liquid tin (Sn) droplets, is investigated. These droplets are emitted by the plasma source and may produce secondary droplets during impact. A literature study is performed to study the different droplet dynamics during impact on a solid and liquid surface. It is found that the droplets may bounce, merge or splash during impact depending on the Weber number $We$, the Reynolds number $Re$ and the Sommerfeld parameter $K$. In addition, it is found that the properties of the impact surface are of large importance. Experiments are conducted to investigate the impact of liquid Sn droplets on various surfaces that can be found in a source-collector module. The impact mainly results in merging for which no secondary droplets are produced. However for high temperature surfaces ($\sim 300$ °C) with bad wetting conditions and low surface roughness bouncing is observed for droplets with $We < 100$ and $K < 50$. 
4.1 Introduction

The demand for even smaller and faster electronic devices is a drive for the IC and memory industry to make smaller and more complex features. Lithography is a crucial step in the production of these electronic components. In order to fulfill the demand of the market, the resolution of the features printed with lithography needs to improve. It is expected that extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography will be introduced to produce features smaller than 32 nm. This technology makes use of extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation at a wavelength of 13.5 nm to project the image of a mask upon a wafer. The technology however is not mature yet and several issues are still to be solved. One of the main problems is to achieve and maintain sufficient in-band EUV power. Two types of Sn-based EUV producing plasma sources are expected to be candidate for the EUV source of a lithography tool: the Laser Produced Plasma source (LPP) and the Discharge Produced Plasma source (DPP). In the LPP source setup a powerful CO₂ laser is focused onto a single Sn droplet of a few tens of microns to produce the light emitting plasma. The DPP source uses a low power laser to evaporate liquid Sn in between two electrodes by which an electrical discharge through the tin vapor is ignited, creating the EUV emitting plasma.

Besides the desired EUV radiation both types of sources produce a significant amount of debris and the interaction of debris with the collector optic results in reflection losses. An efficient debris mitigation system has become one of the major challenges of the source manufacturers.

Generally the debris produced by Sn-based DPP sources can be divided into three different species: the particulate debris, the slow atomic/ionic debris and the fast ionic debris. The particulate debris consists of micro-particles or the so-called primary droplets and is produced by the EUV source. These droplets generally have the same ballistic direction as the EUV photons. However, during impact of these primary droplets other droplets may arise from the impact site. These are the so-called secondary droplets. While different mitigation schemes can be applied to intercept or deflect primary droplets away from the collector surface, secondary droplets may be generated in various places and therefore are very hard to intercept. Therefore, it is important to investigate the conditions for which the secondary droplet formation takes place.

In this chapter, we focus on the conditions for which secondary droplets are produced. A literature study of droplet dynamics during impact is presented in section 4.2. The results of different research fields that extensively investigate the behavior of an impacting droplet are discussed. It is shown that depending on impact parameters and surface properties, a droplet will bounce off, merge with or splash on the surface of impact. In the case of bouncing and splashing secondary droplets are formed. In section 4.3 experiments are described where an EUV source is used as the primary droplet generator. First, the characteristics of the primary droplets are discussed; next, the conditions for which the droplets merge with the impact surface are investigated. This is the most favorable situation since merging implies that no production of secondary droplets takes place. Different materials resembling the various surfaces used inside a
source-collector module are employed as impact surface, namely silicon (~ collector), stainless steel (~source chamber) and liquid Sn (~ Sn bath near electrodes).

4.2 Literature overview

4.2.1 Introduction

The impact dynamics of droplets have been extensively studied. The impact surface can either be liquid or solid. The impact can result in three different events depending on the impact conditions and surface properties. The droplet can bounce off, merge with or splash on the surface.

- **Bouncing** is defined as the reflection of the droplet from the surface while the droplet remains intact. During bouncing the droplet will spread, recede and finally detach from the surface.

- **Merging** is defined as the absorption of the primary droplet by the surface while hardly any secondary droplets are emitted. For liquid surfaces this is called coalescence or absorption. On solid surfaces merging is defined as when the droplet spreads and wetting takes place. This is sometimes denoted as deposition.

- **Splashing** is generally defined as an impact in which secondary droplets are produced.

As outlined in the introduction, secondary droplets are particularly harmful to the EUV source-collector module. Since in merging, no secondary droplets are generated, the droplet and surface properties for which merging is favorable will be investigated. The following section describes the findings of different areas of research where the impact dynamics of droplets are described. In the field of fluid dynamics the behavior of a droplet during impact has been extensively studied and modeled. The interaction of a droplet with a surface is a point of interest for many industrial applications as well. The results of some of these applications, namely plasma spray technology and soldering technology, will be discussed in section 4.2.3 and 4.2.4.

4.2.2 Fluid dynamics

In the field of fluid dynamics, numerous studies can be found of droplets impacting on liquid or solid surfaces. First, some dimensionless quantities that are commonly used will be introduced.
Dimensionless quantities

The Weber and the Reynolds number of a droplet were found to be of large importance to describe the behavior of droplets impinging onto surfaces. The Weber number is a measure of the droplet’s kinetic energy compared to its surface tension and is defined by

\[
We = \frac{\rho \cdot v^2 \cdot D}{\sigma}
\]

(4.1)

where \( \rho \) is the density, \( v \) the velocity, \( D \) the droplet diameter and \( \sigma \) the surface tension of the droplet. The Reynolds number is a measure of the momentum of a droplet compared to the viscosity of the droplet and equals

\[
Re = \frac{\rho \cdot v \cdot D}{\mu}
\]

(4.2)

where \( \mu \) is the dynamic viscosity of the droplet. Although these dimensionless quantities are often used to describe the relationship between two liquids or a liquid and a gas, in this thesis the variables are always related to the liquid in the impacting droplet itself.

In order to understand how the \( We \) and the \( Re \) number can describe the behavior of a droplet during impact they can be interpreted as follows:

\textit{We:} This is a measure of the kinetic energy versus surface tension. One can expect that for a sufficiently large droplet size and speed, the kinetic forces acting upon the droplet during impact will exceed the forces that keep the droplet together, namely the surface tension. Once the surface tension is broken, the droplet with high \( We \) number will break apart and secondary droplets are formed.

\textit{Re:} The Reynolds number can be described as the quasi-stationary pressure difference inside the droplet (\( -\rho \cdot v^2 \)) versus the shear stress (\( -\mu \cdot v \cdot D^{-1} \)). For increasing droplet size and speed the internal pressure during impact will exceed the shear stress and the droplet will be deformed.

A critical Weber number is often used to denote the transition for which different droplet dynamics apply. In this paper, the \( We \) number for the transition from bouncing to merging will be denoted as \( We_{BM} \) and for the transition of merging to splashing \( We_{MS} \). Table 4.1 gives an overview of the transitional \( We \) numbers. The most favorable regime is that for which \( We_{BM} < We < We_{MS} \) is valid and since no secondary droplets are produced in that case. As stated above, the cohesion forces of the impact surface have a large effect on the transition from bouncing to merging and thus on the value of \( We_{BM} \). If the wetting condition of a surface is poor, one can expect that \( We_{BM} \) will be larger than that of a surface with good wetting.
Numerous studies have been performed about the collisions of droplets with solid or liquid surfaces. Most of them describe the behaviour of a water droplet impinging on a pool of water under atmospheric conditions. Some articles give a detailed overview of the different processes that may occur during impact of a liquid drop\textsuperscript{6-7-8}. Most of this research was performed with free falling droplets and thus a relatively small $We$ number.

### Liquid surfaces

The impact of a droplet on liquid surfaces can result in bouncing, merging (coalescence) or splashing\textsuperscript{6}. For low $We$ number the bouncing of droplets from a liquid surface was investigated\textsuperscript{9}. Bouncing was also observed for streams of droplets with low values of $We$ ($We < 20$)\textsuperscript{10} and extensively studied as a function of the liquid pool thickness\textsuperscript{11}. The results showed that bouncing is favored for $We < 11$ and coalescence for $We > 14$. Coalescence, or merging, is further facilitated when the film thickness is close to or smaller than the droplet radius. The transition of coalescence to splashing is observed at $90 < We_{MS} < 155$\textsuperscript{12}. It is also shown that the transition from coalescence to splashing takes place for $Re > 3000$\textsuperscript{13}. For droplets splashing into a deep liquid pool it was shown that the distribution of ejection-angles depends upon the depth of the liquid surface where the secondary droplets originate from\textsuperscript{14}. It was found that the Weber number for which splashing occurs decreases for increasing liquid pool temperature\textsuperscript{15}. Thus hotter liquids will decrease the value of $We_{MS}$.

### Solid surfaces

The impact of a droplet on solid surfaces can result in bouncing, deposition or splashing\textsuperscript{6}. Unlike the transition between bouncing and coalescence in the case of impact on liquid surfaces, the transition between bouncing and deposition cannot be described with dimensionless quantities solely. The dynamics of the droplet are mainly dependent on surface properties, like temperature, wetting conditions (surface chemistry) and surface roughness.

When solidification or wetting does not take place, the impacting droplet with $We < We_{BM}$ will spread, recede and finally detach from the surface and as a result it will bounce off. Several articles describe the behavior of the droplet during the spreading\textsuperscript{16} and receding phase\textsuperscript{17}. Recent research showed that during impact of a water droplet ($15 < We < 157$) on a surface consisting of microgrooves, the receding phase of the droplet is strongly suppressed. The grooves influence both the spreading and receding but the effect is much stronger during the receding phase. This may be explained by the enclosure of droplet liquid inside the grooves\textsuperscript{18}. For increasing $We$ and bad wetting
conditions the droplet will not deposit on the surface but receding breakup will occur. Figure 4.1 gives an overview of the possible droplet dynamics during impact on a solid surface.

Some studies of droplet impact on solid surfaces made a distinction between a prompt splash, where small droplets are emitted at the edges of the spreading droplet, and the corona splash, where after impact the formation of a crown is typical. In literature the value for $W_{e_{MS}}$ is often called the critical Weber number and various values for $W_{e_{crit}}$ can be found. However, the threshold for which splashing occurs cannot be described by dimensionless quantities solely. The wettability, roughness effects and temperature of the impact surface are of large importance. Furthermore the impact conditions can have a large effect on the impact dynamics. Splashing may be enhanced when the collision with the surface is oblique: on impact the droplet will be deformed because of the force tangential to the surface. This mechanism will also increase splashing when a droplet impacts onto a moving wall. A droplet impinging on a surface which is maintained above the evaporation temperature will bounce off the surface. This can be explained by the vapor layer which is generated due to the evaporation of the droplet at the time of impact and which expels the droplet from the surface.

![Figure 4.1. Different impact dynamics of a droplet on a solid surface. In case off $W_{e} < W_{e_{BM}}$: the droplet will rebound when no wetting or solidification takes place; deposition (merging) when wetting and/or solidification takes place. If $W_{e_{MS}} < W_{e}$: receding break-up and splashing. Receding break-up occurs when the speed of the droplet increases but no wetting occurs. These pictures are reproduced with authorization of the author.](image)


4.2.3 Plasma spray technology

An area of research that extensively describes the behavior of droplets deposited upon a surface is the field of plasma spray technology. With this technology coatings are applied with the use of deposition, i.e. merging onto the surface, of individual molten droplets. Bouncing and splashing of a droplet is not favorable. Therefore the characteristics of the droplet for which deposition occurs are investigated. The deposited droplet is often referred to as a splat. The splats are formed because of the flattening and solidification of the droplet during impact. Within this area of research many articles are published. A short review of these articles is discussed by Cedelle\textsuperscript{21}.

In contrast with the previous section where the free-falling droplets have a low velocity, these spray droplets have high velocities ($v = 100$-$300$ m/s) and the results are different. The splashing and thus the generation of secondary droplets can be divided into two different processes: the first one is impact splashing where small droplets are ejected during the early stages of the impact. Next, when the droplet expands on the surface, some droplet material can be emitted from the periphery of the splat. This is called flattening splashing and occurs mainly parallel to the substrate surface and can result in the formation of fingers at the periphery of the splat or emission of secondary droplets. These findings are similar to the prompt splash and the corona splash\textsuperscript{8} as shown in figure 4.1.

**Impact splashing**

Different observations of impact splashing can be found in literature\textsuperscript{21-22}. It was shown that this is not responsible for the formation of fingers at the periphery of the splat. The splashing direction is mainly perpendicular to the impact surface and seems to be unaffected by the angle of incidence of the droplet. The secondary droplets reach heights of a few millimeters above the surface.

The origin of the impact splashing is probably due to the formation of shock waves inside the droplet. The shock waves are produced during the first contact of the droplet with the surface and generate high pressures which can lead to considerable changes in the density of material. Because of the applied pressure the material is compressed, the density is changed and simultaneously the compressed material is accelerated. The resistance of the droplet to these forces are best described by the Re number. From this it follows that the transition from merging to splashing cannot be described by $We_{MS}$ solely. It was found that the outcome of the droplet impact can best be described by the Sommerfeld parameter $K$ which is equal to\textsuperscript{22-23}

$$K = \sqrt{\frac{We}{Re}} = \frac{\rho^{3/4} \cdot D^{3/4} \cdot v^{5/4}}{\sigma^{1/2} \cdot \mu^{1/4}}$$

(4.3)

where $We$ is the Weber number and $Re$ the Reynolds number as described in eqn. (4.1) and (4.2). From eqn. (4.3) it can be understood that for high $K$-values the forces that try to break the droplet apart are greater than those which keep the droplet intact. Thus high $K$ values ($K > K_{MS}$) will result in splashing while low values ($K < K_{BM}$) will favor
deposition. The transitional values of $K_{BM}$ and $K_{MS}$ will mainly be determined by surface properties as can be seen from the different results from various experiments. It is reported\(^2^2\) that for an ethanol droplet a value of $K$ exceeding 57.7 the impact will rather result in splashing, for $3 < K < 57.7$ in deposition and for $K < 3$ in bouncing. During experiments with liquid alumina droplets different results for the $K$ value were found; deposition occurs for $K$ between 4 and 90 while splashing occurs for $K$ as low as 30.

*Flattening splashing*

In the case that after the impact the droplet expands on the surface, the surface temperature is one of the key parameters to describe the result. Generally when the substrate temperature is high enough the splat has a disk-like shape with smooth edges. At lower temperatures however, the periphery of the splat shows fingers and secondary droplets may be found in the near vicinity of the splat\(^2^2\).

The impact of metal droplets, in particular molybdenum and steel, on hot (400°C) and cold (room temperature) glass surfaces was investigated\(^2^4\). It was found that on a cold surface the droplets splash. On hot surfaces no splashing occurs; instead a circular disk-like splat remains on the surface.

The splashing of molten Sn droplets on stainless steel, aluminum and glass for different substrate temperatures (25-200°C) was investigated\(^2^5\). It was found that the droplets with a diameter of 0.6 mm and velocities from 10 to 30 m/s splash after impact on a cold surface. On a hot surface no splashing was observed and the droplets spread into circular disks. A model, assuming that the thermal contact resistance between the droplet and substrate varied between $10^{-6}$ and $10^{-7}$ m\(^2\)K/W, predicts the transition temperature at which droplets begin to splash for aluminum and stainless steel. It was also found that for low thermal contact resistance materials, like glass, no splashing occurs at or above room temperature.

For solidification of liquid Sn droplets after impact on a cold surface, the splat profile was described as a function of the droplet parameters\(^2^6\). It was found that the smoothness of the profile decreases with impact velocity and that the viscosity has a large influence on the profile shape while the surface tension has little influence.

### 4.2.4 Soldering technology

Finally we refer to some articles that describe the production and behavior of solder droplets\(^2^7\)-\(^2^9\). Some technologies, such as chip packaging, are based on the controlled deposition of droplets. A multitude of individual droplets has to be deposited at precisely defined locations. As the speed of these droplets is generally low their Weber number will be small. Thus the possibility of droplets bouncing becomes large while splashing is not to be expected.

The critical parameters for bouncing were identified as wetting, i.e. the ease of sticking to the surface, and surface roughness of the exposed substrate\(^1^9\). As the conditions for wetting increase the probability for bouncing decreases. Bouncing
generally occurs when solidification is slow compared to the oscillation of the droplet during impact but it may be reduced for good wetting conditions. A lower surface roughness also increases the chance for bouncing. This can be explained by the decrease in effective contact area between the splat and the target surface.

4.2.5 Literature overview

In order to understand the behavior of droplets during impact the previous findings will be summarized and analyzed. Table 4.2 shows an overview of the different droplet dynamics.

Three dimensionless quantities are used: the Weber number $We$, the Reynolds number $Re$ and the Sommerfeld parameter $K$. Various critical values of $We$ and $K$ are to be found in literature, however most of the research has been performed in specific conditions and thus the results may differ for other situations. The different conditions for which merging of liquid Sn droplets applies, and thus no secondary droplets are produced, will be discussed next for the case of a liquid and a solid surface.

Liquid surface: for $We < 20$ bouncing is observed while for $20 < We < 90$ coalescence can take place. Another condition for coalescence appears to be that $Re < 3000$. For larger $Re$ values splashing will occur. When the $We$ number exceeds 155, the droplets are also expected to splash. The depth of the liquid will have an effect upon the transition from bouncing to coalescence and upon the distribution of ejection-angles of the secondary droplets for the case of splashing. Splashing will be favored when the temperature of the liquid is higher. Oblique impact is reported to give an increased chance for bouncing.

Solid surface: generally a small $We$ number will result in bouncing or deposition while a large $We$ number results in splashing. Nonetheless, a critical value of $We$ to describe the droplet dynamic transition is hardly found in literature. The values of $We_{BM}$ or $We_{MS}$ for the transition regimes appear to be dependent of surface properties. Furthermore, the shock waves inside the droplet during impact are of large importance. The results of this effect are best described by the $Re$ number. Therefore the Sommerfeld parameter $K$ is introduced, containing both the $We$ and the $Re$ number. This parameter together with the temperature, roughness and wetting probability of the surface can give an estimate of the expected droplet dynamics.

It was found that droplets bounce for $K < 4$ and deposition occurs when $4 < K < 90$. Splashing was already observed for values of $K$ as low as 30, thus a large transition regime between the deposition and splashing is to be expected. When solidification occurs during impact, bouncing is not to be expected. For high surface temperature however, bouncing will be favored especially when poor wetting conditions apply. A high surface roughness or micro-grooves (< droplet size) can significantly suppress bouncing. When the wetting conditions are poor and the droplet has a large speed (thus high $K$ value), receding break-up has also been observed. It is found that oblique impact will enhance splashing. When splashing occurs on hot surfaces generally a smooth splat profile is observed.
Table 4.2. An overview of the impact dynamics of droplets on liquid and solid surfaces. The surface properties that can have an effect on the dynamics are shown together with the Weber number $We$ and the Sommerfeld parameter $K$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bouncing</th>
<th>Merging</th>
<th>Splashing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bouncing</td>
<td>Coalescence (absorption)</td>
<td>Liquid jet Corona splash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$We$</td>
<td>$We &lt; 20$</td>
<td>$20 &lt; We &lt; 90$ and $Re &lt; 3000$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Re$</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth $H$</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>Increased probability for $H = D$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oblique impact</td>
<td>Increased probability for large angles</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Liquid</th>
<th>Solid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$We$</td>
<td>$We &lt; We_{BM}$ + surface prop.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K$</td>
<td>$K &lt; 4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp</td>
<td>Sufficiently high (slow solidification)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface roughness</td>
<td>Low roughness Microgrooves may suppress bouncing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wetting (chemical composition)</td>
<td>Poor wetting conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oblique impact</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3 Experimental procedure

4.3.1 Introduction

In the previous section it was shown that depending on the droplet characteristics and surface properties secondary droplets can be produced. As an EUV-source produces liquid Sn droplets, the so-called primary droplets, the production of secondary droplets may take place during impact at the various surfaces. These secondary droplets have various places of origin and are hard to intercept. Therefore it is of great importance to facilitate the conditions for which the droplets merge with the impact surface. To that end we study the generation of secondary droplets by various components of a source-collector module.

This section describes the experiments that were performed to investigate the production of secondary droplets during impact on various surfaces. As a source of liquid Sn droplets the EUV producing DPP source was used. First, the experimental setup is described, followed by a characterization of the emitted droplets. An empirical relationship between the size and speed of the primary droplets is determined. This relation is used to calculate the dimensionless quantities using the droplet size solely.

The production of secondary droplets is experimentally investigated by means of capturing these droplets with a substrate, placed closely to the area of impact of the primary droplet. Different materials were used at a preset temperature as impact surface. The materials are chosen such that they resemble the various surfaces present inside a source-collector module such as the collector (silicon – low surface roughness and bad wettability), the source chamber (stainless steel – high surface roughness and good wettability) and the baths filled with liquid Sn (liquid Sn). Because of the large heat load during operation of a high-power EUV source, these surfaces may be at high temperatures. Therefore it is chosen to heat up the impact surface to 300 °C, well above the melting point of Sn ($T_m = 232°C$). A silicon substrate was used to collect the possible secondary droplets. From these experiments the conditions for which secondary droplets are produced are determined.

4.3.2 Setup

An EUV-producing Sn-based DPP source was used as a source of primary droplets. As said, the formation of the EUV-emitting Sn plasma leads to the production of various kinds of debris. In order to use the EUV source as a droplet generator, the effect of the other kinds of debris has to be minimized. The deposition of atomic/ionic debris can result in the formation of ‘crystals’ on an exposed surface as shown in chapter 3. This can obstruct the analysis of droplet coverage. Therefore deposition of this kind of debris needs to be avoided for these experiments.

A mitigation structure with a magnetic field is applied along a cylinder in between the EUV source and the droplet collector. This structure together with a buffer gas inside the source chamber will decrease the deposition rate of atomic/ionic debris such that a
minimum of ‘crystals’ are formed on the mirror surface during the time of exposure. At the same time the cylindrical structure acts as a limiting aperture such that a spot at the exposed surface of the droplet collector of about 15 mm in diameter is subjected to quasi normal incidence droplet impact. Figure 4.2 shows a schematic drawing of the EUV source as droplet generator together with the mitigation structure and the droplet collector.

Figure 4.2. Schematic drawing of the EUV-source that is used as droplet generator. A cylindrical structure with magnetic field was used to suppress the atomic/ionic debris. At the right hand side of this structure the parts of the droplet collector are shown, the mirror-mount structure and substrate holder.

Figure 4.3. Schematic drawing of the droplet collector. A mirror is positioned at 30 cm from the droplet source. The mirror can be heated with the use of a filament and the temperature was monitored with a thermocouple. At about 5 mm from the mirror a substrate was placed to collect the secondary droplets.
The droplet collector, which is shown in more detail in figure 4.3, consists of a mirror holder with a filament, and a substrate holder. Any kind of mirror, i.e. the surface of the primary droplet impact, can be placed inside the holder and heated to the desired temperature by the filament. The temperature is monitored with a thermocouple. At about 5 mm from the mirror holder, a substrate is placed to capture the secondary droplets. During the experiments the DPP source is operated at a repetition frequency of about 90 Hz and with a discharge voltage of 4.5 kV. A pressure of 0.1 Pa Argon is used as buffer gas. All impact surfaces, the so-called mirrors, are exposed to about $4.8 \times 10^5$ pulses. As the substrate to collect the secondary droplets, a Si substrate is used. After each exposure, the mirror and the substrate are analyzed by optical microscopy.

4.4 Droplet characteristics

In order to compare the experimental data with results from literature, it is important to determine the characteristics of the emitted Sn droplets as expressed in dimensionless quantities. These quantities can be calculated from the speed and size of the droplets. However, from the deposition experiments described above the only known droplet property is the deposition diameter. A relationship between the droplet-size and speed would make it possible to calculate the dimensionless quantities $We$, $Re$ and $K$ as a function of the size solely. Therefore, a droplet size-distribution is measured for different droplet velocities and an empirical relationship between the droplet-size (diameter) and speed is determined.

4.4.1 Droplet size versus speed

To measure the velocity of the liquid Sn droplets a mechanical velocity filter is placed in between the DPP source and a substrate. The filter consists of multiple blades mounted at a rotating axis. A similar velocity filter is described by Utsumi. By rotating the axis a velocity $v_{\text{min}}$ can be chosen such that only droplets with speed $v > v_{\text{min}}$ are transmitted.

For different values of $v_{\text{min}}$ a substrate is exposed to a high number of discharge pulses from the DPP source. The substrate surface is imaged using a scanning electron microscope and these images are analyzed using software which is able to count the number of droplets versus size. Each substrate shows a droplet size-distribution for droplets with speed $v > v_{\text{min}}$. It is found that a droplet of fixed size $D$ can have a whole range of velocities.

Because a high droplet velocity results in a high $K$-value and thus a higher probability of splashing as shown in table 4.1, it is chosen to determine the highest velocity $v_{\text{max}}$ for each droplet size $D$. The measured maximum velocity $v_{\text{max}}$ for each droplet size is shown in figure 4.4.

For the case a liquid metal explosive-emission cathode the velocity spectrum of the emitted droplets has been investigated. An empirical formula is reported that gives the relationship of the maximum droplet speed $v_{\text{max}}$ as a function of the size $D$. 

with $a$ a constant equal to $50 \text{ m}^{3/2} \text{ s}^{-1}$. Equation (4.4) adequately describes the maximum velocity of droplets with sizes from $1 \mu\text{m}$ to $8 \mu\text{m}$ emitted by an In-Ga cathode.

However for a better description of our experimental data as shown in figure 4.4, $a$ has to be taken equal to $250 \text{ m}^{3/2} \text{ s}^{-1}$. Nonetheless this relationship only gives a reasonable description of droplets of the intermediate size as can be seen in figure 4.4. For sizes larger than $4 \mu\text{m}$ the calculated speeds are too high. Moreover for lower sizes the formula predicts that $v_{\text{max}}$ goes to infinity.

Here, we suggest a different relationship between the speed and the size of the droplet. This empirical relationship is

$$v_{\text{max}} \approx \frac{a}{\sqrt{D}}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(4.4)}$$

where $v_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum droplet velocity for each diameter $D$, $b$ a fit parameter expressed in $\mu\text{m}^{-1}$ and $V_0$ the maximum speed for $D$ approaching zero. Figure 4.4 shows the result of a fit with eqn. (4.5) for $V_0 = 720 \text{ m/s}$ and $b = 0.6 \mu\text{m}^{-1}$. It can be seen that this relationship better describes the correlation between droplet size and maximum velocity.

**Figure 4.4.** The experimentally found maximum velocity as a function of particle size compared to the prediction given by different formulas. Eqn. (4.4) does not give a reasonable description of the behaviour for particle sizes $> 4 \mu\text{m}$. Eqn. (4.5) with $V_0 = 720 \text{ m/s}$ and $b = 0.6 \mu\text{m}^{-1}$ shows a better agreement with the experimental data.
Figure 4.5. The dimensionless quantities (a) We, (b) Re and (c) K of liquid Sn droplets as functions of the particle size calculated using equation (4.5).
4.4.2 Dimensionless quantities

Now that a valid empirical relationship is determined between the droplet speed and size, the dimensionless quantities $We$, $Re$ and $K$ of the emitted Sn droplets can be calculated. For the surface tension and viscosity of Sn droplets, we use respectively $\sigma = 0.56$ N/m and $\mu = 1.97 \times 10^{-3}$ Pa\text{∙}s\textsuperscript{26}. Figure 4.5 shows the dimensionless quantities as a function of particle size. It can be seen that for eqn. (4.5) the $We$ number decreases with increasing droplet size. The $Re$ number and the Sommerfeld parameter $K$ decrease as well with increasing droplet size.

4.4.3 Summary

The relationship between the droplet size and speed is best described with eqn. (4.5). When the droplet size decreases the speed increases up to $V_0$. The dimensionless quantities decrease for increasing droplet size. Although the increasing size of the droplets, their velocity is lower and thus the surface tension and viscosity play a more important role during impact. From comparing the high dimensionless quantities of droplets as shown in figure 4.5 with the literature results presented in table 4.2, splashing can be expected for small droplet sizes (smaller than roughly 5 $\mu$m) during impact on solid surfaces and bouncing for larger droplets ($>10$ $\mu$m).

4.5 Results

4.5.1 Silicon mirror

First a standard Si wafer is used as a mirror surface. It has a relatively low surface roughness and the impact dynamics of a droplet on this surface is expected to be similar to that on an EUV mirror. For the temperature of the mirror two values were chosen, $T = 25$ °C and $T = 300$ °C. The latter is well above the melting temperature of Sn ($T_m = 232$ °C). In order to see whether the background gas has any influence on the results, the experiments are repeated with a hydrogen background pressure of 1 Pa. Figure 4.6 shows the images of the mirror and substrate surface. When comparing the images for the case of Ar and H\textsubscript{2} background gas no difference can be seen, so apparently the chemical composition of the low pressure background gas has no influence on the production of secondary droplets. The results for the cold and hot mirror will now be described separately.

- At $T = 25$ °C droplets with sizes up to 30 $\mu$m can be seen on the mirror. No secondary droplets are observed on the substrate surface. The spots on the substrate are mainly due to dust particles and lens contamination. Presumably, all primary droplets solidify during impact and therefore merge with the surface. No bouncing or splashing has been observed.
At $T = 300$ °C a lower droplet coverage, with respect to the cold mirror, can easily be seen on the mirror surface. Primary droplets with diameter > 5 μm can not be found, but white spots with roughly the same diameter as the large droplets from the cold mirror can be seen. These are possibly the sites were the primary droplets expanded on the surface before receding and bouncing off. On the substrate a large coverage of secondary droplets with diameter up to 10 μm is present. It appears that the larger droplets broke up during impact at the substrate surface (receding break-up).

Concluding, we can see that secondary droplets are only produced when the impact surface has a relatively high temperature (above the melting temperature). For lower temperatures a transitional region is expected depending on the solidification time of the primary droplet on the impact surface.

Next, the angular spread of these droplets was investigated. The angular spread of secondary droplets is shown in figure 4.7. Most of the droplets can be found within an angle of 15° with respect to the normal to the mirror. For an angle > 35° the coverage is below the detection limit. This suggests that the direction of secondary droplets is mainly limited to a small angle close the surface normal. It should be taken into account however that the direction of the primary droplet was perpendicular to the mirror surface. For oblique impact the results are expected to be different. Unfortunately due to the alignment of the mirror surface with the cylindrical mitigation structure it was not possible to measure oblique impact.

4.5.2 Stainless steel

Next, a thin stainless steel plate is used as mirror surface. This plate has a large surface roughness and thus it is expected that the droplet dynamics on these plates resemble the droplet dynamics upon impact on the source chamber walls. We recall that with the Si mirror no secondary droplets were observed at low temperatures. This is likely due to the instant solidification of the droplet during impact. Since a similar result can be expected for the stainless steel mirror, we only conducted an experiment with the mirror heated to 300 °C. As seen from table 4.2 it is expected that due to the high surface roughness and good wettability of stainless steel, low $K$ values result in merging, while for high $K$ values impact splashing and flattening splashing may produce secondary droplets.

Figure 4.8 shows the images of different magnification from the stainless steel mirror and Si substrate. No secondary droplets can be found on the substrate surface; the spots that can be seen are due to contamination on the microscope lens. A ‘halo’ can be seen around the solidified droplets on the mirror surface. This probably consists out of small Sn particles which are emitted at the periphery of the impacting droplet (flattening splashing) or parts of the droplets that are left behind on sharp edges of the rough surface during the receding phase. Thus, for hot stainless steel plates the droplet impact results in merging. The expected generation of secondary droplets because of impact splashing can be neglected.
Figure 4.6. Optical microscope pictures of exposed Si-mirrors at $T = 25 \, ^\circ C$ and $T = 300 \, ^\circ C$ and the corresponding substrates for Ar and H$_2$ background gas. At low temperature no splashing is observed at the mirror surface. At high temperature the lower coverage at the mirror surface of primary droplets can be easily seen; the substrate however shows a clear presence of secondary droplets. The results are similar for Ar and H$_2$. 
Figure 4.7. The spread of the secondary droplets on the substrate shown as a function of angle. For an angle < 15° the highest coverage can be found. For an angle > 35° the droplet coverage is below the detection limit.

Figure 4.8. Images of the exposed stainless steel mirror and Si substrate show that secondary Sn droplets are not produced. The vertical lines on the stainless steel are grooves in the surface produced during manufacturing and these increase the surface...
roughness. Note that the bottom two pictures have a different scale than the upper ones. The spots seen on the substrate are due to lens contamination.

4.5.3 Liquid Sn

For the next experiment we used a liquid Sn surface as primary droplet impact surface. This will resemble the droplet dynamics during impact at the liquid Sn electrodes of a DPP source or at areas of debris pile-up. A copper plate was covered with a thick (~1 mm) layer of Sn and placed in the mirror holder, heated up to 300 °C and exposed to the primary droplet source. After the experiment the surface of the Cu-plate looked fragmented and very rough as if the Sn layer was not liquefied during the experiment but somehow ruptured. On the substrate no secondary droplets could be found. It is expected that the Sn on top of the Cu-plate is oxidized and as a consequence not liquefied due to the heating. One explanation might be that because the thermal expansion coefficient of Cu ($16.6 \times 10^{-6}$ m/mK) is about three times as high as that of SnO2 ($5.3 \times 10^{-6}$ m/mK) the induced stress during heating could have ruptured the surface layer.

Another sample is prepared to act as mirror surface for the liquid Sn splashing experiment. A large droplet of about 5 mm in diameter is wetted on top of a Si wafer. This sample is then placed at the mirror holder such that the wetted droplet is on the position of the primary droplet impact. The sample is exposed at a temperature of ~300 °C and the substrate and mirror surface are analyzed. The surface of the wetted droplet on the mirror surface looks to be deformed due to gravity, this shows that the wetted droplet was liquefied during the experiment. Because of the deformation however, the surface of the mirror is not perpendicular to the impact direction and the direction of secondary droplets is such that they would not be captured with the substrate. Figure 4.9 shows a schematic drawing of the situation. After analysis of the substrate it did not show any secondary droplets.

![Figure 4.9](image)

*Figure 4.9. Due to gravity $g$ the surface of the wetted Sn droplet was tilted such that the impact surface is non perpendicular to the primary droplet impact and the possibly generated secondary droplets could not be captured with the substrate.*
4.6 Conclusion

The characteristics of liquid Sn droplets emitted by a Sn-based DPP source were investigated. An empirical relationship between the droplet-size and speed was found. This relation makes it possible to express the dimensionless quantities like the $We$ and the $Re$ number as a function of the droplet size solely.

Different materials resembling the surfaces that can be found in a source-collector module were used as impact surface to study the conditions for which the liquid Sn droplets deposit on the surface i.e. without producing secondary droplets. These materials include: a Si wafer, a stainless steel foil and a layer of liquid Sn. The surface of impact is denoted as mirror here. A filament was used to heat the mirrors to 300 °C. In order to detect the secondary droplets a silicon substrate was positioned closely to the impact area.

On a silicon mirror at room temperature, $T = 25 \, ^\circ C$, primary droplets with diameter up to 30 μm were found. No secondary droplets were captured with the substrate. On the silicon mirror with a temperature of $T = 300 \, ^\circ C$ the primary droplets have sizes not larger than 5 μm. However, large white circles with varying size, up to roughly 30 μm can be observed as well. On the substrate a high coverage of secondary droplets with diameter < 10 μm were found. These results were obtained with an argon background gas and reproduced in a hydrogen background gas. This shows that the chemical composition of the background gas has no influence on the result.

The primary droplets with diameter > 5 μm are expected to bounce after impact on the hot Si mirror and collide with the substrate. During bouncing or impact on the substrate they disintegrate into smaller secondary droplets. The larger part of the secondary droplets is emitted within an angle of 15° with respect to the normal of the impact surface.

The white circles, as seen in figure 4.6, are most likely the sites where the bouncing took place. They are expected to be the result of absorption of deposited Sn by the impacting droplet during the expanding and receding phase. The darker background on the mirror surface is due to deposition of Sn because of small amounts of atomic and ionic debris.

The poor wettability of Sn upon silicon together with the low surface roughness enhances the probability of droplets to bounce off the surface. This effect is neutralized at low temperatures because of the rapid solidification of the Sn droplets. At intermediate temperatures a transition region is expected where droplets with lower velocity and thus slower bouncing dynamics solidify, while faster droplets bounce off the surface.

For the stainless steel mirror no production of secondary droplets was observed at 300 °C. The high surface roughness increases the possibility of droplet deposition upon the mirror surface. The ‘halo’ surrounding the primary droplets is possibly due to flattening splashing or material detachment during the receding phase because of good wettability of stainless steel.

The impact experiments upon a layer of liquid Sn mirror were not successful. The oxidation of the liquid Sn layer and the shift of the surface normal of the wetted droplet due to gravity prohibited near normal impact into a pool of liquid Sn.
Concluding, for impact on a cold surface (T = 25°C) and for impact on materials with high surface roughness and good wettability no secondary droplets were observed on the substrate. Nonetheless, figure 4.5 shows that 1 μm sized droplets have $W_{e\ max} \sim 2000$ and $K_{\ max} \sim 300$. From these high values it is expected that the primary droplet impact results in splashing. It is reported however that these secondary droplets only reach heights of a few millimetres\textsuperscript{22} and as the substrate is positioned about 5 mm above the impact surface these secondary droplets may not be captured.

From comparison with the droplet characteristics in figure 4.5 it can be concluded that the Sommerfeld parameter $K$ for which bouncing begins to occur equals about 50. This is significantly higher than found in literature where $K = 3$, although different values of the Sommerfeld parameter were mentioned.

On a smooth surface, poor wettability and high temperature – such that solidification does not occur before detachment – the Sn droplets with size > 5 μm are expected to bounce off. In general, for these droplets the following conditions apply: $We < 100$ and $K < 50$. During impact of droplets < 5 μm, production of secondary droplets is not observed.
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Chapter 5

Characterization of ionic debris

Abstract

The ionic debris emitted by a Sn-based discharge produced plasma is characterized with the combined use of different time-of-flight techniques. An electrostatic ion spectrometer is employed to measure the average charge distribution of the emitted Sn ions. A dedicated Faraday cup configuration is used to measure the total ion flux from the source for different discharge energies. High-energy Sn ions emitted by the plasma with energies up to 100 keV have been identified. The number of high-energy ions increases for higher electrical input energy into the plasma while the signal associated with the expanding plasma ions does not show such dependence. The ion energy distribution for a bulk of detected ions is calculated based on the Faraday cup measurements and compared to theoretical plasma expansion dynamics\(^1\).

\(^1\) This chapter is based on the article “Characterization of ion emission of an extreme ultraviolet generating discharge produced Sn plasma” submitted for publication to J. Appl. Phys.
5.1 Introduction

To reduce feature sizes in the semiconductor industry, future lithography tools will have to be operated at lower wavelength. It is expected that lithography using extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation will be introduced to produce features smaller than 32 nm. EUV technology will make use of plasma sources, which produce extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation to project small-scale patterns onto wafers. These sources have to produce sufficient EUV\textsuperscript{1}. In alpha-level EUV exposure tools, sources based on a Discharge Produced Plasma (DPP) of Sn have so far shown the highest EUV power\textsuperscript{2-3-4}. In addition to the desired EUV radiation however, these sources produce a significant amount of debris that can damage the collector optic. The lifetime of the collector optic in the source-collector assembly is one of the main challenges for EUV lithography to have high productivity\textsuperscript{5}. In addition to Sn deposition, a major factor that determines the lifetime is ion sputtering of the material at the collector surface. These ions are produced by the plasma itself and it is important to understand the mechanisms that are responsible for the creation of these ions.

Previously, the ion emission from plasma based EUV sources has been investigated. It was found that DPP sources emit Sn ions with energies up to several tens of keV while for Laser Produced Plasma (LPP) sources the energy is limited to about 10 keV\textsuperscript{6-7-8}. This paper focuses on the characteristics of the ionic debris emitted by a Sn-based DPP source. The experiments are based on time-of-flight (TOF) velocity measurements of the ions performed with two different analysis tools. 1) An electrostatic spectrometer, which detects only ions for a chosen energy-to-charge ratio, is employed to measure the velocity of the ions. The energy-to-charge ratio in combination with the velocity allows identifying the ion species and the ion charge $Z$. 2) A dedicated Faraday cup configuration is used to measure a total ion flux as a function of time. Using the mean ion charge $Z$ the total number of ions emitted by the discharge plasma is calculated. Then, the Ion Energy Distribution (IED) emitted by the discharge plasma is determined using the TOF as a measure of the kinetic energy. Finally, a model based on the collisionless expansion of plasma into vacuum is employed to estimate the IED based upon the plasma conditions during the pinch phase.

5.2 Experiments

5.2.1 Discharge produced plasma source

A Sn-based DPP source developed at the Russian Institute of Spectroscopy (ISAN) is employed to study the generation and emission of ionic debris. The source consists of two closely-spaced metal electrodes that rotate through a bath of liquid Sn. This keeps their surface continuously covered with a layer of liquid Sn so that electrode erosion is prevented.
Figure 5.1 shows a schematic drawing of the source. Before the ignition of the discharge, a potential of about 4 kV is applied across the discharge gap (~3 to 4 mm) using a capacitor bank. Next, a laser pulse evaporates liquid Sn from the cathode surface and a vapor of partly ionized Sn expands to the anode. When the density near the anode is sufficiently high a discharge is initiated. This happens typically about 100 ns after the laser pulse. The current through the discharges increases rapidly (~100 ns) and due to the Lorentz forces the plasma is compressed in the radial direction, thus creating a multiply ionized Sn plasma. The EUV radiation is emitted by one or more micropinches that subsequently develop in high Z plasmas according to the radiative collapse theory. Finally the micropinch expands into vacuum and decays. The observed lifetime of a single micropinch in DPP sources equals about 10 ns. The typical plasma characteristics during the discharge were intensively studied on a similar source by Kieft. As the high density plasma is only short-lived, the moment the micropinch develops will serve as a zero point on the time scale when performing TOF analysis of the ionic debris. It can be identified because of the high radiation emission and/or a sudden decrease in the discharge current.

The source is operated in a vacuum environment at a repetition frequency of 10 Hz and a discharge energy of $E_d = 4$ J per pulse. By changing the voltage of the capacitor bank $E_d$ can be altered. A Nd:YAG laser operating at a wavelength of 1064 nm is used to evaporate the liquid Sn in between the electrodes and thus trigger the discharge. The laser pulse has a time-width of about 15 ns and a pulse energy of about 10 mJ. During the experiments presented in the following sections, the detectors are positioned perpendicular to the discharge axis.

In the following section an electrostatic spectrometer is described that is utilized to measure the ion charge distribution. Then, a dedicated Faraday cup (FC) configuration is described and the equation for calculating the IED from the cup signal is derived. With the FC the total ion flux emitted by the DPP source is measured and from this the IED is
determined. Finally, a model describing the collisionless expanding plasma dynamics is used to estimate the IED based on the initial plasma properties.

5.2.2 Ion charge distribution

The electrostatic cylindrical spectrometer utilized in this experiment was constructed at ISAN\textsuperscript{12} and is based on the design of Hughes and Rojansky\textsuperscript{13}. The parameters for optimum performance of this type of spectrometer have been calculated and measured previously\textsuperscript{14-15-16-17}. Figure 5.2 gives a schematic drawing of the spectrometer. Two cylindrical surfaces having radii of curvature $R_1 = 2 \text{ cm}$ and $R_2 = 3 \text{ cm}$ are placed between an entrance and exit slit. Both slits have a width 0.5 mm and height 10 mm. The cylindrical surfaces are maintained at potentials $V_1$ and $V_2$, thus creating a potential difference of $\Delta V = V_1 - V_2$ between them. This potential difference produces an electrical field $F(r)$ inside the spectrometer. Charged particles entering the spectrometer will travel a circular path under the influence of the electric field. For each voltage $\Delta V$, only ions with a specific energy-to-charge ratio will arrive at the exit slit and are detected using a Multi Channel Plate (MCP) detector. The time-resolved detection of the MCP by means of an oscilloscope provides a TOF analysis.

An explanation of the working principle follows next, together with the derivation of the equation which is employed to calculate the energy-to-charge ratio of the ions exiting the spectrometer. The strength of the electric field inside the spectrometer for $R_1 < r < R_2$ is given by:

$$F(r) = \frac{\Delta V}{r \times \ln(R_2 / R_1)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

If an ion with mass $m_i$, speed $v$ and charge $q$ enters the spectrometer, it will travel a circular trajectory with radius $r$ because of the centripetal force acting on it. For ions passing through the exit slit of the electrostatic spectrometer the following force equation must hold $m \times v^2 / r_0 = q \times F(r_0)$. From eqn. (5.1) it follows that for these ions the following equation is valid: $E / q = \Delta V / (2 \times \ln(R_2 / R_1))$ where $E$ is the kinetic energy. The charge $q$ of the ion can be written as $Z \times e$ with $Z$ the charge number and $e$ the elementary charge. Now, for a spectrometer with $R_1 = 20 \text{ mm}$ and $R_2 = 30 \text{ mm}$ this can be simplified to

$$E / Z = 1.23 \times e \times \Delta V \quad [\text{eV}]$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)

From the TOF analysis the kinetic energy $E$ of a detected ion can be calculated using

$$E = \frac{m_i}{2} \times \left( \frac{D}{t} \right)^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.3)

with $D$ the distance from the spectrometer to the plasma and $t$ the time-of-flight. Thus, by measuring the TOF the mass $m_i$ and the charge $Z$ can be determined using eqn. (5.2) and eqn. (5.3).
Figure 5.2. Schematic drawing of the electrostatic spectrometer based on the design of Hughes and Rojansky\textsuperscript{13}. Two cylindrical surfaces having radii of curvature $R_1$ and $R_2$ are maintained on potentials $V_1$ and $V_2$. The angle $\Phi$ between the entrance slit and the exit slit equals 127.3°. The particles that exit the spectrometer are detected using a Multi Channel Plate (MCP) detector, read out by an oscilloscope.

**Experiment**

A picture of a typical oscilloscope measurement of the spectrometer placed at a distance $D = 85 \text{ cm}$ from the plasma source is shown in figure 5.3. The division on the time scale equals 1 $\mu$s. Three traces can be seen: trace A represents the laser pulse igniting the discharge and trace B shows the time-derivative of the discharge current. The time of the pinch is indicated by the arrow on the image magnification and is taken as zero on the time scale when performing TOF analysis. Trace C gives the spectrometer signal for $\Delta V = 3 \text{ kV}$ as a function of time. From eqn. (5.2) it follows that only ions with $E/Z = 3.7 \text{ keV}$ are detected. At the beginning of trace C, a large noise signal is visible during the time of the pinch followed by some small peaks from light elements. Apparently these are contaminants present in the plasma fuel. From TOF analysis and the use of eqn. (5.3) it is concluded that the main peaks observed in trace C are from Sn ions with charges $Z = 2$ up to $Z = 15$. The contaminants can be identified as $\text{H}^+$, $\text{O}^{4+}$ and $\text{O}^{3+}$.

The detected contaminants shown in figure 5.3 have higher velocities than the Sn ions. Because they have a relatively low charge number and $E/Z = 3.7 \text{ keV}$ for all detected ions, the contaminants have a lower kinetic energy than the highly charged Sn ions. As an example: the $\text{O}^{4+}$ ion has a velocity of $4.3 \times 10^5 \text{ m/s}$ while its energy equals to 15 keV. This is small in comparison with the $\text{Sn}^{15+}$ ion which has a velocity of $3.0 \times 10^5 \text{ m/s}$ which corresponds to an energy of 57 keV.
Figure 5.3. A typical oscilloscope image of three traces from measurements with the spectrometer. Trace A represents the laser pulse igniting the discharge, trace B shows the time-derivative of the discharge current. Trace C gives the signal of the ion spectrometer for an E/Z-value of 3.7 keV. The charges of the Sn ions of Z=2 up to Z=15 are visible. At the start of the signal some noise can be seen.

From figure 5.3 an estimate of the relative amount of contaminants with respect to the Sn ions can be made. When the ion energy is sufficiently high ( > 3 keV ) heavy and light ions are detected with equal detection efficiency. From this it follows that the signal intensity of ions of different species can be compared. However, because the detection efficiency may differ for particles with different kinetic energies, only the signal of ions with equal energy and $E_{\text{kin}} > 3$ keV can be analyzed. A comparison from the peak intensity of the oxygen with the Sn ions for equal kinetic energy, e.g. O$^{4+}$ and Sn$^{4+}$ with $E_{\text{kin}} = 15$ keV, shows that this Sn$^{4+}$ ion is about 8 times more abundant than O$^{4+}$.

We will now mainly concentrate on the Sn ions. In order to measure the average charge number for different energy ranges of the emitted ionic debris, the spectrometer
The intensity of the Sn ion peaks from the spectrometer measurement are shown versus the charge number $Z$ in figure 5.4 for various values of $E/Z$. The increase in signal intensity for higher $E/Z$ values should not be interpreted as a larger number of ions. As will be shown later the number of high-energy ions is much less than that of the low energy ions. The number of ions emitted by the source will be measured as a function of time with the Faraday cup in the next section. Figure 5.4 shows that for lower ion energies ($E/Z = 0.6 \text{ keV}$) the weighted average charge equals to $Z = 7$ and for higher ion energies ($E/Z = 4.9 \text{ keV}$) the average charge number equals to $Z = 8$.

The kinetic energy of the ions can be calculated by multiplying the charge number by the corresponding $E/Z$ value. The energy detected from the $E/Z = 4.9 \text{ keV}$ series; these ions have a velocity of $3.5 \times 10^5 \text{ m/s}$ which corresponds to an energy of $E_{\text{kin}} = 74 \text{ keV}$ for the Sn ions with charge number $Z = 15$. This maximum in the measured energy is because of the voltage limit of the spectrometer. A higher voltage at the deflection plates could damage the interior electric components. It is expected that Sn ions with even higher energies can be found among the debris.

Concluding, these experiments indicate that the high velocity ionic debris not only consists of high-energy Sn ions but of high velocity contaminants such as $\text{H}^+$,$\text{O}^{3+}$ and $\text{O}^{4+}$ as well. It is shown that the Sn ions can have energies up to 74 keV. The electrostatic spectrometer however, is unable to detect higher energies due to the apparatus limit. However, no information about the number of ions can be deduced from these results.

In the next subsection a dedicated Faraday cup detector is employed. This detector not only allows measuring the ion flux as a function of time, but also has no limiting operation voltage for the detection of ions.
5.2.3 Ion energy distribution

Faraday cup (FC) detectors are commonly utilized for the investigation of the ion flux from plasmas\textsuperscript{21-22}. Although these detectors are commercially available\textsuperscript{23} they are often home-made since specific conditions demand for dedicated configurations.

The working principle of a FC is as follows: the cup is positioned at a certain distance $D$ from the plasma and the collected charge is measured as a function of time. For a good configuration, the charge is a measure for the number of ions which are captured by the cup per unit of time. From the average charge number $Z_{av}$ measured in the previous section, the total ion flux can be calculated. With the use of the TOF of the ions, their kinetic energy is determined and the ion energy distribution (IED) is calculated.

In order to perform energy analysis of the captured ions or to suppress electrons from escaping the cup, a repelling grid is frequently employed. This grid is placed in front of the cup. It can be negatively biased to prevent the escape of secondary electrons out of the cup or positively biased for ion energy analysis. However, the use of a grid can introduce unwanted space charge effects in front of the cup\textsuperscript{24-25}. Furthermore, when measuring the ion flux of EUV producing plasmas with a FC, one has to be aware of two mechanisms that can disturb the measurement.

Firstly, the emitted plasma radiation creates secondary electrons by impact upon metal surfaces. These surfaces not only include the vacuum chamber walls but the FC surface as well. In view of the fact that the energy of the detected ions is calculated with the TOF technique, a large signal during the discharge cycle may prohibit the detection of high energy ions arriving at the cup shortly after the pinch. Such a signal can be produced because of secondary electrons from the walls entering the FC and thus creating a negative signal, or from secondary electrons escaping the FC and creating a positive signal.

Secondly, the impact of high energy ions on surfaces will also produce secondary electrons. This may lead to a signal increase or signal decrease. If an ion is collected inside the cup and secondary electrons escape, the signal will increase and it will appear as if more ions were detected. The signal will decrease when ions collide with the vacuum chamber walls near the FC and the secondary electrons are collected by the cup.

Concluding, the production of secondary electrons, either by radiation or by high energy ions, in or nearby the FC has to be prevented. Thus the presence of a grid in front of the FC is not favorable. In order to obtain a low noise signal and optimal detection efficiency a dedicated FC configuration has been developed. Figure 5.5 shows the schematic of the FC detector.

The cup is made of a thin copper foil and has a length of 60 mm, a diameter of 18 mm and is connected to a coaxial BNC connector. An aperture of 12 mm is placed in front of the cup to prevent radiation or ions from reaching the vacuum chamber walls near the cup in the case of a small beam misalignment. In order to repel the secondary electrons from the chamber walls the cup is biased with a voltage of -1.4 V. With the use of permanent magnets placed outside the vacuum, a magnetic field is created at the FC entrance to prevent secondary electrons from escaping the cup. The magnetic field strength at the centre of the cup equals 60 mT. The charge collected by the cup is
determined by measuring the voltage $V(t)$ across the load resistor $R = 2.0 \, k\Omega$ as a function of time. When the cup is aligned correctly electrons and photons are of no influence and the collected charge is solely the result of a number of ions $n_i$ transmitted through the limiting aperture and captured by the cup.

Figure 5.5. Schematic drawing of the dedicated FC detector configuration. The cup has a length of 60 mm and a diameter of 18 mm. In order to repel external secondary electrons it is biased with a voltage of -1.4 V. A magnetic field, with a field strength of $B = 60 \, mT$ at the centre of the cup, is used to prevent internal secondary electrons from exiting the cup. The current through the load resistor $R = 2.0 \, k\Omega$ is a measure of the captured ions.

Now a derivation follows to calculate the total ion flux $dN/dt$ and the ion energy distribution $dN/dE$ using the charge $Q(t)$ collected by the FC as a function of time. From Ohm’s law we find the charge $Q(t)$ collected by the cup

$$\frac{dQ}{dt} = \frac{V(t)}{R} \quad (5.4)$$

where $V(t)$ is the measured voltage across the load resistor $R$. Assuming that the charge $Q = n_i \times e \times Z_{av}$ collected by the cup is solely due to the capturing of $n_i$ ions with average charge number $Z_{av}$ we can write eqn. (5.4) as

$$\frac{dn_i}{dt} = \frac{V(t)}{e \times Z_{av} \times R} \quad (5.5)$$

with $dn_i/dt$ the number of ions collected by the FC per unit of time. Now, if a limiting aperture with diameter $d$ in front of the FC is positioned at a distance $L$ from plasma then the total ion flux per unit of time $dN/dt$ is equal to

$$\frac{dN}{dt} = \frac{V(t)}{e \times Z_{av} \times R} \times \left(2 \times \pi \times L^2\right) \times \left(\frac{\pi \times d^2}{4}\right)^{-1} \quad (5.6)$$
This can be converted into the ion energy distribution using \( \frac{dN}{dE} = \frac{dN}{dt} \times \frac{dt}{dE} \). Here \( \frac{dt}{dE} \) can be replaced by \(-2 \times E/t\) since eqn. (5.3) gives the expression for the kinetic energy \( E \). This leads to the following expression for the IED

\[
\frac{dN}{dE} = -\frac{8 \times V(t) \times L^2 \times t^3}{e \times Z_{av} \times R \times m_i \times D^2 \times d^2} \tag{5.7}
\]

By integrating eqn. (5.7) for a certain range of energy, one can calculate the number of ions in the interval having these energies and emitted by the source in a solid angle of \( 2\pi \).

**Experiment**

For the measurement of the ion flux emitted by the DPP source, the Faraday cup is mounted to the source chamber at a distance \( D = 100 \) cm from the plasma, perpendicular to the discharge axis. An additional aperture with a diameter of \( d = 2 \) mm is placed at a distance \( L = 18 \) cm from the plasma in front of the Faraday cup. In this way a small misalignment of the FC entrance to the ion beam will not result in an additional production of secondary electrons. It should be noted, that the limiting aperture locally introduces a space charge which suppresses the number of ions being transmitted by the aperture. Although the aperture partially suppresses the signal, this configuration allows a better analysis of the FC signal. Because of a substantial variation of the pulse-to-pulse FC signal it is chosen to measure the average ion flux over a number of consecutive pulses. Figure 5.6 shows the FC signal as a function of time for \( E_d = 2, 3 \) and \( 4 \) J.

The negative signal seen at the beginning of the FC trace is the result of the collection of secondary electrons. These are produced in the vicinity of the cup during the time of the pinch. This is taken as zero on the time scale. At a time of \( 1 \) to \( 5 \) \( \mu \)s after the pinch, a beam of ions is measured with the FC. These ions have high velocities and thus are highly energetic. The positive signal at about \( 8 \) \( \mu \)s is expected to be the result of the collection of normal Maxwellian ions from the expanding Sn plasma. It can be clearly seen that the discharge energy of the plasma has a large influence on the emission of high-energy ions but for \( t > 5 \) \( \mu \)s no significant change is observed in the FC signal. The expanding plasma seems to be unaffected by the discharge energy.

Time-of-flight analysis shows that the ions from the expanding plasma have velocities up to \( 1.3 \times 10^5 \) m/s which corresponds to \( E_{kin} = 10 \) keV for the case of Sn ions. The high-energy ion beam consists of ions with velocities in the range of \( 1.0 \times 10^6 \) m/s to \( 2.0 \times 10^5 \) m/s. In section 5.2.2 it was shown that in this range of velocities not only high energy Sn ions but also contaminants are present. Thus the peak signal will be the result of the collection of a combination of different ion species. It is not possible to identify them solely with the FC data and therefore an estimate of the contribution of the Sn ions to this peak signal will be made using the results from the experiments with the spectrometer.
Figure 5.6. The averaged Faraday cup signal measured as a function of time for \( E_d = 2, 3 \) and 4 J. The negative signal right in the beginning is because of collected electrons at the time of the pinch, and is taken as zero on the time scale.

The maximum measured velocity of Sn ions in the previous section is \( 3.5 \times 10^5 \text{ m/s} \), this corresponds to \( E_{kin} = 74 \text{ keV} \), and this was only limited by the maximum voltage \( \Delta V \) of the spectrometer. Oxygen ions with velocities up to \( 4.3 \times 10^5 \text{ m/s} \) were also detected as shown in figure 5.3. However, a highly charged Sn ion contributes more to the charge \( Q \) collected by the FC than a low charged contaminant. Moreover, the results of the spectrometer suggest that Sn ions are much more abundant than contaminants as mentioned above. Therefore it is reasonable to suggest that the Sn ions can have velocities up to \( 4.0 \times 10^5 \text{ m/s} \), which corresponds to \( E_{kin} = 100 \text{ keV} \), and that these high energy Sn ions contribute to the major part of the peak signal in figure 5.6. It is not to be excluded that even higher energetic Sn ions are present in the high-energy ion beam. In order to verify this however, experiments with an electrostatic spectrometer have to be performed where deflections voltages in the range of tens of kilovolts can be applied.

Now with the use of the average ion charge \( Z_{av} \) measured in the previous section, the setup parameters and the FC data from figure 5.6, the ion energy distribution \( dN/dE \) emitted in a solid angle of \( 2\pi \) can be calculated using eqn. (5.7). For the calculation it is assumed that all ions collected by the cup are Sn ions and that the ion emission is isotropic. Actual ion emission may be anisotropic, thus the calculation presented below may differ from the actual emitted ion flux in a specific direction. Figure 5.7 shows \( dN/dE \) as a function of \( E_{kin} \) for different \( E_d \) values. The trace can be divided into three different parts.
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Figure 5.7. The ion energy distribution $dN/dE$ calculated from the FC signal using eqn. (5.7) shown as a function of $E_{\text{kin}}$. For the calculation it is assumed that all detected particles are Sn ions and kinetic energies $> 100$ keV are not shown.

1) The low energy part ($E_{\text{kin}} < 10$ keV) was found to be similar for the different discharge energies and resembles a Maxwellian energy distribution, as it will be shown later. This part is expected to be the result of the expansion of the plasma into vacuum after the discharge. By integrating this signal it follows that approximately $10^{14}$ ions are emitted in $4\pi$ by the source with $E_{\text{kin}} < 10$ keV. A typical plasma column\textsuperscript{11} with radius $R_0 = 0.5$ mm, a height of 3 mm, an average electron density of $n_e = 1 \times 10^{24}$ m$^{-3}$ and considering an average ionization number of $Z = 8$, consists of about $3 \times 10^{14}$ ions. This shows that the number of ions emitted by the source is of the same order of magnitude as the total number of ions inside the initial plasma column. The discharge plasma is thus fully ejected into vacuum after the pinch phase.

2) The second part of the IED ($10$ keV $< E_{\text{kin}} < 20$ keV) has a different slope and also does not change with discharge energy $E_d$. This part is calculated out of the FC signal trace for $5 \mu$s $< t < 8 \mu$s from figure 5.6. This part of the FC signal is constant in time but non-zero and therefore contributes to the IED. Possibly it is a transition region between the two main signals or it may be the sum of the tails of the two signals which are overlapping each other.

3) The third part ($20$ keV $< E_{\text{kin}} < 100$ keV) represents the high-energy ion beam consisting of Sn ions which are clearly not part of the expanding Maxwellian plasma plume. This part of the signal changes for different discharge energies. The ions most likely result from different mechanisms which can produce suprathermal particles\textsuperscript{26}. These mechanisms may include the formation of anomalous resistivity and high inductive voltages during the current breakup after the pinch. It appears that an increased discharge energy $E_d$ enhances the formation of high-energy ions.
5.3 Plasma expansion into vacuum

In this section, an analytical model is used to calculate the IED of the expanding plasma using parameters from the initial plasma conditions. This model taken from Mora\textsuperscript{27} will be compared with the previous measurement for $E_d = 4$ J. For a collisionless plasma that expands into vacuum, the charge separation effects have been studied intensively\textsuperscript{27}. It is assumed that at $t = 0$, the plasma occupies the half space $x < 0$ and consists of cold ions that are initially at rest and of electrons, with temperature $T_e$ and number density $n_e$ that are obeying Boltzmann statistics. When the plasma expands, the ion movement is described with the equations of continuity and motion. A self-consistent solution can be found if one assumes quasi-neutrality in the expanding plasma. This leads to an IED of the following form\textsuperscript{27}

$$\frac{dN}{dE} = \frac{S \times n_{i0} \times c_s \times t}{\sqrt{2 \times E \times Z_{av} \times T_e}} \exp \left(-\frac{2 \times E}{Z_{av} \times T_e}\right)$$ (5.8)

where $E$ is the kinetic energy of the ions, $n_{i0} = n_e / Z_{av}$ the initial (planar) ion density, $S$ the surface with radius $R_0$ of the initial plasma and $T_e$ is expressed in eV. The ion acoustic velocity $c_s$ is given by $c_s = (Z \times T_e / m_i)^{1/2}$.

With the use of eqn. (5.8) the IED of the expanding Sn plasma is calculated. For this an average ionization number of $Z_{av} = 8$ is assumed, the electron density of a typical plasma column is used\textsuperscript{11} $n_e = 1 \times 10^{24}$ m$^{-3}$ and the radius $R_0 = 100$ µm is based on the equilibrium radius of the pinch estimated with the radiative collapse theory\textsuperscript{28}. The plasma temperature $T_e$ is used as a fit parameter. Figure 5.8 shows the result of the calculation with eqn. (5.8) for $T_e = 20$ eV together with the measured IED for $E_d = 4$ J. This value of $T_e$ is experimentally confirmed\textsuperscript{11}.

For $E_{kin} < 15$ keV the model nearly coincides with the measurement. This shows that the electron temperature of $T_e = 20$ eV closely resembles the temperature of the initial plasma from where the ions originate. For $E_{kin} > 10$ keV however, the measured IED starts to differ from the model calculations.

Firstly, for $10$ keV $< E_{kin} < 20$ keV it appears that the tail of the Maxwell distribution has increased. As discussed in the previous section, this possibly is a transition regime between the expanding plasma and the high-energy ion beam. Then, for $E_{kin} > 20$ keV the high-energy ion beam is clearly not part of the expanding plasma ions as predicted by the model. The high-energy ions are expected to be the result of plasma instabilities during the discharge which can produce suprathermal ions\textsuperscript{26}.

The production mechanisms of these high-energy ions are beyond the scope of this paper. It should be noted that these plasma instabilities are typical for pinch plasmas but their formation is not unavoidable. If sufficient understanding is gained from the formation of these instabilities, measures can be taken to suppress the production of the high-energy ion beam and thus increase the lifetime of collector optics in DPP EUV sources.
Figure 5.8. The measured ion energy distribution $dN/dE$ for $E_d = 4$ J is shown together with the calculated $dN/dE$ from eqn. (5.8) as a function of $E_{\text{kin}}$. As input parameters are used $T_e = 20$ eV, $n_e = 1 \times 10^{24}$ m$^{-3}$ and $R_0 = 100$ μm.

5.4 Conclusion

An electrostatic ion spectrometer was utilized to measure the charge distribution of the emitted Sn ions. Although the spectrometer is limited to measure ions with a maximum $E/Z$ value of 4.9 kV, Sn ions with charge $Z = 15$ and kinetic energy up to 74 keV are identified. The average charge of the Sn ions collected by the detectors was found to equal $Z_{\text{av}} = 8$.

A dedicated Faraday cup configuration was employed to measure the ion flux as a function of time for different plasma discharge energies. Time-of-flight analysis of the Faraday cup signal allowed the determination of the ion energy distribution. This distribution was compared with the result of an analytical model describing the collisionless expansion of a plasma into vacuum.

It was shown that the measured ion energy distribution consists of two important parts. The low energy part ($E_{\text{kin}} < 10$ keV) has a Maxwellian distribution and is described by the plasma expansion model using an initial electron temperature of $T_e = 20$ eV. The second part for $E_{\text{kin}} > 20$ keV consists of suprathermal Sn ions with energies up to 100 keV. An increase of the plasma discharge energy enhances the high-energy ion emission, while the ions from the expanding plasma are hardly affected.

The mechanisms which can lead to suprathermal ion production are beyond the scope of this chapter. Several mechanisms for suprathermal ion production, such as anomalous resistivity and high inductive voltages during the current breakup after the pinch are discussed in literature\textsuperscript{26} and will be discussed in more detail in chapter 8.
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Gated pinhole camera imaging of the suprathermal ions production region

Abstract

The origin and nature of the suprathermal ions emitted by a discharge produced plasma source is studied using gated pinhole camera imaging. Time-of-flight analysis in combination with Faraday cup measurements enables to characterize the high-velocity component of the ionic debris. The use of an optional magnetic field allows mass-to-charge analysis of the first part of the Faraday cup signal. It is shown that this consists mainly of oxygen ions emitted from a region near the cathode. Gated image analysis of Sn ions with a kinetic energy of 45 keV visualizes the regions in between the electrodes where the high-energy ion generation takes place.

\[This \ chapter \ is \ based \ on \ the \ article \ “Gated \ pinhole \ camera \ imaging \ of \ the \ high-energy \ ions \ emitted \ by \ a \ discharge \ produced \ Sn \ plasma \ for \ extreme \ ultraviolet \ generation” \ published \ in \ J. \ Appl. \ Phys. \ 106, \ 083301 \ (2009).\]
6.1 Introduction

To fulfill the demand for smaller and faster electronic devices, the feature size in semiconductor industry has to be reduced. To that end, future lithography tools have to make use of extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation to project small-scale patterns onto wafers. This new technology will employ plasma sources to produce the desired radiation at 13.5 nm. With the use of a collector mirror the light from these plasma sources is collected and focused onto the entry point of the lithographic system, the so-called intermediate focus. Apart from the EUV radiation, these sources also produce debris that can damage the collector optics and result in reflection losses.

The plasma light source used in the Alpha Demo Tool scanners from ASML is a Sn-based Discharge Produced Plasma (DPP) source\textsuperscript{1-2-3-4-5}. One of the main challenges in maintaining productivity has proven to be the lifetime of the collector optics in the source-collector assembly. Besides Sn deposition, the major factor determining the lifetime of the collector is ion sputtering of the collector surface. These ions are produced by the plasma.

Previously, the characteristics of ions emitted by a Sn-based DPP source were investigated using time-of-flight (TOF) velocity measurements in combination with an electrostatic spectrometer and Faraday cup\textsuperscript{6-7-8}. It was shown that \textit{suprathermal} Sn ions with kinetic energies up to 100 keV are emitted by the plasma. The presence of ions with higher velocities is also detected, but the nature of these ions was not identified. Therefore, it is essential to investigate the origin and nature of the high-velocity ions emitted by the EUV producing DPP.

This chapter reports on gated pinhole camera imaging of the high-energy ion beam emitted by a DPP source. First, the plasma source used for the experiments will be described followed by an explanation of the time-resolved imaging technique. Next, we discuss the images by comparing these to the simultaneously recorded FC signal. The mass-to-charge ratio of the part of the ions that arrives first is calculated by measuring the deflection by a magnetic field. Finally, time-resolved images of high energetic Sn ions show the positions in between the electrodes where the ions are produced. These high energetic Sn ions have energies in the range of 45 keV.

6.2 Experimental setup

A Sn-based DPP source, developed at the Russian Institute of Spectroscopy (ISAN), is used to investigate the origin of the high-energy ion beam. Figure 1 shows a schematic top view of the source. The source consists of two disk electrodes, rotating through a bath of liquid Sn in a vacuum environment. A high voltage of about 4 kV is applied across the discharge gap (3 to 4 mm) with the use of a capacitor bank. Hence, an electric energy of ~4 J is applied to the plasma. To ignite the discharge a Q-switched pulsed Nd:YAG laser, operating at a wavelength of 1064 nm with a pulse energy of 15 mJ and a pulse width of 15 ns, is focused onto the cathode surface. As a consequence a partly ionized Sn vapor expands to the anode and when the density is sufficiently high, the discharge is initiated.
The current through the plasma increases rapidly (~100 ns) up to a maximum of roughly 20 kA and due to the Lorentz forces the plasma compresses in a radial direction and a multiply ionized Sn plasma is formed. Due to the radiative collapse\(^9\) of high Z plasmas, a micropinch develops that emits the desired EUV radiation. Finally, the plasma expands into vacuum and decays. The observed lifetime of a micropinch in DPP sources equals about 10 ns.

Some typical plasma characteristics of an EUV emitting Sn-based discharge plasma were investigated by Kieft\(^{10-11}\). Although the source depicted in figure 1 has a different electrode configuration, the main plasma characteristics are similar. During the pinch phase the electron temperature and the electron density may rise locally up to respectively \(T_e = 35\) eV and \(n_e = 3 \times 10^{25}\) m\(^{-3}\). When performing TOF analysis of the ion beam, the micropinch can be used as the zero point on the time scale: the high density plasma is only short lived and moreover it can easily be identified by the high radiation emission or the sudden decrease in the discharge current.

In order to visualize the origin of the ion beam, a multichannel plate (MCP) detector with image intensifier and phosphorus screen has been used. A similar experimental setup has previously been used to resolve the different phases of a DPP during the discharge cycle\(^{12}\). At that time, the MCP was initially intended to detect EUV photons as the plasma evolution with high time resolution in the EUV range was investigated. However, the MCP detector is also sensitive to high energy ions\(^{13}\). Moreover, it has been shown that when the ion impact energy is sufficiently high (>3 keV), heavy ions are detected with equal efficiency as low mass ions\(^{14-15-16}\). This justifies the use of a gated MCP for time-resolved images of the ions.

---

Figure 6.1. Schematic drawing of the top-view of the DPP source. Two rotating disk electrodes are covered with liquid Sn. First, a negative voltage is applied to the cathode followed by a laser pulse evaporating the liquid Sn in between the electrodes and initiating the discharge.
To perform time-of-flight analysis, the gating pulse has to be send to the MCP at the expected arrival time $t$ of the ions. Therefore a delay generator is connected to the gating pulse generator to introduce a time delay $t$ between the pinch and the gating pulse. From the travel distance $D$ and arrival time $t$, the velocity of the ions can be computed and from their mass the kinetic energy $E$ can be derived. A graph showing the delay pulse in combination with the derivative of the discharge current and the trigger laser pulse is depicted in figure 6.2. First the laser pulse ignites the discharge. The discharge starts and at maximum current the plasma pinches. This moment is chosen to be zero on the time-scale. The gating pulse for a time delay of $t = 1\mu s$ is shown.

![Figure 6.2. The gating pulse for a time-delay of $t = 1\mu s$ is shown together with the laser pulse and the time derivative of the discharge current $dI/dt$. The pinch is taken as zero on the time scale.](image)

At the time that the MCP is open, typically 1 μs after the discharge pulse, some light may still be emitted by the extinguishing plasma. To distinguish between photons and ions or even electrons detected by the MCP, a magnetic field can be applied perpendicular to the direction of the ion beam. This allows to investigate the nature of the detected particles and to perform mass-to-charge analysis. The pinhole camera consists of a pinhole with a diameter of 250 μm, a MCP image intensifier made at ISAN and a commercial digital camera. The pinhole image is projected onto the surface of the MCP, intensified and converted into visible light by a phosphorus screen. Here the image is recorded by a digital camera. The MCP is placed at a distance $D = 88 \text{ cm}$ from the discharge plasma. Figure 6.3 shows a schematic drawing of the setup. The MCP is gated with a fast 4 kV high voltage pulse over the plate and the adjacent gap to the phosphorus screen. The typical duration of the gating pulse is 200 ns. An optional magnetic field of 35 mT can be applied behind the pinhole, perpendicular to the direction of the ion beam.
Figure 6.3. The time-resolved pinhole image is recorded simultaneously with the Faraday cup signal. The distance of the detectors to the discharge plasma is chosen to be equal to 88 cm. For the MCP detector an aperture of 0.25 mm and for the FC an 8 mm aperture is placed. An optional magnetic field can be applied perpendicular to the path of the ion beam.

A Faraday cup (FC) is mounted to the source chamber at the same distance from the plasma as the MCP detector. In order to suppress secondary electron formation in the region close to cup, an extra limiting aperture of 8 mm was placed in between the discharge plasma and the cup. A typical FC signal shows the ion beam current as a function of time. More details about the FC configuration can be found in the previous chapter. The FC signal is recorded simultaneously with the CCD image. Again, the time of the pinch is chosen to be zero on the time scale. From the travel distance $D$ and arrival time $t$, the velocity of the ions can be computed and from their mass the kinetic energy $E_{\text{kin}}$ can be calculated.

Concluding, each CCD image shows the photons and high energetic particles captured during an adjustable time interval of 200 ns and emitted during one single discharge in radial direction. From the time delay, which is equal to the TOF of the particles, the velocity and thus their kinetic energy can be calculated. Simultaneously with the CCD image, a FC cup signal is recorded from the ions emitted perpendicular to the discharge axis. By projecting the delay pulse of the MCP upon the simultaneously recorded FC signal trace, one can see which part of the ion beam is visualized by the pinhole camera. Thus, by changing the delay time a velocity range of the ion beam can be chosen and the region of production is visualized.

6.3 Ion beam analysis

First the position of the electrode gap has to be identified on the CCD images. Therefore, a pinhole image is made with no time-delay between the discharge and the gating pulse. Due to the width of the gating pulse and since no spectral filter is used in front of the
pinhole, this picture shows a time-resolved image of the emitted radiation during the discharge. This allows identifying the position of the electrodes. These are marked by the dotted lines in figure 6.4. Next, pictures are made for a delay pulse of 1.0 μs, 1.2 μs and 1.4 μs. In these pictures photons are not expected. Figure 6.4A shows the resulting pictures. Simultaneously with the CCD images, the FC signal was recorded with an oscilloscope giving the results that are shown in figure 6.4B. The time delay \( t \) between the pinch and the gating pulse is indicated on the trace of the FC signal by the arrow and the gating pulse interval is displayed by the dashed lines.

Figure 6.4B clearly shows that there is a substantial difference between the individual FC signals. This shows that while the discharge conditions are similar, the ion energy distribution in the direction of the measurement tools differ from pulse-to-pulse. Finally, a magnetic field was applied perpendicular to the ion beam direction and a series of CCD images with the same time-delay settings as mentioned above were made. These pictures are shown in figure 6.4 C. Hereafter we will discuss the images of figure 6.4 for the different delay times in more detail.

1) \( t = 0 \) μs. The first picture of fig. 6.4A shows almost no difference with the first one of fig. 4C, where the magnetic field is applied. Apart from the wide low intensity signal, of which the shape differs from pulse to pulse, no substantial difference can be seen for the bright spots in between the electrodes. Thus, it can be concluded that this bright spot is an image of the radiation emitted by the discharge plasma during the first 200 ns of the discharge. The narrow area with high intensity close to the cathode surface clearly shows the position of the pinch. This area of high intensity widens towards the anode surface and it even surrounds the anode surface.

To understand these phenomena we follow the discharge plasma evolution as described in\(^1\). There can be two possible origins of the radiation emitting plasma close to the anode surface. Firstly, due to the Lorentz forces the plasma is confined in the radial, but not in the axial direction. Because the pinch is positioned close the cathode surface, the plasma can escape more easily in the anode direction. Secondly, at a time of 50 to 80 ns after the pinch, a second light emitting plasma was observed expanding from cathode to anode\(^1\). In both cases there is a possibility that the light-emitting plasma surrounds the anode surface. This explains the MCP signal from this region of the plasma source.

The FC signal from fig. 6.4B shows a small negative signal at the time of the pinch. This may be due to the collection of secondary electrons which are produced by the plasma radiation in a region close to the cup. The large positive signal represents the ion beam, collected by the cup. The dashed lines show the gating pulse-width during which the CCD image was made. As stated above, the FC signal from fig. 6.4B are measured simultaneously with the images from fig. 6.4A.
Figure 6.4. (A) CCD images for different values of the time-delay t between the discharge and the gating pulse. The position of the electrodes is marked by dotted lines. (B) Oscilloscope pictures of the FC signal measured simultaneously with the gating MCP pulse from the images of 4A. (C) CCD images with a magnetic field of 35 mT applied perpendicular to the particles trajectory. From the downwards shift of the spot it can be concluded that ions are being captured with the MCP.

2) t = 1.0 μs. A bright spot can be seen close to the cathode at figure 6.4A. When the magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the particles trajectory just behind the aperture as shown in figure 6.3, the signal in between the electrodes has fully disappeared as can be seen from the second picture of fig 6.4C. Instead, an elongated spot appears at the bottom of the picture. As photons are not deflected by a magnetic field, this proves that at 1 μs after the pinch no detectable radiation is emitted by the DPP source. Furthermore, the downwards shift of the spot shows that the signal is due to the imaging of ions, as electrons would have been deflected upwards. Thus, it can be concluded that a beam of high-energy ions, which contribute to the first part of the FC signal as seen in fig. 6.4B, is emitted from the cathode region. Moreover, the deflection distance is a
measure of the mass-to-charge ratio \( m/q \) of the ions. The elongation of the spot shows that the ions with TOF = 1 µs, have different \( m/q \) values. Ions with low \( m/q \) will be deflected more when travelling through a magnetic field than ions with higher \( m/q \) values. The mass-to-charge analysis of the deflected ions will be treated in the following section.

Fig. 4B shows that the positive FC signal trace, which represents the ion beam, starts at about 1 µs after the discharge. The position of the gating pulse coincides with the arrival of the first part of the ion beam. Thus, ions with a velocity \( v = 8.8 \times 10^5 \) m/s are imaged and they originate from the same region as where the pinch was observed, namely close to the cathode.

3) \( t = 1.2 \) µs. By comparing the third picture of fig. 6.4A with the third one of fig. 6.4C in a similar reasoning as above, it can be concluded that no photons but a beam of ions with a velocity of \( v = 7.3 \times 10^5 \) m/s is imaged onto the MCP detector. The width of the beam is increased in size. It can also be seen that the downwards shift of the bright spot is slightly less than in the picture above. Although these ions have a lower velocity, which would result in a higher deflection because of the magnetic field, some of them must have a significant higher \( m/q \) value. Thus, assuming that the ions have an equal mass, it is expected that these ions will have a lower charge.

From fig. 6.4B it can be seen that the FC signal integrated over the gating pulse is higher than at \( t = 1 \)µs delay time. Because of the lower charge, the number of ions captured during this time interval must be larger. This may explain the observed beam widening as the higher ion number density may result in an increased coulomb interaction between the ions.

4) \( t = 1.4 \) µs. From the last picture of fig. 6.4A and fig. 6.4C and the TOF it can be concluded that again a beam of ions is imaged, now with a velocity of \( v = 6.3 \times 10^5 \) m/s. It proves to be difficult however, to distinguish the origin of the ion beam as the spot has widened and covers the whole electrode gap. Fig. 6.4B shows that the integrated FC signal over the gating pulse has increased even further, meaning that the number density of the ions has again increased. Therefore, the widening of the spot is probably due the coulomb interaction of the high number of ions passing through the aperture. Although the velocity of the ions is lower, the minimum downwards shift of the spot has not changed with respect to the previous picture. This shows that the imaged ions on average must have a higher \( m/q \) value than the ions from the previous picture. Again, assuming that the mass is equal, these ions are expected to have a lower charge.

Concluding, the deflection of the spot with a magnetic field shows that the spot seen on the CCD images for \( t > 0 \) s is the result of the capturing of ions. From comparison with the FC signal the origin of the first part of the high-energy ion beam is identified as being close to the cathode surface. These ions have velocity \( v > 7 \times 10^5 \) m/s. In the next section, a calculation will be made of the mass-to-charge ratio based on the lateral deflection of the spot from fig 6.4C. From this it is possible to analyze the ion species that are visualized with the MCP detector.
6.4 Mass-to-charge ratio

With the use of a simple analytical model that describes the path of a charged particle passing a magnetic field of finite length \( w \), the mass-to-charge ratio of the deflected ions from figure 6.4C can be calculated. The parameters used in this model are shown schematically in figure 6.5.

The magnetic field \( B \) is assumed to be uniform over a finite length \( w \), and zero elsewhere. An ion with speed \( v \) moving through a perpendicular magnetic field \( B \) will travel a circular path with radius \( R \), given by

\[
R = \frac{m \times v}{q \times B}
\]  

(6.1)

where \( m \) is the mass and \( q = Z \times e \) the charge of the ion with charge number \( Z \). The speed of this ion can be calculated from the TOF \( t \) and the distance \( D \) between the detector and the source using \( v = D/t \). As long as the condition \( w \ll R \) holds the ion will leave the magnetic field at an angle \( \alpha \) and it will collide with the MCP detector placed a distance \( L \) behind the magnetic field. The lateral deflection \( y \) of the ion is then equal to \( y = x + L \times \tan(\alpha) \). From trigonometry it follows that \( \sin(\alpha) = w/R \) and \( x = R \times (1 - \cos(\alpha)) \). The mass-to-charge ratio \( m/q \) of this ion can now be derived using eqn. (6.1):

\[
\frac{m}{q} = \sqrt{y^2 + L^2} \times \left( \frac{B \times w \times t}{y \times D} \right)
\]  

(6.2)

To facilitate the identification of the ion species the \( m/q \) ratio is expressed in atomic-mass-unit \( M \) versus ionic charge number \( Z \). From the CCD images of fig. 6.4C the lateral deflection \( y \) with respect to the center of the original spot is measured. For each time-delay \( t \) the minimum, the maximum and the average deflection distance \( y \) is measured. With the use of eqn. (6.2) the mass-to-charge ratio \( M/Z \) of the deflected ions is calculated and plotted in figure 6.6 together with the resultant measurement error.

The results presented in figure 6.6 will now be discussed based on the different delay times.
1) \( t = 1.0 \mu s \). These ions have a deflection distance of about 1.4 cm < \( y < 2.4 \) cm. Figure 6.6 shows that with eqn. (6.2) a mass-to-charge ratio of \( 3 < M/Z < 7 \) is calculated. It is expected that these ions will be oxygen (\(^{16}\text{O}\)) with charges \( Z = 3 \) and \( Z = 4 \), as unrealistically high charge states would be needed for Sn ions to have such a low M/Z ratio\(^1\). These oxygen ions have a kinetic energy \( E_{\text{kin}} = 65 \text{ keV} \) and the origin is located close to the cathode surface, as shown in fig. 6.4A.

2) \( t = 1.2 \mu s \). As pointed out in the previous section, these ions have a lower velocity but also a smaller minimum deflection distance 1.1 cm < \( y < 2.4 \) cm, which results in a higher maximum \( M/Z \) value. Figure 6.6 shows the result with \( 4 < M/Z < 10 \). The ions having a value of \( M/Z > 7 \) may consist of Sn ions (\(^{118}\text{Sn}\)) with charges \( Z = 12 \) up to \( Z = 15 \). However, the imaged ions have a velocity of \( v = 7.3 \times 10^5 \text{ m/s} \) what would result in a kinetic energy of 331 keV for Sn ions. This is an extremely high value in view of the fact that in chapter 5 Sn ions with energies up to only 100 keV are assumed to be emitted by the DPP source\(^6\). Thus, it is expected that the imaged ions are all oxygen (\(^{16}\text{O}\)), they then have charges \( Z = 2 \) up to \( Z = 4 \), taken the error into account. The imaged oxygen ions have a kinetic energy of about 45 keV and their origin is located near the cathode surface.

3) \( t = 1.4 \mu s \). Again, these ions have a lower velocity but the smallest deflection distance has not changed with respect to the previous image, 1.1 cm < \( y < 2.8 \) cm resulting in a mass to charge ratio of \( 4 < M/Z < 12 \). As seen in figure 6.6 a larger part of the ions have a value of \( M/Z > 7 \). These ions may consist of \(^{118}\text{Sn}\) with charges \( Z = 10 \) up to \( Z = 15 \) and a kinetic energy of 243 keV. However, following the same reasoning as given above it is expected that these ions will be \(^{16}\text{O}\) with charges \( Z = 1 \) up to \( Z = 4 \) and with \( E_{\text{kin}} = 33 \text{ keV} \). The origin of these ions cannot be determined from the image of fig.4A due to the increase of the spot diameter.

It should be noted that the previously followed reasoning does not exclude that the ions with \( M/Z > 7 \) may be highly charged Sn ions with extremely high kinetic energies.
In order to identify the ion species more accurately, a spectrometer with deflection voltages in the range of tens of kilovolts is required.

The oxygen measured in this experiment is most likely introduced into the plasma because of laser evaporation of oxidized Sn at the cathode surface. The oxidation of Sn inside the source chamber takes place while opening the vacuum chamber in between experiments and is hard to avoid. It is expected that after a large number of discharges the oxidized Sn will be consumed so that oxygen will no longer be present among the ion beam.

6.5 Origin of the high-energy Sn ions

To identify the origin of the beam of high-energy Sn ions, MCP pictures have to be made of a beam that is free of contamination. However, a high number of discharge pulses will produce a significant amount of debris that can obstruct the pinhole and thus it is not advisable to wait until the oxidized Sn is consumed completely. Therefore we have made time-resolved pinhole images of that part of the ion beam where the presence of high-energy Sn ions is experimentally confirmed.

Measurements of the high-energy ion beam with an ion spectrometer have shown that Sn ions with \( E/Z = 4.9 \) keV are detected\(^6\). These Sn ions have charge numbers from \( Z = 1 \) up to \( Z = 15 \), resulting in a maximum measured energy of \( E_{\text{kin}} = 75 \) keV. As the average charge number of these high energy ions equals to 8, which corresponds to about 40 keV, a large amount of Sn ions with kinetic energy 45 keV in the high-energy ion beam is to be expected. With the MCP detector positioned at 80 cm, these ions will have a TOF on the order of 3 μs.

However, as mentioned previously, the images of ions with TOF larger than 1.4 μs show a large wide spot and no information about the origin can be obtained. The widening of the spot increases even more for larger time-of-flight. Because of the higher number of ions as seen from the FC signal, the coulomb interaction between the ions increases and widens the spot. To reduce the number of ions, the size of the aperture was reduced to 100 μm. It was also positioned further away from the discharge plasma to reduce the image magnification.

Figure 6.7 shows nine CCD images of the Sn ions with \( E_{\text{kin}} = 45 \) keV. Each image shows the ions, emitted during one single discharge, that are detected by the MCP during a time interval of 200 ns at 3 μs after the pinch. The dotted lines show the position of the electrodes, which is determined by a reference picture without a delay pulse, in a same manner as stated above. Although the images were recorded under identical discharge conditions, each image shows a spot with different intensity and different diameter. Similar to the FC signals from figure 6.4B, the ion emission shows a significant difference from pulse to pulse. Furthermore, the position of the spot is not restricted to a single place in between the discharge gap. Fig. 6.7 (f) clearly shows a spot close to the cathode surface, while (a), (b), (d) and (e) show a spot close to the anode surface. The other pictures (c), (g) and (i) show a spot in front of the center of the electrode gap.
It can be concluded that for each discharge the emitted high-energy beam is
different. Furthermore, because the beam originates from different places in the discharge
gap, different mechanisms may be responsible for the high-energy ion emission.

Figure 6.7. Time-resolved pinhole images of the high-energy ion beam emitted by single
 discharge pulses. The spots are the result of the collection of Sn ions with time-of-flight
equal to 3 μs during a time interval of 200 ns. These ions have kinetic energies of 45 keV
and may originate from the cathode region (f), the middle of the discharge gap (c, g, i) as
well as the anode region (a, b, d, e).

6.6 Conclusion and outlook

By means of time-of-flight analysis the gated pinhole images are compared with
simultaneously recorded Faraday cup signals. It is shown that the ions emitted by the
DPP source with velocity \( v > 7 \times 10^5 \text{ m/s} \) originate from a region close to the cathode
surface. These ions contribute to the first part of the FC signal. An optional magnetic
field perpendicular to the path of the ions is employed to perform mass-to-charge
analysis. The ions are identified as oxygen with energies from \( E_{\text{kin}} = 45 \text{ keV} \) up to
\( E_{\text{kin}} = 65 \text{ keV} \) and charge number \( Z = 2 \) to \( Z = 4 \).

For ions with velocity \( v \sim 6.3 \times 10^5 \text{ m/s} \) the origin is unclear. These ions are
expected to be oxygen with \( E_{\text{kin}} = 33 \text{ keV} \) and \( Z = 1 \) to \( Z = 4 \). However, from the mass-to-
charge analysis it cannot be excluded that high-energy Sn ions with $E_{\text{kin}} = 243 \text{ keV}$ and $Z = 10$ to $Z = 15$ are detected. In order to identify Sn ions with these extreme energies, a spectrometer with deflection voltages in the range of several tens of kilovolts is required.

The oxygen ions emitted by the DPP source are expected to be introduced inside the Sn plasma due to evaporation of oxidized Sn from the cathode surface with the Nd:YAG laser pulse. The oxidized Sn will be consumed after a number of discharges and hence is only temporarily present among the debris. For the experiments presented here, a large number of discharges may result in the obstruction of the pinhole.

Therefore, it is chosen to make time-resolved pinhole images of Sn ions with velocity $v = 2.7 \times 10^5 \text{ m/s}$, which corresponds to an energy $E_{\text{kin}} = 45 \text{ keV}$. The presence of these Sn ions among the debris was experimentally shown with an ion-spectrometer. The MCP images showed that these ions originate from a region close the cathode surface, from the middle of the discharge gap as well as from a region close to the anode surface.

Some production mechanisms of suprathermal particles by z-pinch plasmas are discussed in literature. These mechanisms include: (1) compressional heating of the plasma material inside the micropinch, (2) acceleration due to the formation of high-inductive electric fields during the pinch induced current breakup and (3) stochastic acceleration of the tails of the ion distribution function. It is also mentioned that these mechanisms may act simultaneously.

Based on the results presented in this chapter, it is expected that several of these mechanisms are responsible for the suprathermal Sn ion production. It is conceivable that the suprathermal ions emitted from the region near the cathode are produced by compressional heating of plasma material inside the pinch. In addition, because of the shrinking plasma column during the micropinch formation an active resistance is introduced inside the discharge circuit on a time scale of $\sim 10 \text{ ns}$. This results in a sudden decrease of the discharge current and a high-inductive electric field develops to sustain the current. In the anode region, the conditions for the ion-acoustic instability may be satisfied. Hence, anomalous resistivity develops in the plasma near the anode resulting in micro instabilities and possibly high-inductive fields. A more detailed discussion about the production mechanisms is presented in chapter 8.
Chapter 6: Gated pinhole imaging of the suprathermal ions production region
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Chapter 7

External parameters to guide pinch dynamics

Abstract

The typical pinch dynamics of the EUV-emitting discharge-produced plasma is studied. Based on the Bennett equilibrium and the theory of radiative collapse, the pinch formation is analyzed and the critical parameters for efficient EUV generation are identified. It is found that these parameters can easily be influenced externally by selecting the pulse energy of the discharge $E_d$ and laser $E_{laser}$. These external parameters need to be tuned carefully for stable pinch formation and efficient EUV production. The effect of these parameters on the EUV emission of the plasma source is investigated and the settings for maximum conversion efficiency are identified.
7.1 Introduction

In chapter 5 it was shown that Sn-based Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) producing Discharge Produced Plasma (DPP) sources emit fast ionic debris, or so-called suprathermal Sn ions, with an energy up to 100 keV\[1\]. These ions are emitted by the discharge plasma. The measured ion energy distribution of these suprathermal ions cannot be described with a plasma expansion model. Therefore, it is expected that these ions are produced by means of plasma instabilities during or just after the pinch phase. In addition, it was found that this fast ionic debris can be reduced by decreasing the discharge energy.

Furthermore, in chapter 6 the production region of the suprathermal Sn ions was investigated. It was found that these ions not only originate from the pinch region, i.e. close to the cathode surface with locally extreme plasma conditions, but also from a region close to the anode surface\[^2\]. Thus, these ions are expected to be produced by different production mechanisms that act simultaneously.

Before discussing some of the production mechanisms, it is important to understand the pinch dynamics. Moreover, if measures are taken to suppress the suprathermal ion emission, the resulting effects of these measures on the pinch dynamics need to be studied. Therefore, it is important to investigate the z-pinch dynamics such that external parameters can be identified which are crucial to obtain a high conversion efficiency (CE).

A fast rising current through a discharge plasma induces a Lorentz force which initiates the plasma compression. As a consequence a high density multiply ionized Sn plasma is formed. The EUV radiation is emitted by a micropinch that develops in the multiply ionized z-pinch discharge plasma.

A micropinch is a physical phenomenon similar to so-called plasma points\[^3\]. These are intense x-ray emitting regions that appear in low-inductance vacuum sparks. They were discovered during the research of deuterium pinches for nuclear fusion applications. In these experiments the dense plasma located on the discharge axis produces soft x-rays accompanied with emission of neutrons, high energy ion and electron beams. The z-pinch plasmas are intensively studied and have wide applications.

An overview of z-pinch dynamics and references to the extensive z-pinch literature can found in\[^4,5\]. The physical effects studied in this field can be applied to plasmas in DPP devices for explaining phenomena such as EUV generation and the fast ionic debris production.

In this chapter, we start with the presentation of the typical source and plasma characteristics of a Sn-based DPP source. The physics behind the z-pinch formation is discussed and external parameters are identified that can be used to guide the pinch dynamics. Finally, the CE of the DPP source is measured and the effect of the external control parameters on the efficiency of EUV production is discussed.
7.2 Plasma source characteristics

In this section the plasma source used in the experiments is described and the typical plasma properties and source characteristics are presented.

The experiments were performed with a DPP source developed at the Russian Institute of Spectroscopy. The source consists of two closely spaced metal electrodes that rotate through a liquid Sn bath. This keeps their surface continuously covered with a layer of liquid Sn. Before the ignition a potential is applied across the discharge gap with the use of a capacitor bank. A pulsed Nd:YAG laser is used to evaporate liquid Sn from the cathode surface. The slightly ionized Sn vapor expands towards the anode and when the density near the anode is sufficiently high, the discharge is initiated. The time between the laser pulse and the onset of the discharge is typically on the order of ~100 ns. Figure 7.1 shows a schematic drawing of the initial phase of the discharge.

![Figure 7.1. Schematic drawing of the initial phase of the discharge. A potential is applied across the discharge gap using the capacitor bank C. Liquid Sn is evaporated from the cathode surface with a laser pulse. When the Sn vapor reaches the anode, a current I starts and the plasma is compressed onto the discharge axis by the Lorentz force.](image)

The current increases rapidly (~100 ns) and due to the Lorentz force the plasma is compressed in radial direction, creating a multiply ionized Sn plasma. The EUV radiation is emitted by one or more micropinches that subsequently develop according to the radiative collapse theory. The observed lifetime of a single micropinch equals to about 10 ns after which the plasma expands into vacuum and decays.

The typical plasma properties of a Sn-based EUV emitting DPP source were intensively studied by Kieft. The relevant properties are shown in table 7.1 together with typical source and laser parameters that are used during the larger part of the experiments. The quantities in table 7.1 are used during the calculations in the following sections.
Table 7.1. Plasma properties and the typical source and laser parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Typical source parameters</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discharge gap $d_{\text{gap}}$</td>
<td>3-4 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric energy $E_d$</td>
<td>4 J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductance discharge circuit $L$</td>
<td>10 nH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitor bank $C$</td>
<td>0.4 µF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversion efficiency $CE$</td>
<td>2 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Typical laser parameters</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength $\lambda_{\text{laser}}$</td>
<td>1064 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse width $t_l$</td>
<td>15 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse energy $E_{\text{laser}}$</td>
<td>30 mJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus spot diameter $S_l$</td>
<td>500 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser power density $P_l$</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^9$ W/cm$^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Typical plasma properties</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lifetime micropinch $t_p$</td>
<td>10 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum pinch current $I_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>0.02 MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial radius $r_0$</td>
<td>500 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum pinch radius $r_{\text{min}}$</td>
<td>100 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average ion charge $Z_{\text{eff}}$</td>
<td>+10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron temperature $T_e$</td>
<td>35 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron density near cathode $n_e^c$</td>
<td>$3 \times 10^{25}$ m$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron density near anode $n_e^a$</td>
<td>$8 \times 10^{24}$ m$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
An extensive overview of the pinch dynamics and radiative collapse model can be found in literature\textsuperscript{3-5}. For the specific case of z-pinches in Sn-based DPP sources the radiative collapse model was described by Koshelev\textsuperscript{9}. This section shortly reviews the main aspects of pinch dynamics that are necessary to obtain a proper understanding of the critical plasma properties for efficient source operation. To describe the EUV emitting micropinch formation we will work with two balances: the pressure balance and the energy balance. Finally, describing the energy balance in the case of optical thin radiation losses leads to an expression for the critical current for which the micropinch develops. In the case of optical thick plasma we can derive an expression for the equilibrium radius of the pinch.

A qualitative description of the initial stage of the pinch formation can be made using the so-called snow plow model\textsuperscript{10}. It describes the radial compression of the plasma by the Lorentz force. This model can be used to describe the influence of the external circuit on the time that is needed to collect the initial evaporated Sn at the discharge axis. We will focus here on the pinch dynamics that occur when the plasma is already collected at the axis and a quasi steady state is assumed.

### 7.3.1 The pressure balance

A homogeneous pinch plasma column in quasi steady state can be described by the balance between the Lorentz force and the pressure gradient as follows

\[
\nabla p_{tot} = j \times B \quad (7.1)
\]

where \( j \) is the current density, \( B \) the current induced magnetic field and \( p_{tot} = p_e + p_i \) with \( p_e \) the electron and \( p_i \) the ion pressure. We assume that the current density \( j \) is radially uniform and that the electron temperature \( T_e \) is equal to the ion temperature \( T_i \). With the use of Maxwell’s equation \( \nabla \times B = \mu_0 \cdot j \) and the ideal gas law \( p = N \cdot k \cdot T \) we can, assuming axial symmetry, transform eqn. (7.1) into

\[
\frac{\mu_0 I^2}{4\pi} = (Z_{\text{eff}} + 1) N_i k T_e \quad (7.2)
\]

where \( N_i = \pi R^2 n_i \) is the number of ions inside the plasma column per unit axial length, \( T_e \) is the electron temperature, \( Z_{\text{eff}} \) the mean ion charge and \( I \) is the current. Equation (7.2) is also called the Bennett equilibrium equation\textsuperscript{11}. It gives a relation between the number of particles, the degree of ionization, the plasma temperature and the current, but tells nothing about the evolution of the plasma radius. The radial position of the edge of the plasma column can be described by using the energy balance of the optically thick radiating plasma which is at Bennett equilibrium.
Let us first assume that, during its evolution, the plasma remains uniform along its axis (pointed from cathode to anode). Since the plasma length $l \sim d_{gap}$ remains constant and the total number of ions $N$ in the discharge is constant, the latter is determined by the Sn evaporating laser pulse, then $N_i = N/l$ is constant as well during the plasma evolution.

Now, the Bennett equilibrium predicts that due to an increase of the current $I$ the product $(Z_{\text{eff}} + 1)kT_e$ will increase as well. Since an increase in $T_e$ is coupled to an increasing $Z_{\text{eff}}$ we can say that an increasing current will lead to an increase in $T_e$. However, it is very likely that due to hydrodynamic instabilities (sausage mode) the axial uniformity will be distorted, implying that $N_i(z)$ becomes $z$-dependent. From the Bennett equilibrium it follows that in the regions where $N_i(z) < N_i$ the temperature will be relatively large. This follows because the current $I$ through each plasma slab is the same.

### 7.3.2 The energy balance

For a homogeneous quasi steady-state plasma column for which there are no heat losses through conduction, convection and viscous dissipation, we can write for the energy balance of the plasma

$$p_{tot} \nabla \cdot \mathbf{v} = P_J - P_{rad}$$

where $\mathbf{v}$ is the particle velocity, $P_J$ is the added power due to Joule heating and $P_{rad}$ the power losses due to radiation. Thus, when $P_J$ exceeds $P_{rad}$ the plasma is expanding but when the radiation losses are larger the plasma column shrinks.

We will now derive expressions for these two quantities in power per unit column length. In contrast to $P_{rad}$ that can change in nature, the Joule heating power $P_J$ will most of the time be ruled by the Spitzer conductivity $\sigma = \sigma_0 T_e^{3/2} / (Z_{\text{eff}} \ln \Lambda)$ with $\ln \Lambda$ the Coulomb logarithm and $\sigma_0$ a constant. The associated power added to the plasma due to a current $I$ then equals $I^2 \cdot l / (\sigma \cdot \pi \cdot R^2)$. Thus, using the Spitzer conductivity we get for the linear representation of Joule heating

$$Q_J \approx 3.3 \times 10^9 \frac{Z_{\text{eff}} \ln \Lambda}{T_e^{3/2}} \frac{l^2}{R^2} \quad [W/cm] \quad (7.4)$$

As said before the nature of the radiation power losses $P_{rad}$ can change. To start with it depends from the kind of interacting species, from free-free transitions (bremsstrahlung) to bound-bound transitions, and there are two limiting opacity cases namely optical thin and optical thick.
Optically thin radiation

For the case of optically thin radiation the radiative power density can be written as

\[ P_{\text{rad}} = n_e \cdot n_i \cdot X \]  \hspace{1cm} (7.5)

where \( X \) is a power coefficient depending on the nature of the radiation. For free-free transitions in a fully ionized plasma \( X = 1.4 \times 10^{-32} Z_{\text{eff}}^2 \cdot T_e^{1/2} \), assuming \( Z_{\text{eff}} \gg 1 \). Due to the fact that the Bennett equilibrium is valid we can express \( n_e \) and \( n_i \) in terms of \( I, Z_{\text{eff}} \) and \( T_e \) using eqn. (7.2). This gives the following expression for the radiative power per unit length \( Q_{\text{rad}} \)

\[ Q_{\text{rad}} \approx 4.3 \times 10^{10} \frac{Z_{\text{eff}}}{T_e^{3/2}} \frac{I^4}{R^2} \left[ \text{W/cm} \right] \] \hspace{1cm} (7.6)

Note that both \( Q_{\text{rad}} \) and \( Q_J \) depend on \( 1/R^2 \) so that from the energy balance in the optical thin case no expression about the size of the plasma can be obtained. However, a critical value for the current \( I_{\text{crit}} \) can be found assuming eqn.(7.3) in the case that \( \nabla \cdot \mathbf{v} = 0 \). This critical current is the minimum required current for the micropinch formation. For fully ionized plasmas, i.e. plasmas consisting of fully stripped ions, the critical current is also known as the Pease-Braginskii current. This \( I_{\text{P,B}} \) is well known in the study of hydrogen plasmas. However, in the Sn-based pinch plasma described here, the temperature is not high enough to get fully stripped ions (that is Sn \(^{50+}\)). The Sn atoms are only partially ionized. This implies that the power losses due to line radiation exceed the power in bremsstrahlung by far and a different value for \( X \) can be found.

An analytical model describing the radiative collapse in the case of a Sn plasma with temperature ranging from 20 eV to 50 eV and \( Z_{\text{eff}} = 10 \) was presented by Koshelev. It was found that the radiative power density can be expressed as \( P_{\text{rad}} = \alpha \times 10^{-24} n_e \cdot n_i \left[ \text{W/cm}^3 \right] \) where \( \alpha \) varies between 0.06 and 0.6 for the coronal plasma. The radiation power losses due to line radiation of the Sn plasma at Bennett equilibrium can then be written as

\[ Q_{\text{rad}} \approx 3 \times 10^{18} \frac{\alpha}{T_e^2 Z_{\text{eff}}} \frac{I^4}{R^2} \left[ \text{W/cm} \right] \] \hspace{1cm} (7.7)

By equating eqn. (7.4) for the Joule heating with eqn. (7.7) we get for the critical current

\[ I_{\text{cr}} \approx (1-2) \frac{10^{-4}}{\sqrt{\alpha}} T_e^{1/4} Z_{\text{eff}} \left[ \text{MA} \right] \] \hspace{1cm} (7.8)

It is stated that this equation may vary about 50% from more accurate calculations. Using the plasma properties from table 7.1 and assuming that the coefficient is minimal,
i.e. \( \alpha = 0.06 \), the critical current for the EUV emitting Sn-based DPP equals about 10 kA. The existence of this threshold current is experimentally confirmed\(^9\).

**Optically thick radiation**

Now as the current \( I \) through the plasma rises in a quasi steady way, the Bennett equation predicts that the plasma temperature \( T_e \) and the mean charge \( Z_{\text{eff}} \) will increase as well. This will eventually lead to a plasma that is *optically thick*. It evolves from a volume to a surface radiator ruled by Planck's radiation law. The corresponding radiated power per unit length equals

\[
Q_{\text{rad}}^S \approx \sigma_{SB} \epsilon T_e^4 2\pi R \quad [W/cm]
\]

with \( \sigma_{SB} \) the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and \( \epsilon \) the emissivity. From the equilibrium between Joule heating \( Q_J \) and the optically thick radiation losses given by eqn. (7.9), an expression for the equilibrium radius \( R_{eq} \) of the plasma

\[
R_{eq} \approx c \frac{Z_{\text{eff}}^{1/3} (\ln \Lambda)^{1/3} I^{2/3}}{T_e^{11/6}} \quad [cm]
\]

where \( c \) is a constant following from eqn.(7.4) and eqn.(7.9).

Several approximations were applied to arrive to this equation. For a more correct treatment of radiative power losses for the case of optically thick radiation we refer to Koshelev\(^9\). There it was found that

\[
R_{eq} = (1 - 2) \cdot 10^2 \frac{Z_N^{1/6} Z_{\text{eff}}^{1/6} I^{2/3}}{T_e^{13/6} \alpha^{1/3}} \quad [cm]
\]

where \( Z_N \) is the atomic number of Sn and \( \alpha \) is similar as in eqn. (7.7). To obtain the equilibrium radius of a typical pinch in a Sn-based DPP source, the plasma characteristics given in table 7.1 are used and a maximum radiation coefficient is assumed, i.e. \( \alpha = 0.6 \). This gives an equilibrium radius of \( R_{eq} \sim 0.01 \) cm which is in good agreement with experimental observations\(^7\-\(^8\).

7.3.5 The radiative collapse scenario

To summarize the micropinch formation process, the following artificial subdivision is presented. Consider the quasi steady-state plasma column at Bennett equilibrium. The radiative collapse process is initiated because of the development of a hydromagnetic plasma instability\(^{12}\) in the plasma near the cathode.
- The development of the so-called neck (sausage mode instability) results in the outflow of plasma out of this neck. Thus, $N_i$ decreases locally and the Bennett balance has to search for a new equilibrium.

- The balance is restored by the magnetic pressure force that locally increases the plasma temperature $T_e$ and $Z_{eff}$.

- Due to the increased temperature and higher ionization stages, the radiation wavelength decreases and the plasma becomes optically thin again.

- If $I > I_{crit}$ the plasma shrinks until the new equilibrium radius is reached.

This subdivision is only a sketch of the relevant processes. The radiative collapse continues until the critical current value $I_{crit}$ exceeds the current $I$ flowing through the pinch. The termination of the process can also be determined by the outflow of plasma from the neck. When the total number of particles inside the pinch is too low, anomalous resistivity may develop which enhances Ohmic heating and this may result in a plasma explosion.

### 7.4 External parameters

In the previous section the pinch dynamics is described. It is shown that the discharge current $I$ and the ion line density $N_i$ play a crucial role in the pinch formation. This section will focus on the effect of these two parameters on the discharge dynamics and the conversion efficiency (CE). In addition external parameters are identified that can be used to influence the discharge current and the ion line density.

#### 7.4.1 Discharge current

The discharge current $I$ is mainly determined by the electric circuit parameters. It is most easily influenced by varying the discharge energy $E_d$ that is determined by the discharge voltage $V_d$ across the capacitance $C$ as $E_d = \frac{1}{2} CV_d^2$. Thus, by varying $V_d$ the discharge current can be controlled. However, the plasma itself acts as a circuit impedance that changes in time and electric energy is dissipated on plasma resistivities of various origin. Effective coupling of the plasma and external circuit time-scales are of large importance to obtain maximum CE. EUV emission is optimal when the pinch dynamics takes place at current maximum and thus most electric energy is spend on plasma heating, ionization and emission of radiation. When designing a EUV emitting DPP source, an analysis of these time-dependent processes should be performed to obtain the optimal circuit parameters.15
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7.4.2 Ion line density

The Sn ion line density $N_i$ is determined mainly by the Sn evaporating laser parameters and the electrode geometry. In general, there is an optimal value of $N_i$ for a given electrode geometry and discharge current.

If $N_i$ is too low the pinch dynamics is unstable and the plasma will collapse before maximum current is obtained.

If $N_i$ is too high, then the larger amount of material will take more time to be collected at the discharge axis and maximum compression is reached after the current maximum.

The initial plasma distribution depends on the initial Sn vapor distribution inside the discharge gap. The initial Sn vapor distribution in turn, is determined by the laser pulse power density. The latter is most easily influenced either by changing the laser focus spot size or by changing the laser pulse energy $E_{\text{laser}}$. In all our experiments, the laser focus spot size is kept constant so that the laser pulse power density is influenced by changing $E_{\text{laser}}$.

7.4.3 Summary

For a given mechanical design the discharge current $I$ and the ion line density $N_i$ have to be closely matched to obtain maximum CE. The discharge current is mainly determined by the electric energy $E_d$ applied to the plasma. The ion line density in turn, is most easily influenced by changing the laser pulse energy $E_{\text{laser}}$.

Thus, two external parameters have been identified to guide the pinch dynamics: $E_d$ and $E_{\text{laser}}$. In addition, it is found that for a fixed $E_d$ an optimum value of $E_{\text{laser}}$ can be found for which maximum EUV output is obtained. Generally, when operating the EUV source $E_d$ is fixed and $E_{\text{laser}}$ is modified until the maximum EUV output is obtained.

7.5 Conversion efficiency

In this section the in-band EUV emission of the Sn-based DPP source is measured as a function of $E_d$ and $E_{\text{laser}}$ while keeping all other source parameters constant. For different values of $E_{\text{laser}}$ the evolution of the discharge current is analyzed.

7.5.1 Experiment

For these experiments the plasma source with the rotating electrode configuration was employed. The typical source parameters are presented in table 7.1. All parameters were fixed except $E_d$ and $E_{\text{laser}}$. The experiments were conducted under vacuum conditions.
(\(\rho \sim 10^{-3}\) Pa). The source was operated at a repetition frequency of 10 Hz. The discharge current was monitored with a probe which is positioned close to the electrical circuit outside the vacuum. The voltage of the probe is a measure for the time derivative of the discharge current.

A photodiode configuration based on the so-called “Flying Circus” tool\(^\text{17}\) was used to measure the in-band EUV output of the source. The photodiode with radius \(R\) is placed at a distance \(L\) from the plasma source. Figure 7.2 gives a schematic overview of the setup. A thin solid foil is employed as out-of-band radiation filter and using near-normal incidence reflection on a multilayer optic the main bandwidth is selected. The normalized throughput \(K_{\text{sys}}(\lambda)\) of the assembly was determined by calibration with an in-band EUV metrology tool\(^\text{18}\) and was found to equal \(6.35 \times 10^{-4}\) A/W at a wavelength \(\lambda = 13.5\) nm ± 1 %.

The experimental approach was as follows. For a fixed value of \(E_d = 2\) J the laser pulse energy was stepwise increased, starting from the minimum required to ignite the discharge (\(E_{\text{laser}} \sim 10\) mJ) to a maximum of \(E_{\text{laser}} = 70\) mJ. For each setting of \(E_{\text{laser}}\) the EUV-diode voltage \(V_{\text{diode}}(t)\) was measured as a function of time and averaged over 100 consecutive discharges. This procedure was subsequently repeated for \(E_d = 3\) J and \(E_d = 4\) J. The measurement series was performed twice to ensure that any contamination of the thin film did not affect the throughput factor of the diode assembly. No noticeable decrease in signal intensity was observed during the second series. Thus, there is no need for a correction in the filter transmission.

![Figure 7.2. Sketch of the setup used to measure the conversion efficiency. A thin foil is used as out-of-band radiation filter. It is placed in between the plasma and a multilayer mirror (MLM). Near-normal incidence reflection on the MLM selects the bandwidth of the radiation which is measured with the photodiode.](image_url)

The radiated energy \(E_{\lambda}\) collected by the diode is calculated using the equation

\[
E_{\lambda} = \frac{\int V_{\text{diode}}(t) dt}{K_{\text{sys}}(\lambda) \cdot R_{\text{load}}} 
\]

(7.12)

with \(R_{\text{load}}\) the load resistor of the photodiode. Finally, the conversion efficiency \(CE\) can be calculated using \(CE = E_{\lambda}(2\pi) / E_d\) where \(E_{\lambda}(2\pi) = E_{\lambda} \cdot (2\pi L^2 / \pi R^2)\) is the emitted EUV radiation in a solid angle of \(2\pi\).
For the calculation of CE it is assumed that all the electric energy initially stored in the capacitor bank is dissipated during the useful phase of the pinch. In reality however, up to 15 % of the initial $E_d$ may still be present in the capacitor bank and the discharge circuit after the pinch phase. Moreover, energy may be dissipated during the initial phase of the discharge and on plasma instabilities of various origin. Thus, the actual CE may be up to 30 % higher, depending on the specific plasma source parameters and settings.

7.5.2 Result

The measured CE values as a function of $E_{\text{laser}}$ are presented in figure 7.3 for $E_d = 2$, 3 and 4 J. As pointed out in the previous section, for each $E_d$ an optimum $E_{\text{laser}}$ exists for which CE is maximal. The optimum of $E_{\text{laser}}$ increases with increasing $E_d$. Furthermore, it appears that a higher CE can be obtained by means of increasing $E_d$.

However, other source parameters play a crucial role as well. For a different source configuration, e.g. smaller discharge gap, the onset of the discharge may change as the expanding Sn vapor reaches the anode more quickly and thus influence the dissipation of $E_d$ during the initial phase of the discharge. For the source configuration described in table 7.1, a maximum CE = 1.8 % is obtained at $E_d = 4$ J and $E_{\text{laser}} = 30$ mJ.

![Figure 7.3. Conversion efficiency CE as a function of $E_{\text{laser}}$ for $E_d = 2$ J, $E_d = 3$ J and $E_d = 4$ J. For the calculation of CE it is assumed that all electric energy originally stored in the capacitor is dissipated in the discharge.](image)

In order to explain the mechanisms that determine this optimum in conversion efficiency, we will further analyze the evolution of CE as a function of $E_{\text{laser}}$ for $E_d = 4$ J (see figure 7.4). Similar mechanisms are expected to be found for the measurement series of $E_d = 2$ J and $E_d = 3$ J. However, for the latter two, CE drops more rapidly when the laser pulse energy is increased above the optimum value. We recall that $E_d$ is a measure
for the maximum discharge current and $E_{\text{laser}}$ for the Sn ion line density $N_i$. Thus, this rapid drop in CE may be explained by the fact that the lower discharge current is not sufficient to compress the high number of particles evaporated inside the discharge gap.

In figure 7.4 the time derivative of the discharge current $dI/dt$ is presented together with the photodiode signal as a function of time. The measurements shown in the figure are obtained at $E_d = 4$ J for increasing $E_{\text{laser}}$. The signals are averaged over several discharge pulses to reduce noise and small time jitter effects. At time $t = 0$ s, the laser starts to evaporate liquid Sn from the cathode surface. For $E_{\text{laser}} < 10$ mJ the laser pulse energy proved to be very unstable and a large jitter is observed between the moment of evaporation and the onset of the discharge. For higher laser energies the discharge dynamics is stable.

**Figure 7.4.** The time derivative of the discharge current $dI/dt$ and the in-band EUV diode signal $V_{\text{diode}}(t)$ are presented for various $E_{\text{laser}}$ value as a function of time. The measurements are obtained with $E_d = 4$ J. At $t = 0$ ns the laser pulse starts to evaporate liquid Sn from the cathode surface.
It is chosen to show \( \frac{dl}{dt} \) rather than the discharge current \( I \) itself in order to observe the pinch phase more easily. The maximum discharge current \( I_{max} \) is then represented by \( \frac{dl}{dt} = 0 \) after the first half oscillation. The pinch can be identified as the ‘dip’ in the \( \frac{dl}{dt} \) trace. This dip is attributed to a sudden drop of the discharge current due to the increased plasma resistance because of the shrinking plasma size during radiative collapse. Note that the lifetime of the pinch is on the order of ~10 ns and the EUV diode signal presented in figure 7.4 has a width of roughly 100 ns. This is mainly attributed to the slow response time of the photodiode.

Figure 7.4a gives \( \frac{dl}{dt} \) and \( V_{\text{diode}}(t) \) for \( E_{\text{laser}} = 15 \text{ mJ} \). The line-density is too low and the plasma pinches before current maximum is reached. This results in inefficient EUV production.

Figure 7.4b presents \( \frac{dl}{dt} \) and \( V_{\text{diode}}(t) \) for \( E_{\text{laser}} = 30 \text{ mJ} \). At this \( E_{\text{laser}} \) value maximum CE is observed as shown in figure 7.3. The ‘dip’ during the pinch phase cannot be observed in the \( \frac{dl}{dt} \) trace. The large averaging of discharge pulses and a very narrow pinch with small time jitter most likely smooth out the trace such that the characteristic ‘dip’ is not visible here.

Figure 7.4c and fig. 7.4d give \( \frac{dl}{dt} \) and \( V_{\text{diode}}(t) \) for respectively \( E_{\text{laser}} = 45 \text{ mJ} \) and \( E_{\text{laser}} = 65 \text{ mJ} \). We recall that when \( E_{\text{laser}} > 30 \text{ mJ} \) a lower CE is measured. This can be seen by the decrease of the EUV photodiode signal. From the \( \frac{dl}{dt} \) traces it can be observed that pinching occurs after current maximum. Thus, the larger amount of evaporated Sn in the discharge gap takes more time to be compressed. This results in inefficient EUV production.

In addition, figure 7.4 shows that the time delay between the laser pulse and the onset of the discharge decreases from about 120 ns at \( E_{\text{laser}} = 15 \text{ mJ} \) (fig. 4a) to 50 ns at \( E_{\text{laser}} = 65 \text{ mJ} \) (fig. 4d). This can be understood as follows. Because of the larger amount of evaporated Sn, the plasma density near the anode increases more rapidly and thus the conditions for which the discharge starts are fulfilled more quickly.

7.5.3 Discussion

The CE of the Sn-based DPP plasma has been measured as a function of the discharge energy \( E_d \) and the laser pulse energy \( E_{\text{laser}} \). It is found that for each fixed \( E_d \) an optimal value of \( E_{\text{laser}} \) is found to obtain the highest CE. With \( E_d = 4 \text{ J} \) and \( E_{\text{laser}} = 30 \text{ mJ} \) a maximum CE = 1.8 % is calculated. For this calculation it is assumed that all electric energy originally stored in the capacitor bank is dissipated in the discharge.

In addition, the analysis of \( \frac{dl}{dt} \) for different values of \( E_{\text{laser}} \) and fixed \( E_d = 4 \text{ J} \), allowed investigating the time resolved pinch dynamics as a function of the ion line density \( N_i \). When \( N_i \) is too low ( \( E_{\text{laser}} < 30 \text{ mJ} \) ), the pinch occurs before current maximum and when \( N_i \) is too high (\( E_{\text{laser}} > 30 \text{ mJ} \) ) the pinch occurs after current maximum. In both cases inefficient EUV production takes place.

Similar results are found for \( E_d = 2 \text{ J} \) and \( E_d = 3 \text{ J} \). The optimal laser pulse energy equals respectively \( E_{\text{laser}} = 20 \text{ mJ} \) and \( E_{\text{laser}} = 25 \text{ mJ} \). However, it is found that for these discharge energies the CE decreases more rapidly when \( E_{\text{laser}} \) is too high. A possible
explanation is that due to the lower discharge current, the increased amount of evaporated Sn inside the discharge gap takes more time to be compressed.

7.6 Conclusion

The plasma source characteristics are presented and the pinch dynamics are analyzed. Using the expression for the Bennett equilibrium and the theory of radiative collapse, a critical current $I_{cr} = 10$ kA is found which is the threshold for the discharge current to collapse and produce EUV radiation. An equilibrium radius $R_{eq} = 0.1$ mm is estimated which is the minimum size of the pinch for a Sn plasma with temperature $T_e = 35$ eV a maximum current $I_{max} = 0.2$ MA and mean ion charge $Z = 10$. The radiative collapse continues until the value for $I_{crit}$ exceeds the current flowing through the pinch. It can also be ended because of plasma outflow out of the pinch.

The discharge current $I$ and the ion line density $N_i$ are identified as the crucial parameters for efficient pinch formation. For a given mechanical design, the discharge current $I$ and the ion line density $N_i$ have to be closely matched to obtain maximum CE. The discharge current is mainly determined by the electric energy applied to the plasma $E_d$, the ion line density can be controlled by the laser pulse energy $E_{laser}$.

For $E_d = 4$ J and $E_{laser} = 30$ mJ - corresponding to a laser pulse power density of $1 \times 10^9$ W/cm$^2$ - a maximum conversion efficiency of CE = 1.8 % is obtained. Decreasing the discharge energy, drops the overall CE and a lower laser pulse energy is needed for optimal EUV emission.

For a fixed $E_d$ the laser pulse energy has a large influence on the discharge dynamics. When $E_{laser}$ is below the optimum value, the ion line density $N_i$ is too low and the plasma collapses before current maximum. On the contrary, for higher $E_{laser}$ the number of particles inside the discharge gap is too large and pinching occurs after current maximum. In both cases a decrease is found in the EUV emission. Thus, for each value of $E_d$ an optimal $E_{laser}$ was determined such that maximum CE can be obtained.
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Chapter 8

Production mechanisms of suprathermal Sn ions

Abstract

Sn-based EUV emitting discharge plasmas produce high-energy Sn ions with energies up to 100 keV. The regions where these suprathermal Sn ions are produced were investigated and the pinch dynamics were studied. Based on this information, some of the production mechanisms that may be responsible for the generation of suprathermal Sn ions can be identified. Three different mechanisms are discussed here: compressional heating of plasma material inside the micropinch, acceleration due to the development of high-inductive electric fields near the cathode, and an acceleration mechanism related to the formation of anomalous resistivity in the plasma near the anode. The working principle and the conditions under which these mechanisms develop are investigated. Finally, two methods are proposed that may prevent the production of the suprathermal Sn ions.
8.1 Introduction

It is expected that Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) lithography will be the new technology to image below 45 nm. The necessary radiation of 13.5 nm\cite{1} will be produced using light-emitting plasma sources\cite{2}. One of the plasma source types is a Sn-based Discharge Produced Plasma (DPP) source\cite{3}. The EUV emitting plasma sources do not only generate EUV radiation but also debris that can damage the collector optics. The debris emitted by a Sn-based DPP source can in general be divided into three different types: micro-particles or droplets, slow atomic-ionic debris and fast ionic debris.

The micro-particles or droplets are produced by the laser evaporation of the liquid Sn\cite{4,5,6} and by the plasma created cathode spots\cite{7,8,9,10,11}. The atomic/ionic debris mainly originates from the expanding discharge plasma. The expansion dynamics closely resembles the dynamics of an expanding laser ablation plume. The latter is extensively described in literature\cite{12,13,14}. In contrast, the production mechanisms of the fast ionic debris, or the suprathermal Sn ions, are rather unclear.

In this chapter some mechanisms that may lead to the suprathermal Sn ion production are discussed. An overview of the different mechanisms discussed in literature is presented. Based on the characteristics of the suprathermal Sn ions, some candidate production mechanisms are identified. Finally, some methods are proposed to prevent these production mechanisms.

First, we recall the main results from the fast ionic debris analysis experiments presented in the previous chapters. High-energy Sn ions with energies up to 100 keV were found to be emitted by a Sn-based EUV emitting DPP source\cite{15}. Plasma expansion models, as described by Mora\cite{12}, can be used to describe the measured ion energy distribution up to energies of 10 keV based on plasma temperatures of 35 eV. The high-energy Sn ions were found to be suprathermal. Furthermore, it was found that when the discharge energy, which is a measure for the discharge current, is decreased the number of suprathermal Sn ions can be reduced.

In addition, gated pinhole camera experiments have shown that these suprathermal ions not only originate from the pinch region, i.e. close to the cathode surface with locally extreme plasma conditions, but also from a region close to the anode surface\cite{16}. Thus, the suprathermal Sn ions are expected to be produced by different production mechanisms that may act simultaneously.

An introduction to the pinch formation as well as the typical plasma characteristics were presented in the previous chapter. Generally, in DPP sources the plasma is compressed due to the Lorentz force induced by a fast rising current. As a consequence, a high density multiply ionized Sn plasma is formed. The EUV radiation is emitted by a micropinch that develops in the multiply ionized z-pinch plasma. The micropinch is a physical object similar to so-called plasma points\cite{17}. The z-pinch plasmas are intensively studied and have wide applications. An overview of z-pinch dynamics and references to the extensive z-pinch literature can found at\cite{18,19}. The physical effects studied in this field can be applied to plasmas in DPP devices for explaining phenomena such as EUV and the suprathermal particle production.
8.2. High-energy ion production scenarios

8.2.1 Introduction

Due to the complexity of the underlying physical processes, the formation of suprathermal particle flows from pinch plasmas is not extensively studied. Nevertheless several scenarios are known and discussed by Ryutov\(^5\). Three mechanisms are mentioned which may lead to formation of suprathermal particles in fast z-pinches. First, there is the mechanism related to (1) *compressional heating* of the plasma material inside the micropinch and subsequent ejection from the ends of the constriction. Second, ions can be accelerated due to the formation of (2) *high-inductive electric fields* during and after the micropinch formation. Third, (3) *stochastic acceleration* of the tails of the ion distribution function may lead to high-energy ion generation. It is also conceivable that all of the three mechanisms act simultaneously.

It is shown that the high-energy Sn ions are produced at a region near the cathode as well as near the anode\(^6\). Thus, the formation of high-inductive electric fields may take place at different regions inside the plasma. For the *cathode region* (2a) the formation of high-inductive fields may be explained by, among others, the active resistance of the plasma during the pinch phase. For the *anode region* (2b), anomalous resistivity may develop due to the ion-acoustic instability. This also results in an increased plasma resistance and thus high-inductive electric fields can develop.

Stochastic acceleration may be a possible explanation for unexpected reactions with high energy threshold in nuclear fusion experiments\(^5\). This mechanism is expected to only give a minor contribution to the large amount of high-energy Sn ions emitted by the Sn-based DPP source. Therefore it will not be treated any further.

The following mechanisms will be discussed subsequently in the following sections:

1. *Compressional heating* and subsequent ejection of high-energy ions
2a. Acceleration related to high-inductive electric fields near the cathode
2b. Acceleration related to high-inductive electric fields near the anode

8.2.2 Compressional heating

The micropinch formation is the result of radiative collapse after the plasma compression due to the Lorentz force. A ‘sausage’ type instability creates a local constriction in the plasma column, often referred to as neck or pinch. This neck develops into an EUV radiating micropinch with high electron temperature and density. A more detailed description of the micropinch formation is given in chapter 7. The micropinch formation is accompanied by strong outflow of plasma from the ends of the neck. In figure 8.1 a schematic of this process is presented.
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Figure 8.1. Schematic drawing of the ejection of material during the micropinch formation. Under influence of the strong rising current $I$ the plasma is compressed and heated. Radiative collapse will further decrease the pinch size and ions are ejected from the ends of the constriction.

The plasma is compressed due to the strong rising current $I$. From the Bennett equilibrium it follows that during compression the plasma temperature $T_e$ will increase as follows

$$T_e = \frac{\mu_0 I^2}{4\pi N_i(Z_{\text{eff}} + 1)}$$

were $Z_{\text{eff}}$ is the mean ion charge, $I$ the discharge current and $N_i = \pi r^2 n_i$ the ion line density. When $N_i$ is fixed and the current rises, the plasma temperature increases according to eqn. (8.1). The maximum discharge current gives an upper limit for $T_e$. In reality however, ions escape from the ends of the neck during compression. As a result, $N_i$ locally decreases and $T_e$ will raise to higher values. It is feasible that when the initial line density is too low, $T_e$ increases to values several times higher than 35 eV.

Unfortunately, Thomson scattering experiments proved to be unable to measure the plasma temperature during the pinch phase$^{20}$. This was mainly attributed to the small size of the pinch and a jitter of the timing and spatial position of the pinch. Thus, an experimentally confirmed increase of temperature due to a lack of particles in the pinch is not available. In order to quantitatively describe the effect of the plasma outflow on $T_e$, numerical modeling should be performed and more complex mechanisms should be accounted for.

The ions produced according to this scenario have a preferred velocity direction along the pinch axis. It is conceivable though that a change in direction can occur due to scattering on atoms and ions, as well as on plasma microfluctuations$^5$. Moreover, DPP sources have complex electrode geometries and the normal to the cathode may be directed outwards. Thus, the high-energy ions directed to the cathode (anode) surface may be reflected and subsequently directed outwards. The emission of high-energy ions
will then be anisotropic and favored in the direction away from the cathode (anode) surface.

8.2.3 High-inductive electric fields near the cathode

A high inductive voltage may develop during current breakup after the formation of the micropinch\(^5\). Because of this, plasma ions can be accelerated to suprathermal energies. Two general types of resistivity can be distinguished: active resistivity and anomalous resistivity. Active resistivity is determined by a drag force between the electrons, atoms and ions. Anomalous resistivity is a phenomenon which also affects current transport through the plasma, but the mechanisms consist of non-MHD phenomena such as current instabilities and magnetic fields frozen into the plasma.

![Figure 8.2](image)

**Figure 8.2.** Schematic drawing of the rapidly increasing plasma resistance at the micropinch region. The current \(I\) decreases on a very small time scale and induces an electric field \(E_{\text{ind}}\) to sustain the current. This field may accelerate ions to suprathermal energies.

The pinch is a region of highly compressed plasma, which can be considered as a high active resistance introduced into the electrical circuit on a time scale of several tens of nanoseconds. Due to radiative collapse, the plasma compresses and the impedance grows. As a result, the current through the neck tends to decrease. To sustain the current, an inductive electric field is generated directed along the pinch axis. Figure 8.2 presents a schematic of this effect. The field accelerates ions mainly in the direction of the pinch current. Again, a change in direction can occur due to scattering on atoms and ions and reflection upon the electrode surfaces.

Other mechanisms, such as magnetic fields frozen in the plasma and micro fluctuations of fields and densities, can also significantly affect current transport through the plasma. A qualitative picture of the motion of an individual ion in a time-varying electric field is presented by Ryutov\(^5\). The local current instabilities can develop in anomalous resistivity and high-inductive voltage may develop.
In contrast to the case of anomalous resistivity, a simple estimate can be made of the high-inductive voltage for the case of active resistance. Assuming the active resistance decreases the current with a factor of 2 during the micropinch formation, an inductive voltage \( V_{\text{ind}} = L \cdot \frac{dl}{dt} \) as high as 10 kV can be generated. For the calculation it is assumed that \( L = 10 \) nH, \( I_{\text{max}} = 20 \) kA and \( dt = 10 \) ns. This voltage is about twice as large as the applied voltage over the discharge gap. The formation of a large inductive voltage during the pinch phase has been experimentally confirmed at a Sn-based DPP source\(^{22}\).

Assuming an inductive voltage of 10 kV over a distance of 2 mm with a lifetime of 10 ns, ions with an initial energy of 35 eV and charge \( Z = +10 \) can theoretically accelerate up to energies of 100 keV. Then, by scattering or reflection upon the electrode surfaces, these ions may be directed outwards.

### 8.2.4 High-inductive electric fields near the anode

A potential source of microinstabilities, that can result in anomalously high resistivity of the plasma, is the relative motion between electrons and ions. This velocity, which is close to the electron drift velocity \( v_d \), is directly related to the current density \( j = en_e v_d \) where \( n_e \) is the electron density and \( e \) is the elementary charge. In terms of the plasma properties \( v_d \) can be written as

\[
\frac{I}{e \cdot n_e \cdot \pi \cdot r^2}
\]

with \( I \) the discharge current, and \( r \) the plasma radius. When the relative motion between electrons and ions is near the ion-acoustic velocity \( C_s \), a plasma instability will develop that results in a large anomalous resistivity. An analytical approach to the formation of this instability, the so-called *ion-acoustic instability*, is given by Vedenov and Ryutov\(^{22}\) and a more qualitative analysis for fast z-pinches is described by Ryutov\(^{5}\).

The ion-acoustic instability can only be present if \( C_s \) is sufficiently higher than the ion thermal velocity \( v_{Ti} \) otherwise the acoustic waves would experience a strong ion Landau damping. The ion acoustic velocity is given by \( C_s = \sqrt{(Z_{\text{eff}} T_e + T_i) / m_i} \) and the ion thermal velocity equals \( v_{Ti} = \sqrt{2T_i / m_i} \) with \( T_i \) the ion temperature and \( m_i \) the ion mass. When we impose the constraint that \( C_s > 2v_{Ti} \), the plasma condition for weakly damped ion acoustic waves becomes\(^5\)

\[
T_e > \frac{7 T_i}{Z_{\text{eff}}}
\]

From equation (8.3) it follows that for a singly ionized plasma the instability can only be excited if \( T_e >> T_i \). For high Z plasmas however, the ion-acoustic instability can already occur at \( T_e \sim T_i \). For the Sn plasma in which \( Z_{\text{eff}} = 10 \), the condition given by eqn. (8.3) is satisfied.
Thus, when $v_d$ approaches $C_s$, the ion-acoustic instability is excited causing a jump in the plasma resistivity. For even higher electron drift velocities, the relative electron-ion velocity approaches the electron thermal velocity and a modified two-stream velocity may develop, the so-called Buneman instability$^{23-24}$. However, these high electron drift velocities are not expected in the EUV emitting discharge produced Sn plasmas.

Summarizing, we can state that anomalous resistivity can be caused by several instabilities that develop in the plasma when the relative motion between the electrons and ions, that is required for current transport, approach the ion-acoustic or the electron thermal velocity. This can lead to the formation of plasma turbulences, increased resistivity and increased scattering of charged particles. These plasma microfluctuations, produced by the current instabilities, can also cause acceleration of some of the plasma ions to suprathermal energies.

The formation of anomalous resistivity in the Sn plasma region near the anode is manifested according to eqn. (8.2). In figure 8.3 the electron drift velocity $v_d$ is presented as a function of the electron density $n_e$. For this calculation the plasma properties in the vicinity of the anode as given in table 7.1 are employed: $I = 0.02$ MA, $r = 0.5$ mm, $Z_{\text{eff}} = 10$ and $n_e^a = 8 \times 10^{24}$ m$^{-3}$. As expected, the threshold for the Buneman instability is not achieved for these plasma properties. However, the conditions for the development of the ion-acoustic instability are satisfied.

Thus, it is expected that due to the ion-acoustic instability anomalous resistivity develops. This may result in high-inductive electric fields which can accelerate ions to suprathermal energies. This process is expected to be responsible for the production of the high-energy Sn ions at the anode region as shown with the gated pinhole camera images$^{16}$. Figure 8.4 shows a schematic drawing of the process. As the formation of anomalous resistivity is a non-MHD process, it is difficult to make an estimate of the energy of the emitted high-energy ions.

\[ \text{Figure 8.3. The electron drift velocity } v_d \text{ is presented as a function of the electron density } n_e \text{ for the following plasma properties: } T_e = 35 \text{ eV, } I = 0.02 \text{ MA, } r = 0.5 \text{ mm and } Z_{\text{eff}} = 10. \]
Figure 8.4. Schematic drawing of the anomalous resistivity near the anode. The low plasma density near the anode results in a higher drift velocity, such that the ion-acoustic instability is excited and the conditions are provided for the production of high-energy Sn ions.

8.3 Discussion and conclusion

Several production scenarios which may be responsible for the high-energy ion emission from the Sn discharge plasma were presented. In this section, they will be summarized and discussed.

First, there is the mechanism related to compressional heating and ejection of plasma from the ends of the micropinch. From the Bennett equilibrium it follows that if the Sn line density $N_i$ decreases, the plasma temperature may locally rise to temperatures several times exceeding $T_e = 35$ eV. Let us assume that during compression the temperature raises up to 100 eV. Apart from $N_i$, the length of the constriction may play a role in the emission of high-energy particles. If the constriction length $l$ is short, the plasma will escape very rapidly and no significant amount of high-energy ions will be formed. If $l >> r_{min}$ the number of hot ions will increase. Typically the length of the EUV emitting region from a Sn-based DPP source is on the order of 1 mm to 0.5 mm, whereas $r_{min} \sim R_{eq} = 0.1$ mm (see chapter 7). Thus, compressional heating may be responsible for the production of Sn ions with temperatures up to 100 eV.

Other mechanisms may be responsible for the acceleration of these ions to energies up to 100 keV. The emitted ions have a preferred velocity direction along the pinch axis but it is conceivable that they scatter on atoms and ions. Since the pinch axis is nearly perpendicular to the cathode surface, electrode geometries can enhance or suppress the outward emission of these suprathermal particles. The emission direction is expected to be anisotropic.

A second scenario is the development of high plasma resistance during the micropinch formation or after the current breakup. Two types of resistivity can be distinguished: active and anomalous resistivity. Because of these, high-inductive electric fields can develop. The field may accelerate plasma ions to suprathermal energies. For
the case of active resistance inside the pinch an estimate for the induced electric field is made. It is found that Sn ions can be accelerated up to energies of 100 keV.

A third scenario is that the relative motion between electrons and ions is a potential source of microinstabilities and it may result in anomalous resistivity. When the electron drift velocity approaches the ion-acoustic or electron thermal velocity, a plasma instability develops. It is shown that the relatively low density of the anode plasma, results in a drift velocity that satisfies the condition for the ion-acoustic instability. This process is believed to be responsible for the high-energy Sn ion production in the plasma region near the anode.

In view of the previously presented production mechanisms, some measures that can suppress the formation of high energy Sn ions can now be discussed. As stated above, the ejection of high-energy ions which originate from the pinch region has a preferred direction along the pinch axis. Therefore, it is possible to reduce the amount of outward emitted ions by redirecting the pinch axis. However, changing the mechanical design of the source is not trivial and other measures must be taken to prevent the production mechanisms of the high-energy ions.

Increasing the initial Sn vapor distribution may prevent all of the above mentioned production mechanisms. A higher number of Sn particles inside the discharge gap can prevent extreme compression. Hence, the increased $T_e$ due to compressional heating is reduced and the formation of active resistivity is prevented. Furthermore, the plasma near the anode may have a larger radius and eqn. (8.2) shows that the electron drift velocity decreases with $r^2$. As a consequence, the conditions for the ion-acoustic instability formation may not be satisfied. Thus, the formation of anomalous resistivity near the anode can be prevented.

Another measure that can be taken is to add a buffer gas to the source chamber. The working principle is as follows: Ions accelerated by large inductive voltages can in general be counteracted by arranging a ‘shortcut’ circuit. When the high resistivity in the plasma is developed, the current can flow elsewhere thus avoiding the high inductive voltage build-up. This shortcut may be established by introducing a buffer gas inside the source chamber that will temporarily act as a bypass circuit. Furthermore, if hydrogen can be added to the plasma material, this would increase the thermal velocities of the ions. This considerably increases Landau damping and the ion-acoustic instability may be prevented.

The two strategies mentioned above are experimentally validated in the following chapter.
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Chapter 9

Prevention of suprathermal Sn ion production

Abstract

Two methods are investigated to prevent the production of the suprathermal Sn ions by an EUV producing discharge produced Sn-plasma: increasing the initial Sn vapor distribution inside the discharge gap and adding hydrogen to the vacuum chamber. The high-energy ion flux is monitored with a Faraday cup and the ion charge number is investigated using an ion-spectrometer. During the experiments a possible change in EUV emission is closely monitored. It is found that with both methods the emission of suprathermal Sn ions can effectively be suppressed. In addition, it is found that the emission is anisotropic and favored to the anode side. With the first method, a minor reduction in EUV emission is observed. During the admission of hydrogen to the vacuum chamber no change in EUV emission is measured.
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9.1 Introduction

Extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography is expected to be the new technology making it possible to project features below 45 nm onto wafers. This technology makes use of plasma sources that produce radiation of 13.5 nm\textsuperscript{11}. Based on several years of development work, multiple source vendors and research institutions are demonstrating a strong rise in performance of EUV sources\textsuperscript{2-3}. One of the EUV source types is a Sn based Discharge Produced Plasma (DPP) source. This plasma source powers the installed EUV Alpha Demo Tool scanners (ADT) from ASML\textsuperscript{4-5}. One of the critical aspects of this ADT scanner proved to be the lifetime of the collector optics in the source-collector assembly. In addition to tin deposition, a major factor that determines this lifetime is ion sputtering of the material at the surface of the collector. These ions are generated by the DPP itself.

An introduction to the z-pinch formation and main operation parameters of the Sn-based DPP source was presented in chapter 7. The characteristics of the high-energy Sn ions were investigated in chapter 5 and chapter 6. It was found that EUV producing DPP sources emit high-energy Sn ions with suprathermal energies up to 100 keV\textsuperscript{6}. Furthermore, it was shown that the production region of these high energy Sn ions is not being restricted to the pinch location\textsuperscript{7}, which is close to the cathode surface\textsuperscript{8}, but it can be situated near the anode as well. Based on these results some production mechanisms were discussed in chapter 8. These mechanisms include (1) compressional heating of the plasma during the pinch phase, (2) acceleration due to high-inductive electric fields generated during the plasma contraction near the cathode and (3) acceleration due to high-inductive fields generated due to the formation of anomalous resistivity near the anode\textsuperscript{9}. In addition, two methods were proposed to prevent the production mechanisms of high-energy Sn ions.

1. Increase the initial Sn vapor distribution
2. Hydrogen injection into the vacuum chamber

In this chapter, experiments are presented that are performed to investigate whether these methods can suppress or prevent the suprathermal Sn ion emission. The possible change in ion emission is measured using time-of-flight analysis of the Faraday cup (FC) signal and the ion-spectrometer signal\textsuperscript{6}. The working principle of both devices was extensively described in chapter 5.

In addition, the EUV emission of the plasma is monitored during the experiments. The methods presented above may affect the pinch dynamics and hence result in a decrease of EUV emission. The discharge current and the ion line density are identified as the crucial parameters for effective pinch formation in chapter 7. When the initial Sn vapor distribution is increased for fixed source parameters, a decrease in the conversion efficiency (CE) can be expected. If hydrogen is added to the source chamber, the resulting effect on the EUV emission is unknown. Thus, it is essential to measure the EUV emission while applying the high-energy suppression methods.
9.2 Increase initial Sn vapor distribution

9.2.1 Introduction

Increasing the initial Sn vapor distribution inside the discharge gap can prevent the production mechanisms of the suprathermal Sn ions as follows. The increased ion line density may prevent extreme compression. Hence, compressional heating of the plasma material is reduced. Because the compression of the plasma is not as profound, the formation of the large plasma resistance during the pinch phase may be avoided. As a result, the formation of high-inductive voltages near the cathode is prevented. Furthermore, the higher ion line density near the anode region results in a decrease of the electron drift velocity. The conditions for the ion-acoustic velocity are no longer satisfied and the development of anomalous resistivity near the anode is prevented.

The initial Sn vapor distribution inside the discharge gap can be increased by means of increasing the laser pulse power density. Here, the laser focus spot size is kept constant and the laser pulse power density is controlled using the laser pulse energy $E_{\text{laser}}$. In chapter 7 however, it is found that for a given discharge energy $E_d$ there is an optimum $E_{\text{laser}}$ for which CE is maximum. Increasing $E_{\text{laser}}$ above this optimum negatively influences the pinch dynamics. As a result the EUV emission decreases. Thus, while evaluating the results of a possible prevention of suprathermal ion production, one has to take into account the potential loss of EUV emission.

9.2.2 Experiments

For these experiments, the Sn-based DPP source with rotating disk electrodes is employed. The typical operation parameters are presented in chapter 7. The laser pulse energy $E_{\text{laser}}$ is used as a measure for the laser pulse power density. To measure the influence of $E_{\text{laser}}$ on the ion emission, the FC configuration described in chapter 5 is employed. The voltage $V(t)$ from the FC is a measure of the number of ions collected by the cup as a function of time. Using time-of-flight (TOF) analysis, the energy of the ions can be determined. For this it is assumed that all ions are produced during the pinch phase, which is chosen to be zero on the time scale.

Ion energy distribution

Figure 9.1 gives a schematic side-view of the setup. Two detectors are mounted at the front side of the discharge chamber, perpendicular to the discharge axis: the EUV diode in the horizontal plane and the FC at an angle of 28º upwards. The FC is placed at a distance of 98 cm from the plasma source. An additional aperture of 2 mm diameter is placed in front of the cup at about 17 cm from the source to prevent that a misalignment of the FC entrance to the ion beam will produce additional secondary electrons. The ion energy distribution (IED) of the ions emitted by the source in a solid angle of $2\pi$ is determined using equation (7.7). The in-band EUV detector described in chapter 7 is mounted to the source chamber at a reasonable distance to reduce debris contamination.
The source is operated at vacuum conditions ($p \sim 10^{-3}$ Pa) at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. First, three measurement series are performed: for $E_d = 2, 3$ and $4$ J. For each series with fixed $E_d$ the laser pulse energy $E_{\text{laser}}$ is stepwise increased. For each value of $E_{\text{laser}}$ the FC signal is monitored simultaneously with the EUV diode signal. All measurements are averaged over $\sim 100$ consecutive discharge pulses.

**Ion charge distribution**

As the FC only measures the total collected charge as a function of time, an analysis of the mean ion charge $Z_{\text{av}}$ is essential to determine the ion flux. Therefore, a second series of experiments is conducted. The ion-spectrometer, described in chapter 5, is placed at the position of the EUV sensor shown in figure 1. The setup is slightly modified such that the travel distances from the plasma to the FC and from the plasma to the spectrometer are equal. This makes that the time-of-flight measurements of both detectors can be compared directly. The ion-spectrum for different $E/Z$ values is measured simultaneously with the FC signal for $E_d = 4$ J with $E_{\text{laser}} = 10, 25$ and $40$ mJ.

**Emission direction**

Finally, a third series of experiment is conducted where a possible anisotropy of the high-energy ion emission is investigated. The anisotropy can be expected since the acceleration of the ions is mainly along the pinch axis. Thus, the high-energy Sn ions may have a favorable direction.

Figure 9.2 depicts the top-view of the setup for the third series of experiments. The FC is placed subsequently at three different orientations: perpendicular to the discharge axis; at an angle of $45^\circ$ to the anode side, thus looking at the cathode; and at an angle of $45^\circ$ to the cathode side, thus looking at the anode. For each position, the ion emission is measured for $E_d = 4$ J, while stepwise increasing $E_{\text{laser}}$ from $10$ mJ to $40$ mJ.

9.2.3 Results

The suprathermal Sn ion emission as a function of $E_{\text{laser}}$ is discussed for $E_d = 2, 3$ and $4$ J. Furthermore, the ion charge distribution is presented for $E_d = 4$ J and increasing $E_{\text{laser}}$ values. Finally, the effect of the $E_{\text{laser}}$ value on the emission of high-energy Sn ions is investigated for different emission directions. Similar as in chapter 7, the results are presented as a function of $E_{\text{laser}}$ while the other laser parameters are kept constant during the experiment. As an example: $E_{\text{laser}} = 30$ mJ corresponds to laser power density of $10^9$ W/cm$^2$. 
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Figure 9.1. Side-view sketch of the setup employed to measure the effect of increasing $E_{\text{laser}}$ on the suprathermal ion emission. Using time-of-flight analysis, the Faraday cup (FC) signal as a function of time gives the ion energy. Simultaneously, the EUV emission is monitored using an in-band EUV sensor. Both detectors are positioned perpendicular to the discharge axis: the in-band EUV sensor in the horizontal plane, the FC at an angle of $28^\circ$ upwards.

Figure 9.2. Top-view sketch of the setup. The Faraday cup (FC) is employed to measure the ion emission at three positions: perpendicular to the discharge axis (as shown), at an angle at $45^\circ$ to the anode side, and at an angle of $45^\circ$ to the cathode side.

Ion energy distribution

The ion emission has been measured together with the EUV emission as a function of $E_{\text{laser}}$ using the setup shown in figure 9.1. From the FC signal the ion energy distribution $dN/dE$ is calculated using eqn. (7.7). The results for $E_d = 4$ J are presented in figure 9.3. We recall that $dN/dE$ consists of two main regions. First, for $E_{\text{kin}} < 10$ keV, the signal represents the expanding plasma plume of which the slope is related to the plasma
temperature. The second part, $10 \text{ keV} < E_{\text{kin}} < 100 \text{ keV}$, mainly consists of suprathermal Sn ions (see chapter 5).

Figure 9.3 shows that $E_{\text{laser}}$ has a large influence on the amount of suprathermal ions. For increasing $E_{\text{laser}}$, the suprathermal ion emission is decreased significantly. This relation becomes more clear by introducing the quantity $N_{2\pi}^+(10\text{keV})$ that is obtained by integrating $dN/dE$ over the interval $10 \text{ keV} < E_{\text{kin}} < 100 \text{ keV}$. Thus, $N_{2\pi}^+(10\text{keV})$ gives the number of ions emitted in $2\pi$ with $E_{\text{kin}} > 10 \text{ keV}$. The EUV diode signal and $N_{2\pi}^+(10\text{keV})$ are presented in figure 9.4 as a function of $E_{\text{laser}}$ for $E_d = 4 \text{ J}$. Similar to what was found in chapter 7, we see that a maximum EUV emission is obtained for $E_{\text{laser}} = 30 \text{ mJ}$. In the range $E_{\text{laser}} > 30 \text{ mJ}$, $N_{2\pi}^+(10\text{keV})$ reduces rapidly while the EUV emission decreases slowly.

Thus, a reduction of the emitted suprathermal Sn ions can be obtained by increasing $E_{\text{laser}}$ above its optimum value. However, this is accompanied by a reduction of the EUV emission.

Figure 9.5 shows the results for $E_d = 3 \text{ J}$ and figure 9.6 presents the results for $E_d = 2 \text{ J}$. A similar relation between the laser pulse energy and the amount of suprathermal ions is found: when $E_{\text{laser}}$ is increased above optimum, $N_{2\pi}^+(10\text{keV})$ quickly decreases.

Comparing figure 9.4, fig. 9.5 and fig. 9.6 leads to the conclusion that decreasing the $E_d$ only has a minor effect on the reduction of $N_{2\pi}^+(10\text{keV})$. The emitted EUV radiation however, decreases nearly linear with $E_d$ and a large loss of EUV photons produced during one discharge is achieved. In contrast, a small increase in $E_{\text{laser}}$ effectively suppresses the emission of high-energy ions. The EUV emission is only minorly reduced. A quantitative analysis of the results will be given in the discussion at the end of this section.
Figure 9.4. The number of ions $N^+_{2\pi}(10\text{keV})$ and the EUV diode signal as a function of $E_{laser}$ for $E_d = 4\ J$.

Figure 9.5. The number of ions $N^+_{2\pi}(10\text{keV})$ and the EUV diode signal as a function of $E_{laser}$ for $E_d = 3\ J$.

Figure 9.6. The number of ions $N^+_{2\pi}(10\text{keV})$ and the EUV diode signal as a function of $E_{laser}$ for $E_d = 2\ J$. 
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Ion charge distribution

The typical charge distribution of ions emitted by the Sn-based DPP source was presented in chapter 5. It was found that for $E_{\text{laser}} = 10$ mJ and $E_d = 4$ J the average charge of the emitted Sn ions equals $Z_{\text{av}} = 8$. For higher $E_{\text{laser}}$ however, the initial amount of Sn atoms is increased and this may affect the charge distribution of the emitted Sn ions.

For these experiments, a similar setup as shown in figure 9.1 is used, only now with an ion-spectrometer replacing the EUV diode. The experiments are performed for $E_d = 4$ J. Figure 9.7 shows the results obtained with the FC and the ion-spectrometer for $E_{\text{laser}} =$10, 25 and 40 mJ. The spectrometer signal is measured for $E/Z = 4.9, 1.2$ and 0.6 keV. The numbers next to the peaks denote the charge numbers of the corresponding Sn ions.

The time-of-flight (TOF) signal of both detectors can directly be compared. As an example a TOF = 3 µs of a Sn ion corresponds to a kinetic energy of about 70 keV. It should be realized that the apparatus limit of the spectrometer prohibits to measure for $E/Z > 4.9$ keV, resulting in the highest measured energy being a Sn$^{14+}$ ion with $E_{\text{kin}} = 68$ keV. It is expected however that Sn ions with energies up to at least 100 keV will be present.

The ion spectrum for $E/Z = 4.9$ keV and $E_{\text{laser}} = 25$ mJ shows a large amount of oxygen ions. These ions are expected to be introduced into the discharge by the evaporation of a contaminated Sn layer on the cathode surface. The presence of these oxygen ions among the Sn debris ions is not structural and decreases over time. Therefore, we will not pay further attention to it.

The FC signals presented in figure 9.7 show that with increasing $E_{\text{laser}}$ the signal associated to the collection of suprathermal ions decreases. At $E_{\text{laser}} = 40$ mJ this signal is strongly suppressed. On the other hand we see that the signal representing the expanding plasma (TOF > 12 µs) is hardly affected by a change in laser pulse energy.

The ion-spectrometer results show that the charge distribution of Sn ions is maintained when $E_{\text{laser}}$ increases from 10 mJ to 25 mJ. A reduction in signal intensity is measured for TOF$\leq 7$ µs, similar as for the FC signal. This TOF corresponds to $E_{\text{kin}} = 15$ keV for Sn ions. However, when $E_{\text{laser}}$ is further increased to 40 mJ, the spectrometer signal detects no Sn ions with TOF$\leq 6$ µs. For $6$ µs $<$ TOF $<$ 12 µs the signal intensity has decreased and for TOF $>$ 12 µs hardly any difference can be seen.

A similar evolution of the signal intensity in different TOF regimes can be observed for the FC signals. From this it follows that the FC signal-decrease is due to a reduction of ion flux collected by the FC. If the average charge of the ions had decreased for higher $E_{\text{laser}}$, this would have resulted in a change of the ion-spectrum. In particular, the signal intensity of the low charged Sn ions would have increased while the signal of the high charged Sn ions would decrease. No such effect is measured for increasing $E_{\text{laser}}$.

Concluding, increasing $E_{\text{laser}}$ does not affect the charge distribution of the ions. The number of suprathermal Sn ions collected by the detectors decreases and their average charge is maintained.
Figure 9.7. The Faraday cup signal together with the ion-spectrum for different E/Z values as a function of the time-of-flight (TOF) of the ions. As an example a Sn ion with TOF = 3 µs has a kinetic energy of $E_{\text{kin}} \sim 70$ keV. The numbers next to the peaks of the ion-spectra denote the charge number of the corresponding Sn ions. The signals are recorded for $E_d = 4$ J.

Anisotropic emission

As stated previously, the emission direction of the suprathermal Sn ions is expected to be anisotropic. When $E_{\text{laser}}$ is increased however, scattering on Sn ions may be enhanced due to the increased amount of evaporated Sn vapor inside the discharge gap. So it is in principle possible that a reduction of ion emission in one direction can be accompanied by an increase in another direction.

For instance, the reduction of $N^+_{2\pi}(10keV)$ for increasing $E_{\text{laser}}$ as measured with the FC perpendicular to the discharge axis, might be attributed to a ‘redirection’ of the suprathermal ions. It is therefore useful to measure the ion emission in three different orientations as shown in figure 9.2: perpendicular to the discharge axis; at an angle with the discharge axis of 45º to the anode side; and at an angle of 45º to the cathode side.

Figure 9.8 presents the FC signal as a function of time-of-flight for increasing $E_{\text{laser}}$ and for the different emission directions. Comparing the signals for equal $E_{\text{laser}}$ value clearly shows that the emission is favored into the direction of the anode. Here, the
FC signal is more than twice as large as that for the direction to the cathode side. The emission in the direction perpendicular to the discharge axis, is somewhat in between. When the laser pulse energy is increased, the FC signal amplitude drops for all emission directions.

Concluding, the emission direction of suprathermal Sn ions is favored in the direction pointed towards the anode, i.e. away from the cathode. Increasing $E_{\text{laser}}$ does not result in a change of this favorable direction. A reduction of suprathermal ions is observed for all directions.

![Graphs showing FC signal for different orientations and energies](image)

**Figure 9.8.** The Faraday cup (FC) signal measured at three different orientations as shown in figure 9.2 is presented for increasing $E_{\text{laser}}$. At the anode side, the FC ‘looks’ at an angle of $45^\circ$ to the cathode and so on.
9.2.4 Discussion

With the use of the FC detector, the suprathermal Sn ions emitted by an EUV producing DPP source were measured as a function of the evaporating laser pulse energy. It was found that when \( E_{\text{laser}} \) is increased, the FC signal representing the suprathermal ions with \( E_{\text{kin}} > 10 \text{ keV} \) decreases significantly. This effect was observed for all values of \( E_d \).

In addition, it was found that the suprathermal Sn ions have a preferential emission direction, namely in the direction of the anode. The ion flux pointed towards the cathode side is about 50 % lower; perpendicular to the discharge axis it is about 25 % lower.

The reduction of the FC signal intensity for increasing \( E_{\text{laser}} \) was confirmed for all measured emission directions. Measurements with the ion-spectrometer have shown that this reduction in signal intensity can not be attributed to a lower \( Z_{\text{av}} \) of the collected Sn ions. Thus, when \( E_{\text{laser}} \) is increased, the average charge of the emitted Sn is unchanged. From this it follows that the reduction of the FC signal is due to a decrease of the suprathermal Sn ions.

Suppressing the suprathermal Sn ion production by means of increasing \( E_{\text{laser}} \) does not come without a cost however. As discussed in chapter 7, for each value of \( E_d \) there is an optimal \( E_{\text{laser}} \) to obtain maximum EUV emission. The reason is that for efficient EUV generation the time of pinching has to coincide with the discharge current maximum. If the amount of Sn inside the discharge gap is increased, this results in inefficient EUV emission.

Concluding, if \( E_{\text{laser}} \) is increased, the number of suprathermal Sn ions, represented here by \( N^+_{2\pi}(10 \text{ keV}) \), can significantly be decreased. A quantitative analysis of the suppression factor together with an analysis of the EUV emission is presented in figure 9.9 and figure 9.10.

Figure 9.9 gives \( N^+_{2\pi}(10 \text{ keV}) \) as a function of the EUV diode signal for \( E_d = 2, 3 \) and 4 J. The corresponding \( E_{\text{laser}} \) is denoted next to each data point. As was found previously, decreasing \( E_d \) reduces the number of emitted suprathermal Sn ions. However, by means of increasing \( E_{\text{laser}} \) for a fixed \( E_d \) the number of suprathermal ions can be decreased more than one order of magnitude with only minor EUV loss. Figure 9.10 presents the suppression factor of \( N^+_{2\pi}(10 \text{ keV}) \) as a function of \( E_{\text{laser}} \) for \( E_d = 4 \) J. The suppression is normalized for \( N^+_{2\pi}(10 \text{ keV}) \) at maximum EUV output – that is for \( E_{\text{laser}} = 30 \text{ mJ} \).

Thus, by means of increasing the initial Sn vapor distribution the suprathermal ion flux can be reduced significantly with only a minor drop in EUV emission for a discharge energy of 4 J. If the laser pulse energy is increased to 40 mJ, while keeping other laser parameters fixed, the flux of suprathermal ions is reduced 2 to 3 times whereas the EUV emission decreases with only 10 % decrease. For a laser energy of 50 mJ the suprathermal ion flux has reduced one order of magnitude. For this laser energy, a decrease of 25% EUV emission is measured.
Figure 9.9. The number of ions with $E_{\text{kin}} > 10$ keV as a function of the EUV diode signal measured for $E_d = 2, 3$ and $4$ J. The numbers next to the data points show the corresponding $E_{\text{laser}}$ expressed in mJ.

Figure 9.10. The suppression factor of $N^{+}_{2\pi}(10\text{keV})$ as a function of laser energy for $E_d = 4$ J. The suppression is normalized to the ion emission at $E_{\text{laser}} = 30$ mJ.
It should be noted that the increase in $E_{laser}$ in these experiments is obtained by changing the flashlamp settings of the Nd:Yag laser. During the experiments we used the laser pulse energy as a measure for the laser pulse power. Although the laser beam width was monitored and did not change significantly, altering the flashlamp settings may result in minor changes of the beam profile and the spot position. Therefore, the effect of the laser pulse power on the suprathermal Sn ion emission is validated using a different setup. Here, the laser pulse power is decreased using a beam attenuator. As a result, the beam profile and the laser spot position are unaffected when changing the laser intensity. During these experiments a similar dependency of the suprathermal ion emission on the laser pulse power is found. Thus, the possible minor changes in the beam profile or the spot position has no influence on the main conclusions presented here.
9.3 Hydrogen injection into the vacuum chamber

9.3.1 Introduction

Besides increasing the initial Sn vapor distribution, adding Hydrogen gas to the source chamber may also prevent the production of suprathermal Sn ions. We will discuss three mechanisms that may take place when H$_2$ gas is inserted into the source chamber.

First, the low density plasma near the anode may be confined because of the external gas pressure. This can result in a higher plasma density near the anode and the conditions for the generation of high plasma resistivity are no longer present.

Second, the presence of a gas in the source chamber may result in the creation of a ‘bypass’ circuit for the discharge current. This circuit consists of a plasma created in the H$_2$ gas by means of photo-ionization or ionization due to hot electrons. Thus, the discharge current can flow around the Sn-plasma when high-resistivity develops. This shortcut prevents the production of high-inductive voltages during the pinch phase.

Third, adding H$_2$ into the source chamber can introduce small amounts of the gas into the Sn-based discharge plasma. The plasma then consists of a mixture of two atomic species, one with a low mass. This will shift the threshold of the ion-acoustic instability to higher current densities$^{11}$.

All of the above mechanisms may act simultaneously and are difficult to differentiate. However, one can choose for the admixture of a more heavy gas. If for example a similar pressure of helium is added to the source chamber, only the confinement of the anode plasma and the creation of the bypass circuit are expected to occur. Additionally, the threshold of the ion-acoustic instability does not shift as much as for the H$_2$ admixture.

It is not known if adding H$_2$ to the source chamber affects the pinch dynamics and the resulting EUV emission of the discharge plasma. It has been shown previously that the presence of the bypass circuit may reduce the pinch current and thus result in a lower EUV emission$^{12}$. However, these findings were obtained with a hollow-cathode electrode configuration. Therefore, the EUV emission and the discharge current will be monitored closely when adding hydrogen to the source chamber.

9.3.2 Experiments

During these experiments a different Sn-based DPP source has been used. The source consists of fixed electrodes (see chapter 3): a liquid Sn cathode and a solid metal anode. This configuration allows experiments that require a setup placed closely to the discharge plasma. The working principle and source characteristics are similar to the rotating electrode configuration.

The presence of a background gas in the vacuum chamber can significantly decrease the signal intensity of the Faraday cup (FC) detector. We recall that the FC detector measures the current of the collected ions passing through a limiting aperture as a function of time. The time-of-flight (TOF) of the ions is closely related to their energy.
A reduction in the FC signal intensity should not always be interpreted as a drop in the emission of Sn ions. Along their path to the cup the Sn ions collide with the buffer gas atoms and the average charge $Z_{av}$ may thus be reduced. This will decrease the FC signal while the ion flux might not have been reduced. Moreover, it is found that when the gas pressure near the FC exceeds 0.2 Pa, the cup signal is disturbed.

Thus, both the interaction distance of the Sn ions and the buffer gas as the pressure near the FC have to be minimized. Therefore the vacuum chamber is divided into two parts connected with a flow resistance. In this way we can reach pressures of 5 Pa inside the source chamber while the pressure near the cup does not exceed 0.2 Pa.

The flow resistance consists of a narrow slit with length $L_{slit} = 4$ cm and an opening area $A_{slit} = 0.04$ cm$^2$. It has been placed at 4 cm from the discharge and 100 cm in front of the FC. Figure 9.11 gives a sketch of a top-view of the setup. The source chamber is provided with a gas inlet. The vacuum chambers at each side of the slit are connected to vacuum pumps. Because the slit acts as a flow resistance, a large pressure drop across the slit can be achieved. The pressure is monitored inside the source chamber $p_{source}$ and at the FC $p_{cup}$. As said, by using this flow resistance we can obtain a pressure $p_{source} = 5$ Pa while $p_{cup} \leq 0.2$ Pa.

![Figure 9.11. Top-view sketch of the setup. A slit with length 4 cm and opening area $A_{slit} = 0.04$ cm$^2$ is placed in between the source chamber and the Faraday cup (FC) to act as a flow resistance. The pressure is monitored at the source and at the FC.](image)

The source is operated with $E_d = 4$ J and $E_{laser} = 30$ mJ. The repetition frequency is 10 Hz. First, experiments are performed with the ion-spectrometer. The same setup as shown in figure 11 is used but the FC is replaced by the ion-spectrometer. The ion-spectrum is measured for $E/Z = 3.6$ keV and for increasing H$_2$ pressures. From these measurements the average ion charge $Z_{av}$ is determined as a function of $p_{source}(H_2)$. With the use of these $Z_{av}$ values the FC signals can be analyzed correctly.

Second, a series of measurements with the FC is performed while stepwise increasing the H$_2$ pressure at the source. The signal is averaged over 100 pulses. At a H$_2$ pressure $p_{source} (H_2) > 5$ Pa electrical breakdown takes place, limiting the maximum operation pressure of this EUV source to 5 Pa. During this experiment the discharge current $I(t)$ is also monitored to see whether the presence of H$_2$ gas has any influence on the discharge dynamics.
During a third experiment, the EUV emission is monitored at vacuum conditions and at $p_{\text{source}}(H_2) = 5$ Pa. The EUV-diode is mounted to the source chamber and a pulse-to-pulse analysis of the diode signal is performed.

Finally, the second series of experiments is repeated with a He gas pressure inside the source chamber. The $H_2$ gas inlet is replaced with a He gas inlet and for increasing He pressure the FC signal is recorded.

9.3.3 Results with hydrogen

*Ion-spectrometer measurements*

Figure 9.12 presents the ion-spectra for $E/Z = 3.6$ keV and a set of increasing $H_2$ pressures. The numbers next to the peaks indicate the charge number of the corresponding Sn ions. Some of the traces show the presence of contaminants, in particular molybdenum. These contaminants are inherently related to the properties of this type of plasma source with fixed electrodes. They do not contribute significantly to the ionic debris and are not found in the spectra of the debris emitted by the DPP source with rotating electrode configuration. Therefore they will not be treated any further.

At vacuum conditions ($p_{\text{source}} = 10^{-3}$ Pa) the spectrum shows a similar distribution as measured in chapter 5. However, the signal intensity is lower due to the small amount of ions transmitted through the slit and hence some charge numbers (Sn$^{4+}$, Sn$^{5+}$) are not clearly visible on the trace. Similar to the other plasma source, the average charge is found to be equal to $Z_{av} = 8$.

Increasing the $H_2$ pressure in the source chamber, changes the charge distribution of the detected Sn ions significantly. The higher charge numbers are no longer present and the signal intensity of the lower charge number increases. It is expected that due to collisions of the Sn ions with the buffer gas atoms, the charge number of the Sn ions decreases. Their kinetic energy however does not change. As an example we will follow the evolution of the Sn$^{2+}$ signal for increasing $p_{\text{source}}(H_2)$ measured at $E/Z = 3.6$ keV.

The kinetic energy of this ion equals $E_{\text{kin}} = 7.2$ keV. The increase of the Sn$^{2+}$ signal is due to a decrease in charge of Sn ions with $Z > 2$ but with $E_{\text{kin}} = 7.2$ keV. These latter ions have $E/Z < 3.6$ keV and they are not shown in figure 12. Therefore, the experiments are repeated for $E/Z = 2.4$ keV, 1.8 keV and 1.2 keV, again for increasing $p_{\text{source}}(H_2)$. Similar results as shown in figure 9.12 are obtained. From this it can be concluded that the decrease of the charge number takes place for all ion energies.

At a pressure of $p_{\text{source}}(H_2) = 5$ Pa the additional signal at $t = 1.7$ $\mu$s can be identified as $H^+$. It appears that at this pressure $H^+$ ions are accelerated to high energies, possibly due to the admixture with the Sn plasma. Table 9.1 gives an overview of the resulting average charge number as a function of $p_{\text{source}}(H_2)$. This table is used for the analysis of the FC signals in the following section.

Concluding, we may state that the average charge number $Z_{av}$ of the captured Sn ions decreases as a function of the $H_2$ pressure in the source chamber.
Figure 9.12. Ion-spectrometer signal for $E/Z = 3.6$ keV as a function of time-of-flight for different $H_2$ pressure inside the source chamber. Notice the different Y-axis scale for $p_{source} = 2.5$ Pa. The numbers next to the peaks show the charge number of the corresponding Sn ions.

Table 9.1. Overview of the measured average charge number as a function of $H_2$ pressure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$p_{source}$ (H$_2$) [Pa]</th>
<th>$Z_{av}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$10^{-3}$</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Faraday cup measurements

A series of measurements with the fixed source settings of \( E_d = 4 \) J and \( E_{\text{laser}} = 30 \) mJ is performed with the FC while monitoring the discharge current. The hydrogen pressure inside the source chamber is stepwise increased. Figure 9.13 presents the recorded FC signal traces as a function of time-of-flight (TOF). The time of the pinch is taken as zero on the time scale. All traces show a small positive signal at \( TOF = 0 \) s. This signal is possibly due to the escape of photoelectrons out of the cup.

At vacuum condition (\( p_{\text{source}} = 0.001 \) Pa) a large signal centered at \( TOF = 3.5 \) µs is measured. This corresponds to an energy \( E_{\text{kin}} \sim 60 \) keV for Sn ions. The signal represents the suprathermal Sn ions emitted by the source, similar as during previous FC experiments. It can clearly be seen that when \( p_{\text{source}}(H_2) \geq 2.5 \) Pa the suprathermal ion signal is below the detection limit. For \( p_{\text{source}}(H_2) \leq 2.5 \) Pa the signal decrease is attributed to a reduction of \( Z_{\text{av}} \). The effect of \( p_{\text{source}}(H_2) \) on the FC signal is analyzed separately below together with the simultaneously measured discharge current.

Current probe measurements

Figure 9.14 shows the discharge current \( I(t) \) as a function of the time after the Sn evaporating laser pulse. The pinch occurs just before current maximum. The discharge current at vacuum conditions is presented together with the current at \( p_{\text{source}}(H_2) = 2.5 \) Pa and at 5 Pa. Each trace represents one single discharge. Averaging over a number of pulses would reduce the information because the fast current drop during the pinch phase is averaged out due to the time jitter between pulses. A large number of single pulse traces are analyzed and it is found that the \( I(t) \) signals shown in figure 14 are representative for the larger part of the discharges.
For low hydrogen pressures no difference in the discharge current with respect to vacuum is found. However, for \( p_{\text{source}}(H_2) = 2.5 \) Pa the current oscillation period decreases about 10 ns. For the even higher Hydrogen pressures of \( p_{\text{source}}(H_2) = 5 \) Pa the period has decreased 25 ns and the current drop during the pinch phase is less profound.

![Figure 9.14. The discharge current I(t) as a function of the time t after the ignition laser pulse. For \( p_{\text{source}}(H_2) = 5 \) Pa the oscillation period has shortened about 25 ns. And the current decrease during the pinch is less profound.](image)

**Analysis of previous measurements**

For \( p_{\text{source}}(H_2) = 0.5 \) Pa the main signal at \( TOF = 3.5 \) µs, \( E_{\text{kin}}(\text{Sn}) \sim 60 \) keV decreases with a factor 2, as shown in figure 9.13. Taking into account the reduction of \( Z_{\text{av}} \) with a factor of 2 as presented in table 9.1, the signal decrease can mainly be attributed to the decrease of the Sn ion charge number. No suppression of suprathermal ions is observed. The discharge current was nearly identical to that of the vacuum condition.

At \( p_{\text{source}}(H_2) = 1 \) Pa the main FC signal is about 8 times lower in intensity. This decrease is partly due to the drop of \( Z_{\text{av}} \) but some additional suppression of the suprathermal ion signal is observed. A new signal arises at \( TOF = 9 \) µs. This corresponds to an energy \( E_{\text{kin}}(\text{Sn}) \sim 9 \) keV. Again, the discharge current is nearly identical to that of the vacuum condition.

For \( p_{\text{source}}(H_2) = 2.5 \) Pa the FC signal attributed to the suprathermal ion collection is below the detection limit. Two main signals can now be observed. One at \( TOF = 9 \) µs corresponding to \( E_{\text{kin}}(\text{Sn}) \sim 9 \) keV and the other at \( TOF = 12 \) µs corresponding to \( E_{\text{kin}}(\text{Sn}) \sim 5 \) keV. Figure 9.14 shows that the oscillation period of the discharge current has decreased with about 10 ns.

With \( p_{\text{source}}(H_2) = 5 \) Pa the main FC signal is suppressed fully including the additional signal around \( TOF = 9 \) µs. These is only one signal observed, centered at \( TOF = 12 \) µs. Figure 9.14 shows that the oscillation period has decreased 25 ns. Moreover, the drop in the current during the pinch phase has reduced. These two effects on the discharge current are observed for all the discharges recorded with \( p_{\text{source}}(H_2) = 5 \) Pa.
9.3.4 EUV emission under hydrogen pressure

The FC experiments have shown that at $p_{\text{source}(H_2)} = 5$ Pa, the emission of suprathermal Sn ions is strongly suppressed. However, some typical properties of the discharge current have been altered as well. It is shown that the oscillation period of the discharge current decreases and that the current drop during the pinch phase has reduced. These substantial changes in the typical discharge current properties suggest that they are associated with a decrease of the conversion efficiency.

Therefore, the EUV emission of the plasma source is monitored during vacuum operation and at $p_{\text{source}(H_2)} = 5$ Pa. This is the maximum filling pressure since for higher $H_2$ pressures spontaneous breakdown occurs. In order to check the discharge stability under these conditions, pulse-to-pulse analysis of the EUV-diode signal is performed. The results are presented in figure 9.15.

First the diode signal is monitored during a series of discharge pulses at vacuum conditions. Then, the $H_2$ gas is inserted into the source chamber and again the EUV emission is monitored. In order to rule out any temporally behavior of the EUV emission, the chamber is pumped down and a final series at vacuum pressure is performed. By comparing the data points throughout the whole series of measurements no significant difference in the EUV emission can be observed.

It can be concluded that, although the discharge current properties change at $p_{\text{source}(H_2)} = 5$ Pa, there is no decrease in EUV emission.

Figure 9.15. The EUV-diode signal as a function of subsequent measurements. First the recorded EUV signal is shown for vacuum conditions $p_{\text{source}} \sim 10^{-3}$ Pa, then for $p_{\text{source}(H_2)} = 5$ Pa and finally for vacuum again.
9.3.5 Results with helium

It is shown that adding a certain amount of H$_2$ gas to the source chamber effectively prevents the suprathermal Sn ion production while the EUV emission is not affected. In order to see whether the prevention of suprathermal ions production can also be obtained with a more heavy gas, helium has been added to the source chamber. Similar FC measurements as during the hydrogen experiments are performed. Figure 9.16 shows the resulting FC signal traces for increasing $p_{source}(He)$. The maximum pressure before electric breakdown occurs is $p_{source}(He) = 10$ Pa.

The decrease of the main signal at $TOF = 3.5$ µs can again be attributed to a lower $Z_{av}$ of the captured Sn ions. For $p_{source}(He) \geq 2$ Pa, the signal centered at about $TOF = 6$ µs, corresponding to $E_{kin} = 20$ keV for Sn, does not change any further with increasing $p_{source}(He)$. Hardly any additional suppression is observed when the helium pressure is increased from 2 Pa to 10 Pa. Thus, it is expected that the decrease of the signal intensity is only attributed to the decrease of $Z_{av}$.

From this it can be concluded that helium does not influence the production mechanisms of the suprathermal Sn ions. The decrease of the FC signal is only attributed to the change in $Z_{av}$.

![Figure 9.16. Faraday cup (FC) signal as a function of the time-of-flight (TOF) for different helium pressures in the source chamber. The corresponding $E_{kin}$ for Sn ions is shown at the top.](image-url)
9.3.6 Discussion

The FC experiments show that adding hydrogen to the vacuum chamber can effectively prevent the production of suprathermal Sn ions. When H₂ is replaced by helium, the drop of the FC signal is only attributed to a decrease of the average charge number. No significant change in the emission of suprathermal Sn ions was measured. Furthermore, it was found that by adding hydrogen gas to the vacuum chamber, some typical discharge current properties are slightly changed. However, the EUV emission of the plasma does not decrease for pressures up to $p_{\text{source}}(H_2) = 5$ Pa. A qualitative analysis of the suppression of suprathermal Sn ions by means of H₂ gas admission is given below.

The following characteristics of the discharge current are found to be altered by the hydrogen gas: the current drop during the pinch is reduced and the oscillation period of the discharge current has decreased. These relatively harmful changes of the discharge properties give extra information about the mechanisms responsible for the prevention of suprathermal ion production. As He injection to the source chamber is ineffective, it is expected that the confinement of the anode plasma does not play a significant role in the prevention of the ion production.

The decrease in the oscillation period, as can be seen from figure 9.14, is the result of a lower inductance of the discharge circuit. Using the oscillation period $T$ of the discharge current $I(t)$ one can calculate the inductance of the discharge circuit using the equation $T = 2\pi\sqrt{LC}$. For vacuum conditions we have $T \sim 280$ ns which, using $C = 0.4 \mu F$, leads to an inductance of $L = 5$ nH. At a pressure of 2.5 Pa Hydrogen, $T$ decreases with 10 ns, resulting in a decrease of the circuit inductance with $\Delta L \sim 0.4$ nH. For a pressure of 5 Pa, $T$ decreases 25 ns what corresponds to $\Delta L \sim 1$ nH.

This relatively large change in the circuit inductance may be the result of two mechanisms: the admixture of H₂ with the Sn plasma and the creation of a bypass circuit around the Sn plasma. It is conceivable that both mechanisms act simultaneously. In both cases the formation of high-inductive electric fields during the pinch phase is prevented. The change in the pinch current at maximum H₂ pressure also indicates that the active resistance of the shrinking plasma during the pinch phase is reduced.

Concluding, adding H₂ gas to the vacuum chamber effectively prevents the production of suprathermal Sn ions, without affecting the EUV emission.

From the FC data shown in figure 9.13 and using the average charge numbers presented in table 9.1, the ion energy distribution $dN/dE$ can be calculated. This gives the number of Sn ions emitted by the source as a function of the Hydrogen pressure inside the source chamber. Integrating $dN/dE$ gives the number of Sn ions emitted by the plasma. If we now normalize with respect to the result of the vacuum condition, a suppression factor of the emission of suprathermal Sn ions can be obtained. Figure 9.17 presents the suppression factor for Sn ions with $E_{\text{kin}} > 10$ keV as a function of $p_{\text{source}}(H_2)$.

The figure shows that up to a hydrogen pressure of 0.5 Pa, hardly any suppression of suprathermal Sn ions occurs. But for $p_{\text{source}}(H_2) \geq 1$ Pa, a decrease up to more than one order of magnitude can be seen. A maximum H₂ pressure of 5 Pa can be obtained before spontaneous breakdown occurs. At this pressure, a suppression factor of 0.04 for Sn ions...
with $E_{\text{kin}} > 10$ keV is measured. In addition, the EUV transmission of H$_2$ is well above 99.9 %, assuming a gas temperature of 500 K and an interaction distance of 5 Pa×m.

![Graph](image.png)

*Figure 9.17. Suppression factor of the emission of suprathermal Sn ions with $E_{\text{kin}} > 10$ keV as a function of $p_{\text{source}}$(H$_2$).*

### 9.4 Conclusion and outlook

In order to suppress the emission of suprathermal Sn ions two methods are investigated experimentally. First, the initial Sn vapor distribution inside the discharge gap is increased and second, hydrogen gas is added to the vacuum chamber.

The initial distribution of Sn vapor is enhanced by means of increasing the laser pulse energy $E_{\text{laser}}$. Similar as in chapter 7, it is found that for each value of $E_d$ an optimum $E_{\text{laser}}$ value exists to obtain maximum conversion efficiency. Increasing $E_{\text{laser}}$ above this optimum value decreases the flux of suprathermal Sn ions significantly. For $E_d = 4$ J and $E_{\text{laser}} = 50$ mJ the ion flux can be decreased up to one order of magnitude with only a 25% drop in EUV emission.

Hydrogen gas is inserted into the vacuum chamber as buffer gas and the suprathermal Sn ions emission is monitored for increasing H$_2$ pressure. From about 1 Pa of H$_2$ a decrease in the measured suprathermal ions is observed. At a pressure of about 5 Pa H$_2$, i.e. maximum pressure before spontaneous breakdown, a suppression factor of 0.04 is found. Furthermore, it is observed that 5 Pa H$_2$ inside the source chamber has no influence on the EUV emission of the DPP. Similar experiments conducted with helium as buffer gas showed no suppression of suprathermal Sn ions.
However, in order to extrapolate the obtained results to other Sn-based DPP sources, the impact of the following control parameters have to be taken into account.

- The Sn vapor distribution in between the electrodes can be influenced by
  - Laser parameters such as pulse energy, pulse duration and spot size
  - The position of the laser spot on the cathode
  - Electrode gap geometry

For optimal EUV production, the pinch-time should coincide with the time of the current maximum. Therefore, matching the pinch formation dynamics with the external circuit time-scales is required for efficient EUV production. The production of suprathermal ions can also depend on the discharge current at the moment that the production mechanisms take place.

- Electric circuit parameters
  - Inductance of circuit
  - Discharge voltage
  - Capacitance
  - Plasma resistance

A maximum discharge voltage is defined because of the electric components in the electrical circuit and because of the breakdown voltage in a possible buffer gas present in the source chamber.

Considering these variables, it is expected that the methods presented in this chapter can be applied to Sn-based DPP sources with different configurations.
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Chapter 10

General Conclusions

The main goal of the work described in this thesis is to characterize the debris emitted by an EUV producing Sn-based discharge produced plasmas (DPPs), to investigate the underlying production mechanisms, to find methods to prevent or reduce debris generation, and to temper the effect of the unavoidable debris. In that way the degradation of the collector mirror reflectivity due to the interaction with the Sn-based debris can be reduced or even prevented.

In this concluding chapter, a summary is presented of the main conclusions of the previous chapters, followed by some recommendations for future work.

In general, EUV producing Sn-based DPPs emit three different kinds of debris three different kinds of debris emitted by a EUV producing Sn-based DPP can be distinguished: (A) liquid Sn droplets, (B) slow atomic/ionic debris and (C) fast ionic debris.

A. Liquid Sn droplets are emitted from the electrodes surface during the laser evaporation of liquid Sn and during the strong rising current pulse with subsequent pinching of the plasma. These droplets have sizes ranging from 0.1 μm to several tens of micrometers and velocities up to 600 m/s.

B. Slow atomic and ionic debris originates from the expanding Sn plasma and possibly from a second plasma which is formed just after the pinch. Roughly $4 \times 10^{15}$ atoms and ions are emitted by the source during each single discharge, of which only 5 % is ionic ($\sim 2 \times 10^{14}$ ions) in nature.

C. The fast ionic debris or the suprathermal Sn ions, that is with a kinetic energy > 10 keV, represents only 0.05 % of the total amount of emitted ions. About $10^{11}$ high-energetic Sn ions are emitted by the discharge plasma. Due to their high energies, they irreversibly damage the collector mirror. Methods to prevent their production are favored, since it is difficult to obtain sufficient suppression of these ions with gas controlled foil traps.
Conclusions in relation to the Sn droplets:

A.1 A distinction can be made between two different kinds of Sn droplets based on their production region. Primary droplets are emitted from the electrodes surface and are relatively easy to mitigate. Secondary droplets are produced during impact of the primary droplets on surfaces inside the source-collector module. These droplets are more difficult to mitigate.

A.2 The impact of a primary droplet can result in bouncing, merging or splashing. Merging is favored, since it produces no secondary droplets. The droplet dynamics during impact is mainly determined by the impact surface properties, and in a less amount by the droplet’s dimensionless quantities such as the Weber number $We$ and the Sommerfeld parameter $K$.

A.3 On surfaces well below the melting temperature of Sn, the production of secondary droplets was not observed. This can possibly be explained because of immediate solidification of the liquid. On surfaces above the melting temperature, the resulting effect depends on the surface properties. For smooth surfaces with bad wettability, droplets with sizes roughly larger than 5 μm bounce off the surface. During the spreading and receding phase of the bouncing process, a deposited layer of atomic/ionic Sn debris on the impact surface was absorbed by the droplet. For rough surfaces with good wettability no bouncing was observed.

Conclusions in relation to the slow atomic/ionic debris:

B.1 Deposition of this kind of debris is initially concentrated in micrometer sized crystals and smaller hemispherical particles. These structures start to overlap when the deposited layer is larger than roughly 50 nm.

B.2 Different measurement tools based on time-of-flight analysis were developed, constructed, and employed for the characterization of ionic debris\(^1\). A cylindrical ion spectrometer was utilized to measure the charge distribution of the emitted Sn ions. A highly sensitive Faraday cup (FC) configuration with a low noise signal was employed to measure the ion flux emitted by the DPP source.

B.3 The ion energy distribution of the emitted ions has a twofold structure. The first part, consisting of thermal ions with energies up to 10 keV, can be described with a plasma-expansion model. The second part, for energies larger than 10 keV, is the result of the emission of suprathermal Sn ions with energies up to 100 keV.

B.4 Decreasing the discharge energy has no influence on the thermal component of the ion flux.
Conclusions in relation to the fast ionic debris:

C.1 It was found that the suprathermal ion flux can be reduced by decreasing the electric energy applied to the plasma.

C.2 The production region of the fast ionic debris was determined using a gated multichannel plate configuration. Two regions were found: close to the cathode and close to the anode.

C.3 Several scenarios may be responsible for the suprathermal Sn ion production. These include: (1) compressional heating of the plasma, and subsequent ejection of suprathermal particles from the ends of the micropinch. (2) Acceleration due to the development of high-inductive electric fields during and after the micropinch. The formation of these electric fields may be near the cathode, due to active resistance of the plasma during compression. It may also be near the anode, due to the development of anomalous resistivity because of the ion-acoustic instability.

C.4 Two methods were experimentally validated to suppress the formation of the suprathermal Sn ions: a) increasing the initial Sn vapor distribution, and b) adding hydrogen gas to the source chamber.

a) The initial Sn vapor distribution was increased by increasing the laser pulse energy. As a consequence, the number of suprathermal Sn ions was decreased down to one order of magnitude. However, a decrease of about 25% in EUV emission was observed.

b) Hydrogen gas was inserted into the vacuum chamber as a buffer gas. A hydrogen pressure of 5 Pa results in a suppression factor of 0.04. In addition, no decrease in the EUV emission was observed.

At the beginning of this project, the focus was on the characterization and mitigation of the liquid droplets and the slow atomic/ionic debris. Different mitigation methods were developed and tested. These mitigation schemes are described in various documents and patents and their treatment in this thesis is limited. As the production of these kinds of debris is inherently connected with the operation of the DPP source, prevention is not an option. However, reducing the amount of Sn that is consumed during a single discharge can substantially ease to mass load to the debris mitigation systems as they have to deal with large amounts of Sn.

Nevertheless, during the years the focus of this work shifted towards the fast ionic debris. This high-energy Sn ions proved to be difficult to suppress with conventional foil trap systems. Therefore, gaining knowledge about the production mechanisms of this kind of debris became of uttermost importance.
In order to better understand the production mechanisms of the fast ionic debris, the z-pinch dynamics were studied. The discharge current $I$ and the ion line density $N_i$ were identified as the crucial parameters for efficient pinch formation. They are most easily controlled by the discharge energy $E_d$ and the laser pulse energy $E_{\text{laser}}$ respectively.

For a given mechanical design, $E_d$ and $E_{\text{laser}}$ have to be closely matched to obtain maximum EUV emission. Since, reducing the emission of the suprathermal ionic debris by means of decreasing $E_d$ or increasing $E_{\text{laser}}$ has a negative influence on the conversion efficiency of the plasma source, changing these parameters is not a favorable option.

Adding hydrogen gas to the vacuum chamber proved to be the most effective method to reduce or even prevent the formation of the fast ionic debris. A reduction of the fast ionic debris with a factor of 25 was observed, while there was no decrease in EUV emission.

Several mechanisms are proposed for the production of the suprathermal ions. However, it is still unclear which of these mechanisms is dominant and whether other mechanisms, which are not discussed here, may have a significant contribution to the suprathermal ion generation. In addition, the anisotropy of the high-energy ion emission may be the result of various processes that are not yet fully understood. Although increasing the laser pulse energy and the addition of hydrogen to the source chamber proves to be effective to reduce the fast ion emission, the resulting effect on the production mechanisms is not completely clear yet. Therefore we propose to perform plasma diagnostics on the different regions of the discharge plasma to identify plasma instabilities.
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The demand for ever smaller and faster electronic devices is a drive for the IC and memory industry to make smaller and more complex features. Lithography is a crucial step in the production of these electronic components. In order to fulfill the demand of the market, the resolution of the features printed with lithography needs to reduce and the imaging wavelength has to be decreased. It is expected that lithography using extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation will be introduced to produce features smaller than 32 nm. This technology will make use of plasma light sources, which produce EUV radiation with a wavelength of 13.5 nm to project small-scale patterns onto wafers. Since various materials and gases are strongly absorbing for EUV, lithography systems require vacuum operation and in addition the optics should be reflective in nature as no material is transparent enough for EUV to make use of refractive optics.

Currently one of the main challenges is to achieve and maintain sufficient in-band EUV power. In alpha-level EUV exposure tools, sources based on a Discharge Produced Plasma (DPP) of Sn have so far shown the highest EUV power. However, in addition to the desired EUV radiation these sources produce a significant amount of debris that can damage the collector optics. The lifetime of the collector optics in the source-collector assembly is one of the main challenges for EUV lithography to have high productivity. In addition to Sn deposition, a major factor which determines the lifetime is fast ion sputtering of the material at the collector surface. These ions are produced by the plasma itself and it is important to understand the mechanisms that are responsible for the creation of these ions.

Generally the debris can be divided into three different groups: the micro-particles or liquid Sn droplets, the slow atomic/ionic debris and the fast ionic debris. The characteristics of the different kinds of debris are investigated such that measures can be taken to minimize the effect on the lifetime of the collector optics.

The origin of the liquid Sn droplets was identified and a distinction was made between two different kinds of Sn droplets based on their production region. Primary droplets are emitted from the electrodes surface and are relatively easy to mitigate. Secondary droplets are produced during impact of the primary droplets on surfaces inside the source-collector module. The conditions for which the production of secondary droplets is minimal were investigated.

The slow atomic/ionic debris originates from the expanding plasma. Deposition of this kind of debris is initially concentrated in micrometer sized crystals. A cylindrical ion
spectrometer and a Faraday cup configuration were employed for the characterization of the ionic debris. It was found that about 95% of the deposition is atomic and 5% is ionic in nature. The ion energy distribution of the emitted ions has a twofold structure. The first part, consisting of thermal ions with energies up to 10 keV, can be described with a plasma-expansion model. The second part, for energies larger than 10 keV, is the result of the emission of suprathermal Sn ions.

The fast ionic debris consists of the suprathermal Sn ions with energies up to 100 keV. Using a gated multichannel plate configuration the production region of these ions was determined. They originate from the plasma near the cathode as well as near the anode surface. Based on these measurements, several production scenarios were discussed and some methods were proposed to prevent the production of the suprathermal Sn ions. Two methods were experimentally validated: increasing the initial Sn vapor distribution inside the discharge gap and adding hydrogen gas to the source chamber.

In order to discuss the production mechanisms of the suprathermal Sn ions, the z-pinch dynamics of the discharge plasma were studied. The crucial parameters for effective pinch formation were determined and solutions were provided to increase the EUV emission while minimizing the sputtering of the collector optics.
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